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PREFACE

early mormon settlements have a particular attraction forfoc the

mormon historian in them we can observe the trial and error process

of molding societies to the pattern of a religious belief which was

the preferred procedure and of adapting a religious program to the

needs and circumstances of a particular situation which though some-

times unavoidable was from the viewpoint of church leaders often the

reverse of what was intended we see also the difficulties of mai-

ntaining a uniform and consistent system of colonial development and

expansion and the methods and administrative machinery used in govern-

ing such a systemtiyaslysflys intem these settlements many of us see our own fore-

fathers who faced the rigors of frontier life in an era that to most

mormonscormonsMor takesmons on an aura of towering strength indomitable fortitude

and moral excellence the historian who undertakes a study of these

early settlements must be prepared to suffer a certain disillusionment

as epic figures turn out to be more nearly life sized he will no

doubt encounter a few skeletons in the church family closet but this

need not diminish his respect for the sturdy folk who undertook the

establishment of such settlements rather it serves to make them seem

more real more genuinely human and seeing them in this light makes

their accomplishments stand out all the more brightly knowing that

their deeds were the deeds not of mythical giants but of mere and

fallible mortals

the history of the mormon colonization of the san luis valley

holds a particular interest for the writer who was born in the valley

iii
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and spent the early years of his youth among those who helped to make

the history which is the subject of this thesis the study undertaken

here has satisfied a lingering curiosity about the events and circum-

stances associated with the establishment and development of the small

mormon community in which he was reared

A special debt of gratitude is owed many people whose helpfulness

and operationcooperationco made the completion of this tudystudy possible first to

dr leroy R hafen who as thesis chairman patiently read and corrected

the first drafts of the work and whose unmatched knowledge of early

colorado history helped greatly in laying the background for this study

second to brother A william lund and his staff of assistants at the

church historianhistorians office in salt lake city who made possible the re-

searching of early church records and manuscripts relating to the san

luis valley third to the officials and employees at the county court

house in conejosCone coloradojosjoe who gave me access to official documents

and records in their possession and allowed me to work over under and

around them in the pursuit of resource materials also to generous

and thoughtful relatives who welcomed this long departed native of the

valley into their homes and provided him with bed and board during the

time spent in their midst doing research and last but by no means

least to my wife and children who understandingly tolerated my hermit

like tendencies during the final stages of the work

J H F
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CHAPTERCHAPIER I1

treTHEIRE SAN LUIS VALLEY BEFORE moeTOEDIE ARRIVAL OF moeTOEwoethe MORMONS

geographic settingsett
the san luisluialuinluls valley itis located high in the rocky mountains of

colorado and new mexico the general lay of the valley iain north bouthmouthsouth

with the 106th meridian running through the western portion the val-

ley iais approximately one hundred and fifty milesmilea in length all but

about forty milesmilea of which lieslieaileslles inside the colorado border itsita width

averagesaver betweenagesagea forty and fifty milesmilea being greatestgrea atteat the middle

of itsita north

1

illustrated atlasatias
&

south course and narrowing almost to a point at either

end the valley floor slopes gradually from an elevation of 8000 feet

at the northernmostnorthern pointmostmoat to 7000 feet at the southernsouaou endthern in view

of itsita great elevation the vast expanse of the valley iais remarkable

andrand mcnally illuatratedatlaa of todays world new york rand
mcnallymcna11y& company 1962 VIIvil 57273572 VIII73 66061660 61

nie
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mansmanta de-
light

unbleduniled states geological and geograph-
ical surveyofsurveyor the territoriesterritoriesyTerrito embracingrieSy colorado and partspartapacts of adjacent
territories being a report of progressProgre of0 the expleiplexplorationing for the year
1875 by F V hayden IL S department of interior waa h ing ton 18771977
p t47

created

and vice versa indeed the combination of these two factorsfactor make the

san luisluialuls valley a rather unique geographic phenomenon

the exact nature of the geologic structure of the valley iais a tillstill

a matter of some disputedladiadis inpute 1875 an extensive geological and geo-

graphical survey waswaa conducted under the direction of PF V hayden

united states geologist at which time the opinion waswaa formed by those

making the turveysurvey that the san luis valley waswaa once covered by two

large lakes northern and southern which were divided by a slightalight

rise of the valley floor in the vicinity of present

a few million yearsyeara ago natures gift
folks and fortunesfortune saga of the san luis valley in colorado I1

november 1949 p 38 thisibisthib periodical was published in monte vista
in connection with the colorado state fair and no subsequent editions
seem to have been forthcoming

2

2 mostmoat

modern authorities disagree with thisthia opinion claiming instead that

the valley floor which iais composed largely of tremendous amounts of

a andsand and gravel was formed by the melting waters of great glaciers

which filled the canyons of the surrounding mountains during the last

ice age 3

thehie sansari luis valley is completely enclosed by mountains on the

westwent it is bounded by the san juan range with those portions of the

range immediately bordering the valley being assigned individual names

la garita sawatchwatchkawatchSa and conejos viewed from the valley the peaks of

the san juan range do not appear aaas imposingimp aaasoaing their altitude would

0
ninth annual report of the united

1

2ninth
survey of

ye re eorrorroc f oration
U in riorbior washington

147

3tcreated
S a

day garland

aa

nie

was
critor iesles be t
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6ninthanth ppap 14142141 42

normally warrant owing to the high elevation of the valley floor how-

ever on the eastern sidetidetldegideglde of the valley the rugged sangre de cristo range

stands guard with her peaks frequently rising above 14000 feet eleva-

tion averaging 3000 to 4000 feet higher than those of the san juan 4

there is a gentle westward curve at the northern and southern tips of

the sangre de cristo range which results in the valley being enclosed

in a slight crescent

in contrast to what would normally be expected in an area surrounded

by high snow covered mountains the san luis valley is not well watered

while the annual precipitation in the adjacent mountains averages as

much as fifty inches that of the valley ranges from eight inches near

the mountains to less than seven inches in the center of the valley

numerous mountain streams rise in the sangre de cristo range but flow

only a short distance beyond the base of the mountains and are quickly

lost in the sand and gravel of the valley floor the two major streams

at the northern end of the valley the san luis and saguache creeks

flow into the san luis lakes these two lakes cover considerable ex-

panse but havehalve little depth hereliere the water remains to evaporate or

sink into the sand as the northern one third of the valley is a closed

basin and has no outlet to the sea the remaining portion of the valley

ninth annual report op cit p 142

5ad51bad G mclaughlin san luis valley geological road logs of
colorado ed by john R donnell denver rocky mountain association of
geologists 1960 p 89

inth annual report op cit

3

5

6

4ninth
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7createdocreated

is drained by the rio grande which flows out of the san juan mountains

in a southeasterly direction near del norte A few miles southeast of

alamosaalamona the rio grande turns almost directly south dividing the valley

into nearly equal halves as it continues its course into new mexico

the san juan mountains in contrast to the narrow sangre de cristo

are a broad circular mass streams flowing out of the san juan are

less numerous than their sangre de cristo counterparts but carry more

substantial amounts of water the larger of the san juan streams in

north south sequence are the saguache rio grande alamosaalamona la jara

and conejos rivers these rivers together provide most of the water

used for irrigation As a consequence the vast majority of the land

under cultivation is located in the western half of the valley

A factor of particular significance in the water supply of the

san luis valley is the great number of flowing artesian wells that are

to be found there it is estimated that there are more than seven

thousand of these wells with flows ranging from a few gallons to sev
0

eral thousand gallons per minute

in general the san luis valley is a large unbroken plain

slightly depressed in the center excepting its edges which rise more

steeply on the east than on the west the valley floor is extremely flat
an indication of its flatness can be seen in the wide use of irrigation

canals some of which today stretch for more than twentyfivetwenty milesfive in

created a few million years ago

p 90

5

7

8

11 opff cit p p 39

claughlin op cit8mclaughlin
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grandesgrandet

ppap 14145141 45loninthloningh

straight lines having branches and lateralsliteralslate whichrals extend from them at

right angles 9

therenere arearesaref however a few interruptions in the flat topography of

the valley floor san antonio mountain and ute mountain two major

peaks of volcanic origin and both of unusually symetricalsymmetricalsy proportionmetrical

stand separate and aloof just south of the new mexico border A few

miles north of the border situated between the conejos river and the

rio grande are a number of table shaped bluffs these bluffs are

designated as the san luis hills and rise as much as 1400 feet above

the floor of the valley along the conejos river almost at the geo-

graphic center of the area encompassing the mormon settlements which

are the subject of this study are a number of smaller knolls an

interesting geographic feature brought about by the existence of these

hills is that the rivers of the southwest quarter of the valley are

turned northeast in contrast to the valleyvalleysvailey general slope and flow

for a considerable distance in this direction before joining the rio
grande 10

thene climate of the san luis valley varies somewhat from the norm

expected in mountain valleys especially is this true as regards amount

of annual precipitation which as previously indicated is unusually

light the most pronounced characteristic of the climate is the year

round prevalence of sunshine though it is closely rivaled in constancy

claughlinmclaughlin opOR cit p 89

ninth annual report

6

9

re 9
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ppap 262926 29

by the winds which blow with gale force often for days at a time tem-

peratures in the valley are moderate ranging from a twenty four hour

average of 636463 in64 the summer to 182018 during20 the winter months

the valley and surrounding mountains abound in a variety of natural

vegetation pine aspen and spruce are found in abundance on the higher

mountain slopes with pinonpiiionpigion and cedar being common on the lower levels

cottonwood trees and willows mark the meander ings of the streams of the

valley floor while away from the water courses nearly the whole of the

valley is covered by chico and greasewood which must be laboriously

cleared away before crops can be planted much native hay grows in the
1 9meadows of the bottomlandsbottom nearestlands the valley streams

soil fertility is limited owing chiefly to its coarse structure

sandy composition and the presence of alkali the alkaline condition

of the soil has been a continuing problem to the farmer however soil

authorities have indicated that the amount of alkali is not so great as

to prevent successful reclamation by proper methods limitations of

the soil and the shortness of the growing season combine to preclude

the raising of slow maturing grains and most fruits thus agricultural

production centers around small grains hay and vegetables wheat ranks

as the major product with oats alfalfa potatoes peas and barley

being the other principal crops raised in the valley

p 26

ibid

7

63640 18200 11

meanderings

12

13

11geology and water resources of the san luis valley colorado by
C E siebenthal U S department of interior geological survey
washington 1910 ppap 222322

ibid

23

12

13

pera tures

640 200
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15leroy

early explorationExEl andoration settlement

when the first american explorers and traders reached the area of

present colorado it was occupied by several indian tribes of which

the principal ones were the comanchesmanchesCo klowas arapahoesArapah cheyennesoes

and utes the latter tribe had been in the area longest and claimed

the entire mountain vicinity and western slope of the rockies and were

the inhabitants of the san luis valley gradually pressure from the

gold seekers and settlers brought about the cession of mostmoatnoatnost of the in-

dian lands in colorado to the united states government beginning with

the treaty of fort laramie in 1851 when the boundaries and territories

of the arapaho cheyenne and other tribes were fixed and the treaty

of conejos in 1863 when the utesubes were moved from the san luis valley

the indian gradually faded from colorado history the last major group

of colorado indians the mountain utes were enroute to utah by 1881

leaving only a small reservation in southwestern colorado where the

southern utes were settled

long before the first americans arrived y spanish explorers had

traversed the area of southern colorado there is evidence that some

spanish settlement occurred in the southern portions of colorado during

the early seventeenth century following the conquest and colonization

of new mexico by onate in 1598 de vargas was in the san luis valley

in 1694 two years after beginning his reconquest of new mexico which

leroy R hafen and francis marion young fort laramie and the
pageant of the westwes 183418901834 glendale1890 arthur H clark company
1938 ppap 19194191

leroy

94

R hafen colorado the story of a western commonwealth
denver the peerless publishing company 1933 p 61

8

earleari y

14

f

15

14

t
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coloradcoloradocolored 0 magaz inelne XVI may 1939 ppap 819081

zebulon

90

montgomery pike exploratory traveistravelsti throughavelsaveis the western
territories of north america comprising a voyage from st louis on the
mississippi to the source of that river and a journey through the in-
terior of louisiana and the northeasternnorth provinceseastern of new spain denverdeyer

W H lawrence & co
deyendeven

rivelRivea

had been necessitated by the pueblo indian uprising under pope in 1680

father escalanteescalantescalantes famous journey in 1776 in search of mission sites and

a route to california brought him into southwestern colorado yet de-

spite the activity of the early spanish explorers their efforts left
no permanent settlements within the boundaries of present colorado

the firstirstarst official american explorer in the san luis valley was

captain zebulon M pike who in early 1807 crossed the sangre de cristo

mountains into the valley where he built a fort of cottonwood logs on

the north bank of the conejos river five miles above its juncture with

the rio grande pikes advance was brought to an abrupt halt by spanish

soldiers who informed him that he was on spanish soil at a considerable

distance from the red river which pike professed to believe he was on

pike apparently failedtailed to convince the spaniards as to the innocence of

his geographical error for they placed him under arrest and escorted

him to mexico

each of john C fremontsfremonfsfremonteFremoFr expeditionsnesnfsemonts into the west beginning in

1842 took him through the area of colorado although each of these

trips was concerned to some extent with finding a route through colorado

for the pacific railroad he never actually surveyed such a route in

1848 fremont lost one third of his men in attempting to cross the la

J manuel espinosa journal of the vargas expedition into colo-
rado 1694

1889 appp 22738227 38

9

ii n 16

f off ic iallallai

17

16

magazine

17 exe ratoryaratory

journe y
S

Es

riveland
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orersborers historbistor

10

1 0
garita mountains at the western edge of the san luis valley however

in 1853 he succeeded in crossing the san juan mountains via cochetopaCoche

pass

topa

which leads from the northern end of the san luis valley westward

across the continental divide to a point immediately east of present
19gunnison colorado thisibis route over cochetopaCoche passtopa was followed the

same year by captain john W gunnison who completed the railroad sur
20vey and for whom the river and city are named

though the accomplishment of the official expeditions were con-

siderable real credit for the exploration of colorado should go to the

early hunters and fur trappers this romantic era in colorado history

which was drawing to a close by the 1850s and 1860s is filled with

such names as kit carson joe meek jim bridger and antoine robidoux

some of these hunters and free trappers later served as scouts for the

official expeditions led by fremont gunnison and others one of the

earliest trappers of whom we have record of having trapped in the san

luis valley was jacob fowler who led a trapping expedition in the valley
21

from february to april 1822

i ft
allan nevins fremont pathmakerhathmakerPath ofmaker the west new york D apple

ton century co inc 1939 ppap 35666356

ibid

66

p 413

20nollenolienoile mumey john williams gunnison 181218531812 the1853 last of the
western explorers A history of the survey throughlbroughalbrough colorado and utah
with a biography and details of his massacre denver artcraftartcraf presspres
1955 ppap 464746

21

47

elliott coues ed journal of jacob fowler narratingNarnac anratina ad-
venture from arkansas through the indian territory oklahoma kansas
colorado and new mexico to the sources of rio grande del norte 1821221821

new
22

york francis P harper 1898 ppap 10036100 36

18

18

19

Y

t s

sid erable

blog aphyachy
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ppap 949594

leroy

95

R hafen status of the san luis valley 185018611850 1861

11

during the early 1840s the governor of new mexico granted several

extensive tracts of land to mexican settlers in an effort to stimulate

colonization in colorado and new mexico these grants were intended

primarily to bolster the mexican claims east of the rio grande which

was an area of dispute between mexico and the newly born republic of

texas the largest of these grants the sangre de cristo comprised

almost the entire southern half of the san luis valley east of the rio
grande another the tierra amarilla grant extended north into colo-

rado on the western edge of the valley the conejos grant which in-

cluded much of the southwestern portion of the valley that is the area

of immediate concern in this study was eventually declared void be

22cause of compliancenoncompliancenon with its terms

in 1848 the san luis valley along with the rest of the mexican

cession was obtained by the united states through the treatytheaty of guada-

lupe hidalgo when this land cession was divided and given territorial
status as part of the compromise of 1850 a dispute developed between

the utah and new mexico territories over control of the valley the

cause of the dispute was confusion as to which mountain range the san

juan or the sangre de cristo formed part of the continental divide

which had been designated as the boundary between the two territories
the issue was not resolved until 1861 when the san luis valley was

largely included within the boundaries of the newly formed colorado
23territory

afenlafen colorado op cit

colorado magazinemauMaa 111IIIliiazine march 1926 ppap 464946 49

2

23leroy
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12

the first known white settlers in the area later to become conejos

county arrived in 1842 they were holders of a mexican land grant en-

titling them to settle in the vicinity of the conejos river which flows

out of the san juan mountains into the valley a few miles north of the

new mexico border this first attempt at settlement was short lived

as the settlers were soon driven out by indiansindiana who were resentful of

the ill treatment which they felt they had received at the hands of

24mexican authorities

the earliest permanent settlements in colorado were established

between 1851 and 1853 and were located in the san luis valley east of

the rio grande san luis founded in 1851 along the banks of the culebraCulcui

river

elraeira

is the oldest town in colorado san pedro and san acacio soon

25followed being established in 1852 and 1853 respectively

A second and more successful attempt at settlement on the conejos

river was made in 1854 major lafayette head a former united states

marshall for the northern district of new mexico brought a group of

approximately fifty mexican families into the area of the conejos river

and settled the community of guadalupe thisibis group also suffered from

indian attacks but nonetheless gradually managed to grow and prosper

A few years later when major head built a new home on the south side

of the conejos river across from guadalupe a majority of the settlers

quickly followed this resulted in the development of a new community

24frank hall history of the state of colorado chicago blakely
printing company 188918951889 IV1895 919291

25

92

habenyhafeny colorado op cit p 96hafen
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ppap 929392

ibid

93

ab1b is

13

which waswaa named conejos in 1861 the newly organized territorial legis-

lature established along with others the county of guadalupe this

name was later changed to conejos county upon the request of terri-

torial officials who desired to avoid confusion with other guadalupe
rf

place names in the territory

in its political divisions the san luis valley was until more

recently comprised of four counties 1 saguache county comprising

the northern one third of the valley 2 rio grande county located on

the eastern slopes of the san juan mountains where the rio grande enters

the valley 3 costilla county located in the southern portion of the

valley east of the rio grande and 4 conejos county also located in

27the southern portion of the valley but lying west of the rio grande

it was in the latter of these four counties that mormon colonizers were

to make their initial settlements in the valley during the late 1870

colorado in the 1870

in the decade which preceded the arrival of mormon settlers into

colorado the area had undergone a period of marked transition and de-

velopment much of this development was the result of mining activity
28which had its beginnings with the first discovery of gold in 1858

more recent were the discoveries of gold and silver in the san juan

hall op cit

p 94

00
leroy R hafen ed colorado gold rush contemporary letters

and reports 185818591858 volvoivoixtolx1859 X of southwest historical series ed by
leroy R hafen11afe glendaleolendale arthur H clarkdarkmark company 1941 ppap 192119 21

26

18701s

187019

26

27

28

volx
n oienOlenwiendaledaie
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mountains in 1870711870 and71 the uncovering of silver bearing lead ores at

the headwaters of the arkansas river in 1874751874 thisibis75 latter discovery

brought on the single biggest mining boom in colorado history and

resulted in the establishment of leadville which was to be the center

of economic activity in colorado for more than a decade except for

the san juan mining area which was centered in the southwest and thus

had a more direct effect upon the san luis valley mining had its

greatest impact in the northern portions of colorado where new towns

29rapidly developed near the mining sites

perhaps second only to the influence of mining upon the transition

of colorado during the 1870s was that of the railroads fears of

being isolated when the transcontinental railroad was built through

wyoming were soon dispelled by the rapid construction of railroad lines

within the state especially important in its effect upon the develop-

ment of the san luis valley was the denver and rio grande railroad with

its main line running southward through the center of the state and pro-

jected to extend as far south as el paso texas in addition to the

industrial significance of the railroads they also played an important

role in the agricultural development of colorado through the establish-

ment of agricultural colonies which they promoted by the sale of their

extensaxtens ivelve land grants

other elements also contributed to the transition which was cha-
racteristic ofoe the 1870 A number of towns were successfully promoted

9029hafen colorado op cit

miningboom

extensive 30

1870s

30
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by town development companies some of them operating on the cooperco

ativeactive

oper

principle and an agency of the territorial legislature conducted

a successful publicity campaign to attract permanent settlers to colo-

rado the chief political result of this rapid growth and change was

admission into the union which was achieved in 1876 when colorado was

admitted as the centennial state t

thusibusihus at the time that the mormonscormons were preparing their colonizing

venture into the san luis valley much had already been accomplished

by others who had preceded them mining was a major economic develop-

ment in the nearby san juan mountains and would prove a valuable source

of employment to many of the saints tllethe denver and rio grande railroad

was rapidly being extended southward and would reach the vicinity of the

conejos river at almost the same time as the first group of mormon

colonists agricultural development too was already under way although

it was to be in this latter area that the mormonscormons would make their most

significant contribution to the further development of the san luis

valley

31
hafen colorado op cit
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CHAPTERCHAPIER II11

background AND preparation FOR settlement

mormon colonization practices

the establishment of a mormon colony in an area hitherto largely

undeveloped was by the 1870 no longer an unusual occurrence the

mormon settlement of the salt lake valley in utah had begun in 1847

and was quickly followed by a rapid spread of mormon colonies through-

out the utah area with knowledge gained of experience there emerged

a fixed pattern of settlement and a standardization of methods and

practices that was followed as closely as circumstances would permit

brigham young president of the church viewed the establishment of

colonies as a religious project and exercised a paternal supervision

over the entire process church authorities were appointed in hier-

archical fashion to roles of leadership at both the central and local

levels of the colonizing program final authority in all matters as-

sociated with the establishment of new colonies rested with president

1870s

f
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young in practice president young usually made the final decision

regarding the selection of a suitable location for a new settlement

afterwards placing the responsibility of general supervision in the

hands of one or more of his immediate assistants the apostles of the

church at the local level in the frontier colonies local church

official directed the building of the new communities

customarily when a new colony was to be founded families or

groups of families from one or more established communities were called

to leave their homes to help in the building up of the new settlements

in the selection of these families care was taken to provide a bal-

anced proportion of agricultural and industrial workers thus insuring

that each colony was supplied with the variety of individual talents

and abilities necessary to the success of the venture to this nucleus

was added a group of immigrants only recently arrived among the saints

in zion in this manner a combination of experienced and inexper-

ienced frontiersmen comprised the population of each new colony thisibis

system proved very effective not only in helping to assure the success

of the settlement but in caring for the absorption of the steady
2

stream of immigrants flowing into utah

new settlements were built under a specific plan which called for

the establishment of a community on the most promising site in a given

vicinity from this hub colonycolony1 other settlements would gradually

miltonmllton R hunter brigham young the colonizer salt lake city
deeretdeoseretdebretderDeo newsleretseretgeret press 1940 ppap 5559595955

2ibid21bidbibid
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expand throughout the surrounding area towns were placed at intervals

of from seven to ten miles each town was surveyed into large square

blocks of several acres each with the blocks subdivided into lots for

individual families farms covered as much of the land as was feasible

between towns the land being divided into small plots proportionate

to the size of the families which would work them As a rule no homes

were built on the farm lands and all of the settlers resided in the

towns this practice of having the people reside only in the towns can

be attributed to several factors of which the most obvious defense

against the indian menace was only one town life made possible the

establishment of local governments which were entrusted with the con-

duct of civil affairs in addition it provided opportunity for re-

creation and formal education above all it afforded a greater chance

for religious and spiritual guidance and development than could be

possible while living in separate and remote farm units

local government in the colonies was relatively simple and was

accomplished with a minimum of formal governmental apparatus the

religious leaders of the community who had been appointed by higher

officials of the church were likewise given the function of supervision

over secular affairs at a level corresponding to their religious posi-

tion both religious and secular appointments required the sustaining

approval of the popular membership of the area concerned which was

somewhat automatically given little if any distinction was made

milton R hunter utah the story of her people salt lake city
deseret news press 1946 ppap 22933229 33

3
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the establishment of a mormon community as far distant from salt
lake city as the san luis valley was not a new or unique development

4
hunter brigham young the colonizer op cit ppap 11418114

leonard

18

J arrington great basin kingdom an econoraiconoraic history of
the latter day saints 18301900183019001830 cambridgeca1900 harvardmbrabr university1 press
1958 ppap 11213112 13

5leonardbleonard
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between religious and secular roles of leadership and the possession

of authority in both spheres was rarely questioned local tribunals

were established which performed their function without regard to the
4

fine line which separates the affairs of church and state

in economic matters each settlement was to be as completely self

sustaining as possible thisibis same philosophy applied to the individual

families with home industries being developed to produce the essential

articles of home consumption thisibis emphasis on economic self sufficiency

helped not only to stimulate a more rapid development of local enter-

prise and industry but to lessen the degree of dependence upon already

established mormon communities more importantly it provided for

material independence from non mormon businesses and merchants

the general characteristics of mormon colonial enterprises outlined

above are observable in the settlement of the san luis valley however

some modification should be expected owing to factors peculiar to the

immediate situation and the fact that three decades had passed since

the colonization of the salt lake valley nonetheless the fundamental

structure of the mormon colonial system remains intact

factors leading to the settlement of the san luis valleyvailey

5
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carson valley nevada san bernardino california and fort lemhileahi

idaho plus several sites in arizona are representative of mormon out-

posts being settled prior to or contemporary with that of the san luis

valley each at a considerable distance from the parent colony in
6utautah

numerous factors contributed to the establishment of settlements

outside of utah the most significant was an increasing popula-

tion to the natural growth in population and church membership was

added a constant flow of converts from many parts of the world imm-

igrating to utah to be with the general body of the saints in an

economy that was essentially agricultural this required a constant

extension of settlements until they passed beyond the borders of the

territory in addition to the pressures of population it is reason-

able to assume that the ever increasing tempo of governmental prosecu-

tion of polygamistspolygramists played a role in the development of remote settle-
ments where plural families might take refuge the most immediately

compelling factor which led to the establishment of a colony in the

san luis valley was that missionary successes in the southern states

had resulted in a large number of converts many of whom desired to

migrate west and for whom a suitable location had to be found

the most prominent figure in the success of the miss ionaryconary work

in the southern states was elder john morgan who in 1875 had been

called to missionary labors by church president brigham young

huntenhunter brigham youngYOUPAyoupe the colonizer op cit

21
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coloradocoloradcolored magazine XXVII october 1950 ppap 27071270 the71 author of
this articlearticltartic is the son of john morgan

22

john morgan was born in indiana in 1842 and lived in that state

until early manhood when he moved to illinois he remained in illinois

until the outbreak of the civil war whereupon he enlisted in the 123d

regiment of illinois infantry serving with that organization in the

western theater of the war toward the end of the conflict he served

as an officer under general william T sherman during the famous march

to the sea after being honorably discharged in 1865 he went to poug-

hkeepsie new york where he attended eastmanseastmaneastmann commercial college from

which he was graduated in 1866 within a short time after graduating

from eastmanseastmannEast morganmans contracted a job to drive cattle from kansas

city to the salt lake valley arriving at the latter in december 1866

determining to reside permanently in salt lake city he established

morgan college a business school which developed into one of the most

respected schools of higher learning in the territory in 1867 he was

baptized a member of the mormon church and the following year he was

married to the daughter of a prominent salt lake city resident nicholas

groesbeck

following his mission call by president young elder morgan left
salt lake city on october 25 1875 his labors took him initially to

illinois and indiana among the peoples he had known as a youth his

health soon failed him in the cold climate and he precededpro toceded the south-

ern states where he experienced considerable success in preaching the

gospel within a short time he had organized three groups of church

nicholas G morgan mormon colonization in the san luis valley

7
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members totaling about sixty persons opposition to the mormonscormons soon

developed throughout the vicinity which combining with the desire of

many of the new converts to be among the saints in zion prompted the

beginning of a search for a suitable location in the west where a
0

settlement could be established for the southern saints

elder morgan wrote to president brigham young informing him that

many of the converts in the southern states desired to migrate westward

and asking advice regarding a possible location site in reply presi-

dent young advised elder morgan that the growth of zion required an

extension of the settlements already existing in utah and recommended

western texas or new mexico as possible locations he further advised

elder morgan that the site to be selected should be healthy with abun-

dant water sosicsit as to make irrigation feasible at little cost and that

he preferred that it be among the indians in order that the saints might

teach and exercise a good influence over them president young concluded

his letter with a request for information regarding the probable number

9of emigrants and the proposed starting date of the migration

A somewhat more definite determination of a location for the con-

verts from the southern states was made through information supplied by

lawrence M peterson of cebollabollabebollaCe new mexico who in 1854 had migrated

from denmark to the united states with his family all recently converted

to the church his father died just prior to their departure from denmark

0
deseret evening news december 10 1877

9letter from president brigham young to elder john morgan june 28
1877 as quoted in nicholas G morgan op cit p p 271

8

8deseret

gletter
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and his mother succumbed to cholera shortly after their arrival in the

united states thus lawrence along with an older brother was left
without parental guidance and was entrusted to the care of a company of

immigrant saints who were journeying to utah at kansas city missouri

while the company was waiting to obtain teams and wagons for the re-

mainder of the journey young lawrence strayed from the group and joined

a caravan of spanish traders with whom he traveled to new mexico

there he lived for approximately twenty years becoming fluent in the

spanish language and marrying a mexican woman in 1875 he traveled
10

to utah to visit his brother hans jensen whom he had not seen since

their separation at kansas city and who was at that time living in

manti while visiting with his brother in manti lawrence was again

brought into activity in the church and was ordained to the office of

elder following his stay of two months duration he returned to his

home in new mexico where lieheile preached among his mexican neighbors

converting a group of about forty to the church

the difference in names is accounted for by the fact that law-
rence adhered to the scandinavian custom of taking his fathersfather given
name peter as his own surname his brother hans adopted the
american practice and retained his fathers surname jensen

andrew jens on the founding of mormon settlements in the san
luis valley colorado colorado magazine XVII september 1940
ppap 17476174 available76 resources differ as regards the area in which
lawrence M petersons proselyting activities among the mexicans oc-
curred in an interview published in the deseret evening news october
2 1877 lorenzo H hatch a mormon missionary laboring among the mexi-
cans of colorado and new mexico indicated that the converts brought
into the church by brother peterson were residents of trinidad colo-
rado rather than of new mexico

11

10
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lawrence petersonpeters on was well acquainted with that portion of the

san luis valley which lay in the vicinity of the conejos river having

resided for some time at the mexican village of los cerritos which

was located on the bank of the conejos river seven and one half miles

northeast of the town of conejos much valuable information was ob-

tained from him concerning the area of new mexico and southern colo-

rado and it was he who first recommended the san luis valley as a

12suitable place of settlement for the southern saints the informationormationformation
supplied by brother peterson was sent to elder john morgan who was

busily engaged in preparations for the migration of the recently con-

verted saints from the south

12jenson theme founding of mormon settlements p 177

inf ormationmatlon

12jenson
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CHAPTERCHAPIER 111IIIlii

INITIAL colonization OF METOEmoe SAN LUIS VALLEY

BY SOUTHERNSOUIHERN SAINTSSAINISsalnis

winter 1877781877 in78 the barracks at pueblo

president brigham young died on august 29 1877 a fact unknown

to elder morgan when on august 30th he addressed a letter to presi-

dent young with information that he was planning to take his group

of emigrants by train from scottsboroScott insboro northeastern alabama to

pueblo colorado from pueblo he proposed to move the company over

the denver and rio grande railroad to end of track at garlandgaklandklandgariandblandbakland colo-

rado where they would disembark and travel overland toward the new

mexico border an alternate plan was also outlined in the event that

circumstances made it advisable to spend the winter at pueblo should

this occur elder morgan anticipated sending a small group from among

the strongest of the party to establish a foothold and prepare the way

for the remainder to follow in the spring of 1878 heilefielle further indi-

cated that he had been successful in obtaining very reasonable rates

Ga
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for the railroad portion of the journey the total adult fare from

scottsboroScott to10sboro pueblo being 29.802980 with children under twelve travel-

ing for half that amount

arrangements were made to leave scottsboroScott onsboro november 19 1877

however owing to a delay in the arrival of some of their number they

were unable to depart until two days later on november 21st219t the

saints started their journey to the west the company consisted of

seventy two converts mostly from georgia and alabama and was accom-

panied by elder morgan and two other missionaries from utah james T

2
lisonbee and thomas murphy

from scottsboroScott thesboro saints traveled west to corinth mississippi

on the memphis and charleston railroad at corinth they changed to the

ohio and mississippi railroad for the trip north to columbus kentucky

where they crossed the mississippi river on barges which carried the

railroad cars with the passengers inside from the western bank of the

river they traveled on the iron mountain railroad to st louis missouri

letter from elder john morgan to president john taylor as quoted
in arthur M richardson and nicholas G morgan sr life and ministry
of john morganmoren salt lake city nicholas G morganmorganjr sr publisher
1965 ppap 13839138

2

39

san luis stake manuscript history 1877 account by daniel R

sellers unpublished material the manuscript histories of the var-
ious branches wards and stakes of the church are located in the latter
day saints church library in salt lake city in more recent years they
consist of formal records kept by persons specifically designated to
that task previously they included handwritten or typed accounts
usually by persons directly associated with the particular period of
the account though the author is not always indicated dating includes
only the year and no pagination is given but as the histories are
arranged in chronological ordery little difficulty is encountered in
locating desired materials

wes tern

morgansr

order

2980
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there changing to the missouri pacificpacifjacif railroad which carried them

westward to kansas city missouri they arrived at kansas city late

in the evening of november 22nd and remained aboard the train overnight

shortly before noon on november 23rd the company boarded the atchison

topeka and santa fe railroad for pueblo colorado traveling7aveling in cold

and windy weather the saints finally arrived at pueblo on november

24th As it was early evening and no provisions had yet been made

for lodging the saints were again permitted to remain overnight in the

cars of the train

on the morning of november 25th elder morgan was able to make

arrangements for the saints to reside temporarily in the thespian
4

theatre an old showhouseshowhouaesnowhouseshow builthouse in 1869 on monday november 26th

he began arrangements for making permanent winter quarters in pueblo

as it had been decided that continuance of the migration through the

winter months would be very difficult and further that as employment

possibilities were better in pueblo than in more remote areas means

might be found to better provision themselves for a renewal of their

journey the following spring A location upon which to erect barracks

for winter quarters was sought and selected the site chosen was a

secluded island in the arkansas river well sheltered by trees which

would help to break the cold winter wind the location also had the

john morgan private journal unpublished material thisibis source
is located in the collection of dairies and journals in the latter day
saints church library salt lake city utah elder morgansmorgana journal is
a multi volume work and references are bestbeat found by chronological date

nicholas G morgan mormon colonization in the san luis valley
op cit p 273
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thisibis law was first given through a revelation to joseph
smith prophet and founder of the mormon churchchurchy in 1831 it involved
the voluntary consecrating or deeding of the individual properties of
church members to the church in re turn the individual would receive
a stewardship over an amount of the properties consecrated sufficient
for the needs of his family any surplus property thus created would be
given as a stewardship to the poorer members of the church while
temporarily successful in a few instances the project as a whole did
not work out satisfactorily it was modified in 1838 andpanda as an official
program of the church abandoned in 1841 though it continued to be
practiced for some time by individual groups in isolated areas and circ-
umstances

6theathe

8johnajohn
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advantage of offering the saintssainta comparative isolation from the other

residents of pueblo while at the same time being at the convenient

distance of about one mile from the center of the city

on the evening of november 26th a meeting was held in the theatre

during which elder morgan advised that the saints pool all of their

means and join together in a communal organization known within the

church as the united order this advice was approved by a majority

of the saints and daniel R sellers was nominated and elected to be

president of the order at a subsequent meeting held november 28th the

organization of the order was completed and brother sellers was set apart

as president and treasurertreasurerireeIreatree bysurer elder morgan

an amount totaling slightly over 400 was voluntarily paid into the
8

common treasury by those who elected to participate in the order how-

ever this did not include all of the saints at pueblo as a few families

nicholas G morgan op cit p 273

the united order is the most commonly used of several names by
which is designated the mormon practice of the law of consecration and
stewardship

7 san luis stake manuscript history 1877 sellers op cit
0john morgan journal
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chose instead to rent homes a short distance from the island location

tosethosetobe participating in the order continued to reside in the old theatre

until december ist when work on the barracks was completed sufficiently

to permit them to move in

the barracks consisted of a single structure divided into ten

rooms each measuring ten by fifteen feet with a larger room on each

end to serve as kitchen and dining room during the winter of 1877781877

these

78

limited accomodationsaccommodations served as home for nine families four of

which included six or more children in addition to these families

there were several unmarried men some of whom slept on improvised beds

in the kitchens for lack of sufficient space elsewhere

among the group of saints at pueblo were several skilled laborers

including a number of carpenters a blacksmith a brickmasonbrick amason stone-

mason and a shoemaker the remainder were farmers most of these men

were able to obtain some kind of employment in or near pueblo several

were employed by a pennsylvania company engaged in the erection of a

large rolling mill and additional jobs were made available as rapidly

as the expansion of the business permitted employment was also found

by a number of the men is securing timber to be made into ties for the

railroad being built southward to new mexico wages for those who

9 the exact number of families which elected to remain outside the
order cannot be determined from available sources differing accounts
vary the number from two to five

san luis stake manuscript history 1877 sellers op cit
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found employment averaged from 1.50150 to 2.00200 per day and the money

earned waswaawab turned over to brother sellers who did all of the purchasing
12

for the saints residing in the barracks

after seeingweeing that the saints were suitably located and provided for

elder morgan left pueblo for his home in salt lake city while there

he had several meetings with president john taylor who had succeeded

brigham young as president of the church concerning the future location

of the saints at pueblo the decision was also made that elder morgan

should continue his work in helping the southern saints to move west

accordingly on january 21 1878 elder morgan was set apart as presi
14

dent of the southern states mission elder james Z stewart of

draper utah was appointed to assist elder morgan in the selection of

a suitable permanent location for the saints at pueblo and to transfer

them to the place selected

elder morgan left salt lake city on march 4 1878 preceding elder

stewart by about two weeks arriving in pueblo on march 6thath he found

the saints at the barracks in a generally good condition having survived

the winter with a minimum of severe hardship two births had taken place

during the winter months and death had claimed but an equal number

12nicholas G morgan opOR cit p 276

john morgan journal op cit
14brigham H roberts comprehensive history of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints 6 volsvolevois salt lake city deseret news press
1930 V 559

san luis stake manuscript history 1878 sellers opOR cit
nicholas G morgan op22 cit p 277
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elder morgan reported the situation of the saintssainta at pueblo as follows

the saints here have had many things to contend with during
the winter that have tried some of them sorely but we find
a good spirit among them and a determination to hold on to
the faith they were entirely unacquainted with the country
its manner or customs which was an obstacle of no small ma-
gnitude to overcome they had no elder to advise them and
were left to their own resources to obtain food and raiment
but they tell me they have had plenty to eat and wear no
one hashaaihaalhasl suffered another difficulty was they were thrown
into very intimate relation with each other in their winter
quarters and the natural weaknesses and frailties of human
nature would of course prominently develop themselves
differences would naturally arise and inexperience would
make blunders in short it was the old story that saints rec-
ognize as the experience of the sifting process that all
sooner or later have to go through in the midst of this
there came into the camp a man who had turned from the truth
and endeavored to cause dissension the result was that a
close scrutiny only showed more clearly the counterfeit
sought to be palmed off on them and I1 have yet to find the
first personpecson who was in least affected from this cause the
saints were poor and could not see their way clearly out of
the difficulties surrounding them but they trusted in the
god of israel and he has brought them through so far safely

before the arrival of elder stewart elder morgan and daniel R

sellers went southward by train to garland colorado then the end of

track of the denver and rio grande railroad while in garland they

were able to meet with colorado governor ao cameron hunt who recom-

mended that the saints settle in the southern portion of the san luis

valley giving them considerable information about the area following

the meeting with governor hunt elder morgan and brother sellers returned

by train to pueblo where they met elder stewart only recently arrived
18

from utah

letter to editors march 18 1878 deseret evening news march 28
1878

18nicholas G morgan op citgitcit
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first mormon settlers in the valley spring 1878

elder stewart was much concerned about the prospect of success for

the proposed settlement heiletletie knew that it was the practice of the church

in these matters to send settlers well equipped with teams wagons

machinery seed etc and that the saints in pueblo had almost none of

these necessary materials notwithstanding his concern and acting

upon instructions from elder morgan elder stewart selected three of the

men from the barracks to undertake an exploratory journey into the san

luis valley the three men chosen to accompany him were george wilson

milton evans and A B tob bagwell taking only a few provisions

and bedding plus axes spades and firearms the four left pueblo on

march 25th they traveled by train to the terminus at garland thence

on foot to the rio grande where they made arrangements with a mexican

freighter to haul them across the river and on to a point near the
19village of los cerritos

at los cerritos they found brother lawrence M peterson who having

been called to assist in the settlement of the saints in the san luis

valley had recently arrived with his family and that of brother juan

de diosdiodlosdlo trujillo from cebollabollabebollaCe new mexico brother petersonpetersons acquaint-

ance with the area and facility in the spanish language enabled him to

render valuable assistance in arranging for food and temporary lodging
20for the families who would shortly arrive from pueblo

shortly after arriving in the valley elder stewart was successful

in negotiating the purchase of two farmsfarmfarg totaling one hundred and sixty

san luis stake manuscript history 1878 n account of james Z

stewart publishedunpublishedua material

san luis stake manuscript history 1878 unpublished material

s

19san
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acres the mexican ownersowneraowneta were desirous of moving as they believed the

grazing land of the farms to be exhausted thus elder stewart was en-

abled to purchase the farms each with a house already constructed for

a combined price of eighty five dollars he signed notes for the pur-

chases afterwards turning them over to the church which assumed respo-

nsibility for payment he then purchased a yoke of oxen and a plow and

arranged with some mexican families to borrow wagons and other materials

necessary boto put in crops then leaving his three companions and the

newly arrived families from new mexico to the task of planting wheat

potatoes and vegetables elder stewart returned to pueblo to bring

the remaining saints to the valley

some difficulty was encountered by elder stewart in obtaining from

the denver and rio grande railroad the reduced rates which elder morgan

had previously negotiated for the saints though the matter was later

straightened out and the saints again granted greatly reduced fares it
was financially impossible at this time to take more than a small part

of the saints at pueblo to the san luis valley giving consideration to

the desirability of having those with good employment remain in pueblo

it was mutually agreed as to which families would go to the settlement

near los cerritos those selected were daniel R sellers and family

mary A kirtland widow and family patrick C haynie and wife and mrs

carlyn M bagwell this group left pueblo on may 16th the sellers and

kirtland families being the first to arrive at los cerritos on may 19th

san luis stake manuscript history 1878 stewart opOR cit

21

21san
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the haynies and sisterslater bagwell arrived on may 22nd following a short

stopover in alamosaalamona 22 A few days later brother alonzo S blair another

who had received a call to assist in setting up the new colony arrived
9with his familyfatallyfarally from bear lake county utah these families together

with those of brothers peterson and trujilloMuj wereillo the first latter day

saint families to establish their homes in the san luis valley

san luis stake manuscript history 1878 op cit

nicholas G morgan op cit p 281
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CHAPTER IV

additional ARRIVALS treTHEIRE BEGINNING OF

FORMAL CHURCH organization AND TWNSITE development

utah saintssainta arrive in the san luisluialuls valley

to the southern saintssainta in the valley it seemed that they were faced

with the tasktase of building their new homes in a remote and virtually

unsettled section of the country not only waswaa the area largely un-

developed but itsita geographic and climatic character baticaiatica were almost

the exact opposite of those with which they had been familiar in the

south in suchauch a situation it waswaa natural that they should hope for

assistance from the saintssainta in utah who were more experienced in the wayswaya

of the frontier the deaicedesire that a number of familiesmilieafa be sent from utah

to join them waswaa frequently expressed at the barracksbarrackabarraccabarban inracksrackacacka pueblo in

thisthia way they would be provided with the aid of men and women whose ex-

perience in the processprocesa of colonization would be of great value in meet-

ing those problemspro commonblema to mostmoat frontier settlements especiallyeapecially aoso in

characteristics

perience
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the practice of irrigation in addition it would give them the added

benefit of close association with longtimelong memberstime of the church whose

knowledge of church doctrine and practices would be a source of guid-

ance and instruction to the recent converts

elder stewart agreed that such a move would be of great assistance

to the saints at the new settlement in los cerritos knowing that it
had been the usual practice of the church to send experienced families

to assist in the establishment of new colonies he addressed a request

to this effect in a letter to president john taylor A few weeks

later having seen to the completion of the plowing and planting for

the summer elder stewart was released from his assignment in the san

luis valley he departed for his home in utah on june 17 1878 2

the first definite indication that action was being taken in re-

gards to the sending of families of saints from utah to assist in the

settlement of the san luis valley came in august 1878 at the quart-

erly conference of the sanpete stake held august 17th and 18th at manti

utah apostle erastus snow addressing the conference told the members

present that the presiding brethren of the church were attempting to

carry out the program inaugurated by president brigham young in estab-

lishing settlements outside of utah in so doing it had been decided

to call several families of saints from utah to assist in the building

up of these settlements bishop hans jensen of manti was therefore

letter from elder james Z stewart to president john taylor
may 15 1878 as quoted in nicholas G morgan mormon colonization
in the san luis valley op cit p 280

san luis stake manuscript history 1878 op cit

1
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appointed to lead a group of saints from sanpete stake to assist in the

establishment of the settlement now beginning in the san luis valley

colorado also appointed and unanimously sustained to assist bishop

jens en in this project were john H hougaard of manti christen ber-

thelsen of fountain green and john alienallenailen and his two sons of richfield

optimism for the venture was high prior to their departure for

colorado a meetingetingrilerrie was held in manti at which the gift of loungestoun wasges

manifested

through which the prediction was made that the brethren
called to conejos county colorado should succeed in es-
tablishing settlements in that part of the country and after-
wards return to labor in the manti temple then they should
go back to san luis valley where a temple would be erected
at some future day 4

on september 3 1878 bishop jensen along with his daughter marie

and son marinus a mexican name unknown william A cox soren C

berthelsen and family and john alienallenailen and family a total of eighteen

persons left manti for the journey to the san luis valley 5

leaving manti they proceeded south along the sanpitchsanditchSan andpitch sevier

rivers boto salina utah at salina they joined the route of the old

spanish trail which took them eastward over the wasatch plateau then

northeast through castle valley until they crossed the san rafael river

report of sanpete stake quarterly conference deseret evening
news august 23 1878

san luis stake manuscript history 1878

jensen
3

3ireport even

11 op cit

hans jensen journal translated by lauritz G petersen un-
published material in the latter day saints church library salt lake
city utah p 98

tablishing
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routesons is described in detail in E G beckwith report
of explorations for a route for the pacific railroad by capt J W

gunnison topographictopographical engineers near the 38th and 39th parallels of
north latitudelatitudeylatitudes from the mouth of the kansas river mo

and2nd sessseas p 1855
ex doc 78 11II 437143 hisiliafils71 official map N 4 from the coo che to pa
pass to the wasatch mountains is found in vol XI of the same series
bishop jensenjensenshensens journal does not give a detailed account of the entire
route taken by his party however he does mention numerous key points
along the way salina castle valley gunnison valley green river grand
river valley gunnison river uncompahgre river ouray lake city rio
grande del norte and la jara As each of these pointspointsp from manti utah
to montrose colorado match those of gunnisongunnisons route in 18539 there isin
ample reason to believe that bishop jensensjensenhensens route was exactly that taken
by gunnison bishop hensensjensensJen statementsens in his journal that information
he gave ex governor A cameron hunt then a vice president of the denver
and rio grande railroad was the beginning of the durgd&rg rroRRaro route that
way to utah would lend furtherfarther credence to this belief as the durgd&rg route
parallels that of gunnison over much of the journey

pacifjacif ic

39

near present castle dale utah continuing along the old spanish trail
they turned eastward towards gunnison valley and the green river which

they crossed near the present town of green river utah A few miles

southeast of their crossing point on the green river they left the old

spanish trail to continue eastward into the grand river valley which

they followed to present grand junction colorado at grand junction

they crossed the grand colorado river and followed the gunnison river

to the confluence with the uncompahgre river where the city of delta

now stands traveling up the uncompahgre river they arrived at a point

near present montrose colorado to this point their journey had been

over the samesarmesamme route as that taken in the opposite direction by gunnison

in 1853 however instead of continuing along gunnisonsgunnison route over

hans jensen journal op citct

to the seviensevier
lake in the great bas in US congress senate reports of explorationsExel
and

orations
surveys to ascertain the most practicable route for a railroad from

the mississippi iverriverlverivec to the pacific ocean 33rd cong

6

7

7gunnigons

al

basin

miss
NID

1853

Gunnisons

Jensens
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cochetopaCoche passtopa they pursued their course up the uncompahgre river to

ouray from which point their journey took them eastward to lake city

leaving lake city the traveled southeast across the continental di-

vide to a point along the rio grande near the town of antelope springs

following along the rio grande they entered the san luis valley at

del norte and continued along the river to alamosatoalamosalamosaalamona from they

turned south through la jara and on to los cerritos where they arrived
8

at the home of lawrence M petersonpeters on on october 6 1878

more saints arrive from pueblo

three days prior to the arrival of the saints from utah the fam-

ilies of milton H evans samuel S sellers william A jones thomas

W chandler and hugh L sellers arrived at los cerritos from the barracks

in pueblo they had departed from pueblo on october istlat traveling by

train as far as alamosaalamona now the new terminus of the denver and rio
9grande railroad located twenty two miles north of los cerritos thusibusihus

by october 6 1878 the saints at los cerritos included nearly all of

the pueblo group in addition to those which had arrived from utah and

new mexico their numbers were now sufficient to give consideration to

the organization of a formal church group and it was to this matter

that bishop jensen now turned his attention

lanshansians jensen journal op cit
however maps of the period indicate the existence of only two wagon
roads between these two points the most direct being that indicated
above the other involving a much longer route by way of silverton

9 san

fromalamosa

pue b 1 0

11 opOR cit
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ositydosity merited high praise and gratitude from the saints of especial

nicholas G morgan op citcitoionicholasmonicholas

42

church organization and activity
on october 12th a priesthood meeting was held in the home of

lawrence M peterson at which time a local organization of the church

was effected bishop hanshana jensen in losloalob cerritosCerri bytostoa appointment from

the authorities of the church had written instructions from apostle

erastus snow which designated him aaas the presidingPre elderaiding of the group

john alienallenailensilen and soren C berthelsenBerthe werelsenlaenisen appointed to serve aaas counsel-

ors brother petersonPete waswaarsonraon appointed aaas clerk and recorder while

daniel R sellersseilers and william A cox were selected aaas head teachersTea

at

cherschera

a meeting on sunday october 13th thisthia organization waswaa approved

and sustained by the general body of saintssainta in the valley

the harvest for the autumn of 1878 was meagre and there were many

days during which the meals consisted of ground wheat and mexican beans

bishop jensen reported this faire as being sufficiently distasteful as

to require both faith and necessity to keep up our humor and to keep

good feelings in the camp bishop jensen wrote to president john

taylor about the conditions and hardships of the saints at los cerritos

and on christmas eve received 45 from president taylor with this
12money flour was purchased and divided among the saints additional

assistance came from their mexican neighbors whose kindness and genergenere

p 285

hans jensen journal op cit p 99

12 letter from hans jensen to editors january 6 1879 deseret
evening news january 20 1879
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significance to the welfare of the saints was the action of a wealthy

mexican rancher who free of charge loaned them twenty one cows to use
13for milk butter and cheese

the united order which had been established during the winter

months at the barracks in pueblo was continued during the early days of

the settlement at los cerritos however misunderstanding and diffi-
culties soon arose and bishop jensen feeling it necessary for the

14
success of the settlement to do so disbanded the communal organization

the establishment of a formal church group was soon followed by

the organization of a sunday school and relief society p the latter being

a womens organization designed primarily to assist in caring for needy

members of the church to provide for the education of their children

a school was established with classes held in an old rented house

several of the brethren were assigned to travel around the valley

preaching the gospel these efforts at proselyting among their pre-

dominantly mexican neighbors brought the saints into occasional conflict

with local officials of the catholic church one incident which oc-

curred on january 3 1879 at a catholic meeting held in los cerritos

was described by bishop jensen

I1 and four more of the saints went into the meeting stood
in front of the priest as innocent as lambs while he scolded
us for one hour he called us thieves liars whoremongers
and a very smart set of men but had the religion of hogs
and dogs and then he went through with his sacrament cere-
mony thenibenihen he turned against us as a crazy man and called

san luis stake manuscript history 1878 tt stewart op cit

ans jensen journaljournal1journals op cit p 99

loc cit
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for help to throw us out although we went quiet sic and
peaceably it had a good effect on the people present for
yesterday I1 baptized twelve and blessed five children and am
now anxiously waiting for the priest to come back and drive
off another lot and we will gladly receive them through the
waters of baptism 0

selection of the townsite of manassa

at a council meeting held sunday february 3 1879 it was decided

to locate a townsitetownsitep to be named manassa in honor of the eldest son

of joseph of biblical fame from this hub colony at manassa it
was anticipated that numerous other settlements would later be estab-

lished in the surrounding vicinity A committee composed of bishop hans

jens en john alienallenailen and lawrence M peterspeterson on was appointed to devise ways

to obtain the land desired and to determine the exact site of the pro-

posed town the selection of a site was made a matter of prayer by the

members of the committee and it was felt that they were guided in their

decision by the prompting of the holy spirit
the location chosen for the new settlement was on state lands

approximately three miles northwest of los cerritos lying along the

north branch of the conejos river and just north of a series of small

knolls which interuptinterruptint theerupt otherwise flat topography of the area after
the site had been selected the committee applied to the colorado state

land board for the purchase of two sections 1280 acres of land the

town of manassa was to be built on the west section with the east

letter from hans jensen to editors january 6 1879 deseret
evening news january 20 1879

san luis stake manuscript history 1879 op cit
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section being divided into farming lots which could be purchased by
10

individual settlers

the saints were given permission by the state to settle and improve

the lands for which they had made application plus the option to pur-

chase them as soon as a definite policy and price could be determined

upon by the state land board however much negotiation and delay

awaited the saints they were not to obtain official title to the

land upon which manassa was located until 1889

second migration from the southern states

in the fall of 1878 when the group of utah saints under bishop

hans jensen was involved in preparations for the journey to colorado

elder john morgan was busily engaged in arranging for another company

of southern saints to migrate to the san luisLUJLSluls valley ilehelielle had previously

written of his intent to ntinuecontinue the emigration movement to the san

luis valley and had received the following advice from president john

taylor

your proposal to forward this seas ons emigration to colo-
rado or new mexico meets with our approval in pueblo we
understand our people are doing well temporally and per-
haps others would be as fortunatefortunatepfortunatesfortuna andtegtep probably by an in-
crease of numbers and sic increase of spiritual strength
would also be developed with regard to the land selected
in conejos co p we have but one fear and that is that it
is somewhat too cold for southern folks but although it
may be cold it will do for a temporary stopping point at
any rate bro peterspeterson on we understand from bro stewart
who has just returned home is now with them we trust his
influence experience in western life etc p will be of
great value in aiding and strengthening the saints we

nicholas G morgan op cit

18
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presume you correspond with him and with others of the
new colony if not we suggest it would be a source of
comfort to the people there for you to do so with re-
gard to loaning them some church cattle we should be
pleased to do so if we understood how to get them there
it seems to us that it would cost more than they are
worth to send them so long a distance but perhaps some
idea has been presented to your mind that has not to
ours and if you have any feasible plan to suggest we

shall be happy to adopt it 19

it was elder morgans expectation that a company numbering between

seventy five and one hundred persons would leave from chattanooga ten-

nessee on november 20 1878 and his plans for the migration are in-

dicated in a letter written to the editors of the deseret evening
20

news however a severe outbreak of yellow fever throughout the south

forced a postponement of the migration and elder morgan wrote to presi-

dent taylor as follows

the recent terrible scourge through which the south
has passed has paralyzed business to such an extent that
the people are scarcely able to realize enough money to
pay their taxes and judging from present indications
their troubles are only commencing there is a wide-
spread feeling that the fever epidemic will not cease
entirely during the winter and will break forth with
renewed violence in the spring

our emigration should have left on the 20th of
this month but owing to the prevalence of the epidemic
at our points of embarkation and the uncertainty of
being able to support the company at conejos during the
coming winter it has been deemed prudent to hold the
company until march loth or thereabouts which will en-
able the emigrants to arrive in time to sow spring crops

19letter from president john taylor to elder john morgan july 19
1878 as reproduced in richardson and morgan life and ministry of john
morgan op cit y ppap 18081180

9020

81

letter from john morgan to editors october 3 1878 deseret
evening news october 11 1878

21 letter from john morgan to president john taylor november 16
1878 as quoted in richardson and morgan op cit

21
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on march 17 1879 elder morgan again wrote to the deseret evening

news with information that a company of saints was scheduled to leave

for conejos county colorado on march 24th this company was to consist

of converts from georgia alabama mississippi and virginia who would

22gather as a group at chattanooga tennessee for departure by train

the company totaling about fifty persons actually departed from

chattanooga on the evening of march 23rd leaving chattanooga they

traveled by train to corinth mississippi from corinth they followed

the route of the previous migration through st louis and kansas city

arriving at pueblo on the evening of march 27th at pueblo the saints

again changed cars for the trip southward to alamosaalamona making this last

portion of the trip by train in a very heavy snowstorm in the predawnpre

hours

dawn

of march 28 1879 the company arrived at alamosaalamona where they

waited at the train station until midafternoonmid whenafternoon bishop jensen

arrived with teams and wagons As it was too late to make the trip to

los cerritos that afternoon departure from alamosaalamona was delayed until

the following morning in the late evening of march 29th they arrived
23at los cerritos after a long day trip through the valley

9922letterletten from john morgan to editors deseret evening news march 24
1879

23john morgan journal op cit
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CHAPTERCHAPIER V

moeTOEIRE INFLUX OF MORMON COLONISTSCOLONISIS CONTINUES

settlementSEMIEMENT OF MANASSA EPHRAIM AND RICHFIELD

the founding and development of manassa

following the selection of the site of manassa and the application

to the state land board for purchase of the same the saints precededpro

immediately

ceded

with plans for the settlement of this first and largest of

the mormon communities to be established in the san luis valley in

march 1879 john 11 hougaard a surveyor by trade and one of those

from utah sanpete county who had been assigned to come to colorado

to assist in the settlement of the san luis valley made a survey of

the eastern half of the section upon which the town was to be built

in a letter to the editors of the deseret evening news bishop hans

jensen and brother hougaard reported the progress made through the

spring of 1879 adding indications of their hopes for the future of

the valley

utahs
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over 100000 acres of land have been appropriated by
the government to the state of colorado for school and uni-
versity purposes and to erect public buildings at denver
the capital of the state about 20000 acres of this land
is situated in this county most of which is agricultural
land and is yet unoccupied generally speaking the land
is rather gravelly yet is seems to produce good grain
water for irrigation is plentiful and there is good meadow
land in various places abundance of timber on the mountain
slopes and in the cakanscakonscaeons distance to it from 12 to 16 miles
the climate is somewhat cold and windy owing to the high
altitude of the valley it being from 7000 to 8000 feet
above the level of the sea

thisibis land is all for sale but as it has not yet been
appraised we can not say what it will cost but think it
will not vary much from government price 1.25125 per acre
we have been in communication with the land commissioners
having this business in charge and find them as well as
the officers of the state in general quite favorably dis-
posed towards our people we have located and surveyed one
townsite manassa which is one mile north and south by half
a mile east aridanidanndarld west laid off in 32 blocks four lots in
each block we have also surveyed the land in the vicinity
to the amount of about 2000 acres A beautiful large meadow
is laying sic southeast near to town with good range to
the west water for irrigation can be had from the north
branch of the conejos river the labor and expense of taking
it out is but trifling one or more towns can be located to
the north of us where there is plenty of land but the fa-
cilities for taking out water are not so good nor is meadow
land so good nor convenient

the number of our people here now is about 160 which we

think will be doubled during the summer and fall by immigr-
ation from the southern states they are all poor but through
the generosity and fatherly care of prest john taylor and
the twelve who very kindly furnished us 300 to purchase
seed grain and farming implements we have been enabled to
put in considerable of a crop

we have lately made application to the land commission
to buy from the state some 2000 acres of land to begin with
and we expect an early appraisement of the same terms of
payment as prescribed by law is 30 per cent down at the
time of sale and balance in seven equal annual payments
bearing seven per centocent interest

l-

etter to editorseditorspeditor aprilsp 19 1879 deseret evening news april 23
1879 corrections to this letter were printed in the may 13th edition
of the same newspaper and have been included in the quote above

licl
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the711e city of manassa so named is situated in conejos
county seven miles north by east of the county seat on
ranges 0 and 10 township 34 north of new mexico principal
meridian A more beautiful location would be difficult to
find the site being selected with judicious foresight for
agricultural and pastoral enterprises and the settlers can-
not fail ultimately to realize fully the most sanguine hopes
of those now building the city

the area of land comprising the settlement is 3000
acres half of which has been applied for the remaining
1500 acres belong to the state an appraisement will
shortly be made of each alternate half section and be pur-
chased on conditions granted by the state authorities the
branch of the conejos river runs through the settlement in
a northeasterly direction affording the fullest facilities
for irrigating purposes 0

budding settlements in such glowing terms thatthal a

correspondent of the salt lake herald a non mormon newspaper was as-

signed to visit the valley to discern their accuracy although his

account contains numerous errors of detail his general description

is accurate and has the advantage of being written by one not so inti-
mately associated and emotionally concerned with the venture

so much has been heard ofaofp but little known of the pre-
conceived eden lately established in southern colorado by
the mormonscormonsMor thatmons your correspondent deemed it his duty to
visit the settlement and give your readers an account of its
location improvements etc

the city proper is located in
the centre one mile east and west by one mile north and
south and is laid off in well defined squares blocks and
lots each block containing six and a half acres exclusive
of streetsstreE pAS and divided into four lots the7beabe centre block

50

the saints in the san lutslotsluisluls valley were highly optimistic and

enthusiastic about prospects for the future land was plentiful and

inexpensive water for irrigation was to be found in abundance and

mining activity in the surrounding mountains gave promise of a steady

market for agricultural produce all this plus the steady influx of

new settlers from the southern states and utah gave every assurance

of success for the colonial endeavor reports reaching utah described

the valley and iiitslisi s

of

cone jos

1

si enedfned
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A drive to the head of the ditch where we were told
mr hans jens en president or bishop of the colony could
be found gave us a good idea of the thrift and untiring
industry of this remarkable people who were all busy work-
ing as if their lives depended on their individual labor
we were cordially received by the chief dignitary who
said their great desire was to bid strangers welcome to
their beautiful home which they trusted would next season
number at least 1200 souls manassa will be the nu-
cleus of numerous surrounding smaller settlements posses-
sing the same unequalledunequal advantagesled in cultivatable land
A post office has already been established called after
the city and the people enjoy a triweeklytri mailweekly their
grave yard has been located and two little mounds show
that death has laid its rigid hand on two of their little
ones

they all firmly believe in polygamy and that they are
a persecuted people denying the privilege of the united
states supreme court taking their rights from them but
they say that they will conform strictly to the laws of
the state in this regard as well as all others

so excellent were the prospects fortor a greatly increased popula-

tion that the saints were prompted to undertake the surveying of a

second townsite to be located three and one halfhalthait miles northeast of

gormonmormon manassa salt lake herald may 22 1879

51

hashaa been donated for public purposes and thereon will be
built the temple court house and other public buildings

theVQ streets of the city are six rods wide with streams
of water running on either side the immediate intention
being to plant shade trees according to the system estab-
lished in salt lake city many of these streets are al-
ready occupied by the mormon families who at the present
writing number 156 souls who are living in tents and tem-
porary buildings

outside the city limits the land is divided into ten
acre lots on which a number have already permanently lo-
cated themselves and are engaged in plowing their land
sowing grain or building their acequiasace fromquias the main ir-
rigating ditch we might here mention that these ten acre
fields are to be divided among the resident families fortortocfoc
raising of crops but where the family is numerous they
will be donated from ten to twenty acres additional wheat
oats and barley are the principal crops being planted and
it is a rather unusual sight to see the women follow the
oxen andarid plow

jensen

2

rigating
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manassa the name chosen for this second settlement was ephraim a

name which in biblical history belonged to the brother of manassa

it is perhaps significant that the names manassa and ephraim in the

san luis valley were duplicates of those given to two small communities

in sanpete county utah from which area the utah saints now in colo-

rado had come the survey work at ephraim was done in the summer of

1879 by john A hougaardllouilou whogaard was afterwards released to return to his

home in utah the3 actual settlement of ephraim however was not be-

gun until the fall of 1880 when a number of new families from utah

established themselves on the site

the mormonscormons encounter violence and opposition in the south

on july 21 1879 an incident occurred in the south which reflected

the situation of members of the church in that area and gave added im-

petus to the migration of southern converts to the san luis valley on

that date joseph standing aged 24 one of several missionaries of the

church assigned to labor in the southern states was shot and killed by

a mob near varnellvarnellsvarnelis station whitfield county georgiageorgi

opposition to the mormonscormons in the south had been growing for some

time elder morgan was a frequent target of the agitators who wrote

threatening letters and tacked warning posters in areas where converts

to the church were numerous the death of elder standing did not bring

letterletten from hans jensen and john RH hougaard to editors june 27
1879 deseret evening news july 2 1879

telegram from elder rudger clawson to elder john morgan july 21
1879 quoted in the deseret evening news july 22 1879

richardson and morgan life and ministry of john morgan op cit
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an end to such opposition nor did it result in any positive action

being taken by the government of georgia to protect the saints indeed

what governmental action did occur seemed to move in the opposite di-

rection in the fall of 1881 the georgia state legislature enacted

the following law

be it enacted by the general assembly of the state of
georgiaGeor thatgist from and after the passage of this act it
shall riotnot be lawful for any person in this state in any
address to a public or private assemblage of persons to
counsel advise or encourage in any way the violation of
the laws of this state forbidding polygamy or bigamy

be it further enacted that any person or persons who
shall betiebie guilty of the violation of this act shall on con-
viction be punished by confinement at labor in the pen-
itentiary for any time not less than two nor longer than
four years

and from the citizens of habersham county georgia came the

following notice to the saints

to the mormonscormons of the county of white and everywhere else
you are hereby notified not to make any morenioce tracks on this
sideaidealde of the river chattahoochee for you are not fit to
pollute the air with your false doctrine we just give
you this note of warning to keep from hurting you but if
you or anybody else comes over in habershamhaberfthamhabernhamberNhamHa telling your
big mormon lies any more you will be dealt with almost
unmercifully that is you will not get back with all the
skin on your backs you had better rake up your subjects
and leave the state A word to the wise is enough

the anti mormon sentiment in georgia was typical of that through-

out the south and that of the south was in many ways only a reflection

of the nationwidenation wavewide of popular feeling against the mormonscormons which

editorial more about georgia antimormonism1 deseret evening
news september 21 1881

mob law in georgia deseret evening news december 23 1881
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swept over the country during the years 187918841879 theitette1884 mormon practice

of polygamy was the central issue in this agitation which received

governmental asan well as popular attention government action reached

its high water mark when following lengthy debate and passage in the

senate the president of the united states signed the edmunds law

into effect on marchmatch 22 1882 8 this law in effect amended the 1862

anti bigamy law by strictly defining polygamy and further declaring it
to be a misdemeanor punishable by fine and imprisonment it also im-

posed restrictions which in essence disqualified all mormonscormons from

jury service

in the south as elsewhere opposition against the saints continued

to increase on august 10 1884 another act of violence occurred when

elders john H gibbs and william S berry and two others friends of

the elders but not members of the church were murdered at cane creek
Q

tennessee

all of this terror and violence had a marked effect upon the rate

of emigration by southern converts to the west and the spirit of

gathering which elder morgan frequently mentions in his letters was

given a cons iderableerableiterableid boost by the tlireateningstbreatenings of the populace in an

address before the general conference of the church in salt lake city

elder morgan stated that the situation had continued to grow progres-

sively worse until we scarcely need to preach in the southern states

the principle of emigration so anxious are the people to escape from

S congressional record 47th cong 1882 XIII
part 2 11521163 119512171195 part1217 3 2197

roberts op cit VI
899289 92

f inelne
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8US congress lonalional la t sessseas
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their surroundings 10 whatever the motivating force saints from the

southern states continued to pour into the san luis valley in regular

spring and fall migrations for a full decade after that first handfullhandfulshand

spent

full

the winter of 1877781877 in78 the barracks at pueblo

organization of the manassa branch

on sunday august 24 1879 the first official church conference

in the san luis valley began with apostle erastus snow presiding and

elder morganmorgain also in attendance meetings of the conference continued

through the 26th and were held in the outdoor bowery which had only

recently been completed at the final meeting of the conference held

after an adjournment of several days on august 51st31st bishop hans jensen

was released from his assignment in the valley soren C berthelsen

was set apart as presiding elder over the manassa branch of the church

which was officially organized the same day john alienallenailen and samuel S

sellers were appointed as first and second counselors respectively

on september 2ndand lacking only one day of being a full year since

he had departed from his home in manti bishop jensen in company with

his son and daughter left the valley to return to utah

deseret evening news september 10 1879

hans jensen journal op cit p 1001000loo

surround ings

off iciallyscially
11

12

iodiscourseIodiscourse by elder john morgan in the salt lake tabernacle
may 23 1880 text printed in full in the deseret evening news august
21 1880

colorado conferencellfcolorado
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continucontina ing arrival of emigrantsernigrantaErni intograntsgranta the valleyvailey

on november 24 1879 a company of 110 saints arrived at alamosaalamona

from the southern states this was the fifth company of emigrants from

the south making a total of about 250 souls from that section of the

country now located in the san luis valley

during the winter of 1879801879 the80 track of the denver and rio
grande railroad was extended south from alamosaalamona to antonito the lo-

cation of the latter being approximately ten miles southwest of manassa

A switch waswaa also installed at a point in the line directly west of

manassa which shortened the distance from the railroad to the settle-
ment to three miles and thus added greatly to the convenience of em-

igrants arriving by train

on march 27 1880 elder morgan arrived at manassa with another

company of southern saints numbering about seventy souls this was

only about half of the total which had been anticipated many being

left behind because of an outbreak of the measles those forced to

remain behind were instructed to prepare themselves for departure

approximately three weeks later arriving at manassa elder morgan

also found many who were afflicted with the measles several others

were suffering from a sickness which he described as being similar to

the mumps indicating that it was his belief that the illness was

attributable to the uncomfortable but unavoidable process of accliaccle

letter from john morgan to editors december 20 1879 deseret
evening news december 31 1879

san luis stake manuscript history 1880
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matizationmatiza whichtion affected in some way almost all of the southern em-

igrants

the town of manassa had undergone much change since elder morgansmorganamorgann

last visit of the previous year between thirty and forty houses had

been erected and were occupied by the saints A hewn log school house

had been completed where the children met in regular session and where

meetings of the sunday school were also held in fact the development

of the town had precededpro atceded such a fair rate as to lead many to predict

an eventual fair sized city one mormon observer viewing the growth

of manassa from his residence in antonito was so impressed as to report

that the town bids fair to be one of the leading cities of our country

ere long 17

whatever the future prospects for manassa the prevailing poverty

among the southern saints arriving in the valley was a constant ob-

stacle to the progress of the settlement and one which could not be

overcome solely by the injection of mormon families from utah into the

community much credit for assisting the new arrivals through the first
difficult months was due the mexicans of the valley who rented homes

farms seed and other materials and equipment to the newcomers arriving

in their midst the saints were thus enabled to begin farming almost

immediately upon arrival thus lessening the burden which otherwise

letter from john morgan to editors april 2 1880 deseret
evening news april 9 1880

loc cit
17

letter from D G campbell to editors june 8 1880 deseret
evening news june 17 1880

15

16
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would have been thrown upon the growing colony in caring forfoc them in

addition the chance to begin almost immediately in working for their

own improvement was an important morale factor there was in general

and especially in the earlier years of the mormon colonization a kindly

and friendly feeling between the mormonscormons and their mexican neighbors

the saints were grateful at finding a peaceful and even helpful welcome

extended to them by the mexicans who for their part were equally

pleased to encounter a group of americans who did not rush to take ad

19vantage of their innocence in business matters

on april 17th the balance of the group originally scheduled for
90the emigration of the previous march arrived in the valley thisibis

brought the total number of saints then living in and around manassa

91to approximately five hundred

the population was further augmented by the arrival of two com-

panies of emigrants during october and november 1880 the first a

group of saints from utah arrived on october 25th this group was

composed of members from the sanpeteSan sevierpete and juab stakes of the

church the areas of each corresponding roughly to the counties of the

letter from john morgan to editors april 2 1880 deseret
evening news april 9 1880

discourse by elder john morgan in the salt lake tabernacle
may 23 1880 printed in the deseret evening news august 21 1880

letter from H W barnett to editors april 29 1880 deseret
evening news may 5 1880

discourse by elder john morgan in the salt lake tabernacle
may 23 1880 op cit
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same namesnameb starting from various points they met in the vicinity of

huntington on the upper branch of the san rafael river and traveled

together to manassaMana theasaaaassa company consisted of ninety soulssoula comprising

eighteen familiesmilieafa john alienallenailen jr waswaa captain of the group other

officersficeraof chosen for the duration of the journey were thor N petersonPete

assistantaaaiatant

rsonraon

to the captain andrew poulsonPou chaplainlsonlaonison howard coray cap-

tain of the guard and william christensen reporter they came in

28 wagons bringing with them 82 draft animalsan inimala addition to numbers

9222of good quality sheep goats and cattle the second group from the

south arrived on november 20th totaling 117 soulssoula they had come

under the leadership of elder matthiasMatthi F cowley one of the mission-

aries working in the souaoubousouthernbouthernthern statesstetes with elder morgan they had gath-

ered from virginia georgia and alabama to their central point of de-

parture at chattanooga tennessee while enroute they had picked up

additionsaddi totlonationa their number at huntington tennessee and columbliscolumbliaColum ken-

tucky

blisblia

the group at the latter point having come from their homes in

mississippi 23

included among the number of saintssainta who arrived from virginia in

1880 were mr and mrsmra john dempseyDem thepaey parentsparenta of the future boxing

champion who aaas the manassamanassaMana maullerasaaaassa would bring a degree of national
24prominence to the small town of hishiahla birth

letter from W christensen to editorsediedl novembertorstora 1 1880p
deseret evening newsnewa november 10 1880

edward 11 andersonanderaon apostleapostleAp Matthimatthiasostleoatleostie F cowley

p 290
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in november 1880 silas sanford smith arrived to take up permanent

residence in the san luis valley A cousin of joseph smith prophet

and founder of the mormon church silas was to play the leading role

among the saints in the san luis valley for the next decade in jan-

uary 1879 at the time the decision was being made to extend mormon

settlements into such areas as arizona colorado and new mexico silas

had been appointed as president of the san juan mission named for its

location along the san juan river in the four corners area of utah

arizona colorado and new mexico included in this mission were

settlements at bluff and montezuma both in utah burnham new mexico

25and mancosmaneos colorado his responsibilities were later extended to

include the san luis valley and at the conference held at manassa in

august 1879 it was announced that he would have general supervision

over the saints in the valley in july 1880 he made a trip into

the valley for the purpose of looking into conditions there while at

manassa he devoted most of his time to visiting among the settlers

giving them encouragement and advice observing the need for a grist

mill to convert wheat into flour he in partnership with brother D H

elledge purchased a flour mill in the town of san luis located about

twenty miles east of manassa in costilla county the rather consider-

able distance between the settlement at manassa and the mill in san luis

albert E smith comp silas sanford smith pioneer statesman
colonizer 184719101847 salt1910 lake city privately printed 1963 ppap 132113

colorado

21

conference deseret evening news september 10 1879

26
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proved to be a problem but in spite of this handicap the mill operated
9 7successfully for five years before being moved to manassa

from his visit in the valley silas returned to the san juan

mission where at a conference held there in september he was advised

of the need for his presence in manassa apostle erastus snow had re-

cently visited the san luis valley and he informed silas that more

experienced settlers were needed and that calls were at that time being

made for additional utah saints to be sent there on september 15 1880

silas left the san juan region fortoreor manassa shortly after arriving in

the valley liehelleile received a request to come to salt lake city to report on

conditions lnin the san juan area and at manassa he did so stopping at

denver on his return trip for the purpose of making appointments for

future meetings regarding the purchasing of land in the san luis valley

upon returning to the valley he was elected as agent for the manassa

colony with authorization to handle all matters pertaining to the pur-

chase of land and the acquisition of title to the same 28

with the arrival of silas S smith in the valley came a change in

church organization manassa branch officials remained as before but

silas was given specific appointment as the presiding official over all
of the saints throughout the valley platte D lyman was designated to

serve as first counselor to president smith and william christensen

received appointment as second counselor

albert E smith op cit

op cit
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the settlement of ephraim

As previously indicated the townsite of ephraim had been sur-

veyed during the summer of 1879 in anticipation of the arrival of many

emigrants into the valley the site located three and one half miles

northeast oeof manassa was laid out in a pattern similar to that of

manassa one mile north and south by one half mile east and west it
was divided into 32 blocks with four lots to each block about 1000

acres of land around the town was also surveyed and laid off in lots of

ten acres each an irrigation ditch from the conejos river to the town

was located and leveled a distance of one and a half miles good range

existed east of ephraim along the west bank of the conejos river how-

ever the nearest meadow land of good quality was located on the la jara

creek some six or seven miles to the west it was anticipated that

the facilities in the vicinity of ephraim were sufficient to sustain be-

tween 100 and 125 families 30

A number of the utah families who had arrived in october 1880

under the leadership of john alienallenailen jr settled temporarily on the site
of ephraim shortly after their arrival however because most of them

were unable to establish permanent quarters before winter set in only

two families spent the winter of 1880811880 at81 ephraim hans C heiselt

the head of one of these families was appointed as presiding elder and

a few meetings were held at ephraim during the course of the winter 3

letter from hans jensen and john H hougaard to editors june
27 1879 deseret evening news july 2 1879

ephraim ward manuscript history 1880811880811880 81 account by andrew
jenson unpublished material
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in the spring of 1881 several of the utah families who had resided

at ephraim the previous fall returned in addition five families of

southern saints also settled at the new site bringing the total number

of families at ephraim to eleven in april work began on the ephraim

canal which had been surveyed the previous february by thor N peterson

the canal which tapped the conejos river at a point almost due east of

manassa was completed in may of the same year following the completion

of the canal a small crop of grain and vegetables was planted from

which a fair harvest was realized in the fall A small log school house

20 x 261 was constructed in 1882 As in most early mormon settlements
32the structure served for both school and church purposes

the settlement of richfield

in 1881 a number of the settlers at manassa were given permission

by apostle erastus snow to locate a new settlement in the san luis

valley the name chosen for the new town was richfield and the area

selected was immediately east of la jara approximately six miles di-

rectly north of manassa thisibis area possessed good land but had been

previously overlooked as a possible town site because it appeared to be

too high to make water from the conejos river serve for irrigation pur-

poses however brother thor N peterson using a spirit level deter-

mined that a ditch could be constructed which would bring water to the

new location non mormonscormons in the area ridiculed the idea that irriga-

tion was possible saying that mormonscormonsMor thoughtmons they could make water

ephraim ward manuscript history 1881821881 82 jenson op22 cit
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run uphill undaunted by the taunts of their detractors the saints
began work on a ditch in 1881 tapping the conejos river at the same

point as the ephraim canal and running a northwest course of almost

eight miles to its destination at richfield
during the fall of 1881 the families of thornornoc N petersonpeters on and

thomasnomasthomesnomes A crowther both from utah built small pioneer cabins in the

richfield areaateaat noea survey of a townsite had as yet been made but in

the spring of 1882 following the arrival of several additional families

the survey of a small site was accomplished the efforts of the saints

in constructing the richfield canal was rewarded when work on the canal

was completed on april 28 1882 with water from the conejos river
pouring through the ditch the planting of crops began however owing

to the lateness of the season only a small harvest of wheat was realized

in the fall 34

in the autumn of 1882 it was decided that the initial location of

the richfield townsite was too marshy and the decision was made to re-

locate the town moving it a short distance further north A new tow-

nsite was surveyed containing 260 acres and several buildings were con-

structed on the site that same autumn church meetings were held in the

homes of the members until february 1883 when work on a log meeting

house was completed on february 18 1883 the saints at richfieldricht&eld were

officially organized into a dependent branch of the ward at manassa

thornornon N peterson who from the beginning had been acknowledged as the

leader of the group was set apart as presiding elder of the branch 3

richfield ward manuscript history 1881 unpublished material
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disagreementDisagree betweenmentmOnt utah and southern saints

early in 1881 it became evident that a bad feeling was growing

between the saints from utah and those from the south the root of

this problem lay not in disputes over doctrine or religious practices

but in the differing customs and culture backgrounds of the two groups

A majority of the saints from utah were of scandinavian birth or

descent in the same way that most immigrants coming to the united

states from europe found the society and culture of the north more con-

ducive to their aspirations than that of the southy the utah saints

felt more at ease among their own group than amid the southern folk

thisibis in spite of the fact that they were commonly bound by the same re-

ligious views too a great number of those from utah spoke their

native language with greater facility than english and foreign immigrants

in the united states everywhere tended to congregate with their own kind

in isolated or semi isolated groups these factors contributed to a

degree of separateness that could be readily observed from the fact that

in general the saints from utah gathered to the newer communities being

built away from manassa while manassa itself became more and more a

town comprised of southerners

for the southern saints who found it much more difficult to adjust

to their new environment than did those from utah there was the added

irritant of finding themselves subjected to instruction on everything

from church doctrine to farming and irrigation practices being native

americans they found it difficult to accustom themselves to what was

san luis stake manuscript history 1881 op cit
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essentially a subordinate position under the saints from utah who were

generally of foreign extraction another point of resentment among the

southerners was that in the main members of their group had been ex-

cluded in the selection of individuals to fill leadership positions in

the various church organizations thisibis was somewhat remedied when

observing the discord which had been engendered apostle erastus snow

and silas S smith recommended a change in the presiding officers at

manassa soren C berthelsen was released from his position as presid-

ing elder over the manassa branch being replaced by william L ball

a southerner who it should be noted had resided in utah for a time

before coming to the san luis valley silas S smith jr from utah

and samuel S sellers one of the first group of southerners to arrive

in the valley in 1878 were appointed as counselors to brother ball
one of the southern saints in the valley H P dotson wrote

numerous letters to the deseret evening news during the course of 1881

the contents of which were published and eventually reached readers in

colorado in general these letters were concerned with reporting the

progress of the settlements however several of them also contained

remarks which gave indication of disagreement among the saints on one

occas ionlon he wrote

some of the brethren here speak of returning whence they
came they say they cannot make a living here and truly
the prospectprotproi looksSpect a little gloomy at times especially
to those who have no money to purchase supplies there
is another drawback to many who have gathered to this
valley teythey expected to find a people all who call

san luis stake manuscript history 1881 t op02 cit
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themselves latter day saints purer more refined and
especially clearer of what are vulgarly called cuss wordwordswondworde
than any other people but when they hear those professing
to be latter day saints use such words as dn hletc unsparingly upon trivial occasions it throws a dam-
per upon us to say the least but a little reflection will
show that we should not expect to find all who call them-
selves saints just what they should be the gospel net
has been cast into the sea of humanity and it has gathered
of all kinds good and bad we also read of the wheat and
tares growing together till harvest at which time the
tares will be bound into bundles and cast into the fire

this kind of comment was little calculated to produce harmony and

given the existence of a degree of hostility between the two groups

it was perhaps natural that the utah saints should feel that the crit-
ical portions of brother dotsonsdotsonnDot remarkssons were directed towards them

their suspicions in this regard seemed justified when in later cor-

respondence brother dotson after again commenting on the evils of pro-

fanity ended his remarks by indicating that a terrible sifting will
39

take place soon and still later thetiie gathering of the saints

from the various nations is a serious matter and should be well con-

sidered some I1 am persuaded should have waited a little longer before
40

coming

while some of the factors mentioned above were of considerable

significance in causing ill feeling between the two groups others

38
letter from H P dotson to editors february 7 1881 deseret

evening news february 15 1881

39
letter from H P dotson to editors august 19 1881 deseret

evening news august 26 1881

40letter from H P dotson to editors november 13 1881 deseret
evening news november 22 1881
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clearly belong in the realm of trivia whatever the cause the net

result of the disagreement was a noticeable reduction in the rate of

spiritual and temporal progress in the colorado settlements the as-

sistance which was intended to be the effect of sending experienced

settlers to aid the newly converted was in substantial measure nulli-

fied by the lack of operationcooperationco between the two groups although the

immediate problems were soon resolved and harmony again restored re-

sentment continued to linger below the surface for many years it
remains to chislhis day a subject requiring a cautious and tactful approach

more emigrants manassa branch reorganized

additional saints arrived from the south in june and november of
41

1881 elder morgan arriving with the company of november 15th

commented on the developments which he observed

the town of manassa has grown much since our last visit
and many saintsp who 18 months ago were scattered throughout
the valley in mexican plazas have now been enabled to build
houses in town and reside among the saints

the houses are composed chiefly of hewn logs either pine
or cottonwood and covered mexican fashion with plank and
two or three inches of dirt on top a few shingle roofs can
be seen and the manufacture of shingles during the coming
winter promises to become quite an item of business As the
temporal progress of the saints will soon permit them to
erect more substantial homes

two more companies of southern emigrants arrived in 1882 the first
numbering about 100 souls arrived on march 27th with elders john morgan

41john morgan journal opit
42letter from john morgan to editors november 23 1881 deseret

evening news november 30 p 1881
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and matthias F cowley in charge the second group whose total num

43
ber is not recorded arrived in november

in february 1883 william L ball was released from his position

as presiding elder over the manassa branch because of apostacyapostasyapo hestacy had

petitioned for and had been granted a mission call to the southern

states such mission calls were normally for a period of approximately

two years and though variation from the two year period was not uncom-

mon brother ball acting on his own responsibility left the mission

after a stay of only three months returned to manassa and precededpro

to

ceded

stir up disaffection among several of the southern saints upon his

release a new branch presidency was organized by apostles brigham young

jr and heber J grant who were in manassa fortortodfodcod that purpose john C

dalton from parowancarowanPa utahrowan was appointed as presiding elder silas
S smith jr and samuel S sellers continued in the office of coun

44
selorsdelors rhethe organization of the branch at richfield previously

indicated was accomplished at the time of the reorganization of the

manassa branch

organization of the san luis stake

on april 1 1883 elder morgan arrived in the valley with a company

of saints from the south following what he described as one of the
45most successful runs we ever made the number of saints now in the

43john morgan journal op cit
atlulibtl san luis stake manuscript history 1883 op cit
45john morgan journal op cit
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valley totaledtotalled over eight hundred a population sufficient to warrant

giving serious consideration to the establishment of a stake organi-

zation of the church such was the subject of much discussion by the

presiding brethrenethranbr of the church during elder morgans stay at salt
lake city in april and may of 1883 after much consultation the de-

cision eventually arrived at was that the settlements in the san luis

valley should be organized into the san luis stake of zion

on june 8 1883 elder morgan in company with joseph F smith of

the first presidency of the church and apostles wilford woodruff and

brigham young jr arrived at manassa for the purpose of holding a con

46ference to effect the organization of the stake

thetlle establishment of a stake organization represented the culmin-

ation of five years of growth and development by the saints in the san

luis valley their numbers had increased from a mere handful to more

than eight hundred and three completely new settlements had been es-

tablished in areas previously occupied only by rabbit brush from the

creation of the first sunday school in the valley in 1878 when sister
blair had been appointed as superintendent because daniel R sellers
who presided over the first group of settlers until the arrival of bis

47hop hans jensen was unfamiliar with the sunday school organization

the organizational structure of local church units had developed to the

point that there were now four formal branches of the church located in

the valley at manassa ephraim richfield and los cerritos

john morgan journal op cit
47nicholas G morgan op cit p 283
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allatlali report was given indicating the membership of the

branches in the valley to be as follows manassa 497 ephraim 183

richfield 74 and los cerritos 90 it was further estimated that

there were approximately 200 additional persons who were members of

families belonging to the various branches but who were temporarily
50

away from the valley most often for reasons of employment

48john morgan journal

72

the first meetings of the conference were held on june 9thath the

sessions were conducted in the manassa school house rather than in the

bowery because an unseasonable and heavy snow had fallen on the eveningeverteveri

48

ing

of the 8thath making it too cold and winterysintery to meet outdoors the

stand was filled with the presiding brethren from salt lake city and

various local church officials sermons preached during the course of

the day generally reflected a concern over some of the difficulties ex-

isting among the saints in the valley and the members were repeatedly

cautioned against permitting division to develop between the southern

saints and those from utah the presiding elders of each of the branches

in the valley called upon to report the conditions in their respective

groups responded with an indication that conditions were improving

and that the members of their branches were working together happily and

49
harmoniously

A statisticalstatistic

op cit
hah0 san luis stake conference deseret news weekly july 11 1883

the weekly differed from the daily edition of the deseret evening news
in that as implied by its title it was issued only once a week it
consisted largely of a compilation of articles selected from the daily
edition but included other materials as well

loc cit
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john D hawkins
david boise
jamesjameajaneajanes 11 jack
john B dan ie la
albion haggard

losloa cerritosCerri branchtostoa lawrence M petersonpeteraonpetermonPete presidingPrepnersonraoncaon elderaiding

manassa ward john C dalton bishop
silas S smith jr
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on june loth conference sessionsseaaeases metslonaaionasions in the bowery aaas it had

warmed up sufficiently from the previouspreviouaprevi dayousoua to do aoso the major item

of business waswaa the organization and staffing of the principal positionsposipoaiposl

in

tlonationa

the stake which waswaawes accomplished aaas followsfolfoi

stake

51
iowalowalows

presidency silas S smith presidentPre
richard

aident
C camp first counselor

william christensen second counselor

stake high council william F 0 behrman
hansranahana C heiselt
D H elledge
daniel R seilerssellers
soren C berthelsenBerthe
john

lsenlaenisen
A smith

martin christiansenChriatianchristian

daniels

first counselor
samuel S sellersSe secondllera counselor

ephraimwardephraim peterward rasmussenraamuaaen bishop
howard K coray first counselor
jordan brady second counselor

richfield ward thor N petersonPete bishoprsonraoncaon
milton W evansevana first counselor
jensjena jensen second counselor

the principal changes brought about by the stake organization

were that ManaMarmermanassaasaaaassalassatassa ephraim and richfield were each established aaallailati wardswarda

and losloa cerritosCerricecci waswaatostoa made an independent branch previousPrevi toousoua thesetheae

changes only branchesBran hadcheschea existedexisexia andted although those at richfield and

losloa cerritosCerricecci hadtostoa local officialsficialaof of their own they were technically

attached to the branch at manassaMana

san51san

saaaaassa
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no attempt was made at the time of the organization of the stake

to establish any of the priesthood quorums usually associated with

stake organizations this however was made one of the first orders

of business of the new stake at the first quarterly conference held

at manassa on september 8thath and 9thath 1883 the first quorum of elders

of the san luis stake was organized reuben W barzee was appointed as

president of the quorum with hugh L sellers and john L reed as his
52

counselors

church membership in the valley continued to increase throughout

the remainder of 1883 primarily through emigration at the end of the

year the population of manassa stood at 744 at richfield and los

cerritos the number of saints continued at approximately the sameflamefiametiame level

as at the timetinie of the organization of the stake however at ephraim

the population experienced a gradual decline indicating a growing aware-

ness on the part of the saints located chererherethere that the wet and marshy

character of the land made it distinctly less desirable as a place of

53settlement than had been anticipated when it was first established

san luis stake manuscript history 1883 op cit

loc cit
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thetyle atmosphere of success and accomplishment that followed upon

the organization of the san luis stake was short lived A growing

crescendo of opposition by non mormonscormons gave indication that troubled

days lay ahead of the saints opposition to the practice of polygamy

formed the basis of the campaign launched by anti mormon agitators who

added charges of political corruption judicial tampering and economic

mismanagementmis tomanagement an ever growing list of complaints during the open-

ing months of 1884 anti mormon sentiment generated a storm of opposition

against the saints of the san luis valley newspapers throughout the

state were full of articles claiming to disclose the true conditions ex-

isting among the mormonscormons in colorado the denver tribune was in the

front ranks of the campaign and its columns kept up a steady barrage

against the saints it is worth noting that most of the anti mormon

75
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opposition came from denver and other distant areas of the state rather
than from communities in the immediate vicinity of the saints in the

san luis valley denver newspapers in particular tended to accept as

fact the information given to them by apostate members of the church

who deliberately distorted their facts out of resentment and desire

for revenge to the credit of the citycites press it ceased its campaign

of vilification against the saints after becoming aware of the true

character of its informants and of the actual situation in the valley

it did however continue to oppose the mormon practice of polygamy

among the more serious of the accusations leveled against the

saints during the heated period of opposition was that of political
corruption and manipulation it was claimed that the mormon vote was

controlled by the church upon threat of excommunication and that the

mormonscormons had sold their votes as a block to the highest bidder though

it seems inconceivable in view of the smallness of their numbers the

saints were also accused of attempting to dominate political affairs in

conejos county and of trying to tip the political balance of the state
in an interview with a reporter of the denver tribune stake president

silas S smith refuted the charge that mormon votes were dictated by

the church

our people have taken no special interest in politics
and our settlements have no political significance the
citizens vote for men rather than party and we do not
bind ourselves to any party inietheilietwetnie church takes no part
in elections nor does it try to control votes the bis-
hops merely tell the people to go to the polls quietly
and in order to vote as they please but do not wrangle
over political questions we do not hold it to be a ma-
tter of fellowship as to how we vote

deseret evening news march 3 1884 as extracted from the denver
tr ibuneabune of february 26 1884
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dealing with the same general accusation in addition to the

charge that the mormonscormons were attempting to gain a dominant influence

over state politics elder brigham H roberts currently in the valley

took up a defense of the saints in a lengthy letter to the denver

tr ibuneabune he wrote

during the past month a number of articles have ap-
peared in the trli ibuneabune respecting the mormon settlements
in san luis valley one of these articles was written
by your own regular correspondent the others were copied
from the salt lake tr ibuneabune

in these communications are many false statements
which misrepresent and slander the inhabitants of these
mormon settlements and inasmuch as you have given so
much space to those who have misrepresented us justice
demands that you publish our reply to these falsehoods

san luis valley possesses many natural resources it
isin an extensive plain nearly every acre of which can be
brought under cultivation there is an abundance of w-
ater that can be easily brought out in canals for irriga-
tion purposes all grains and vegetables common to tem-
perate climates are raised the soil yielding plenteous
harvests to the husbandman asan a reward for his labor
the stock range is extensive and exceptionally good and
although there is but little timber in the valley on
the neighboring hills and mountains are extensive forests
of pine cedar and aspen in short the valley possesses
all the facilities necessary to the establishment of co-
mfortable homes and it is for this purpose our people
have come here from utah knowing that lands could be
more easily obtained here than in utah we have advised
the convertsconcerts to our faith in the southern states to come
to our settlements in colorado instead of going to utah

our settlements in this state have no political sig-
nificance we have come to obtain homes not to increase
the political influence some people imagine the mormonscormons
to possess to make the wilderness glad with our toil
and the desert to blossom as the rose rather than to dab-
ble in tilyalysiysly games of politics

our settlements have a population of about 1300 and
out of this number but 144 are registered as voters in-
stead ofoilole 250 as stated in your issue of february 3dad

meeting mr J W hughesHug attorneyhealheaf for conejos county
we s a id

do you know president smith of manassa
yes sir I1 know him
has he taken an active part in politics in this

county

tribune
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no sir if there is a man who does not meddle in
politics that man is mr smith he says nothing

you have taken a leading part in the politics of this
section have you not

yes sir I1 have for several years
has president smith ever sought to obtain any poli-

tical influence
absolutely none whatever

A people who were ambitious to become so conspicuous
in your state politics as your regular correspondent rep-
resented our people to be would want a more aggressive
leader than president smith and out of a population of
1300 would have more than 144 voters registered 2

evidently unaware of the inconsistency in arguing that the mormon

vote could be dictated by the church and at the same time sold to the

highest bidder the antagonists persisted in their charge that the

mormon vote had been sold in every election since their arrival in

colorado elder roberts continued his defense

it is charged that the mormon vote has been sold
every year since they have been in the state I1 am

authorized by the following named gentlemen to say that
it was not sold this year mr mcintire county judge
C M sampson county clerk mr austin county col-
lector mr brown superintendent public instruction
joseph smithsnith county sheriff all these men received
the votes of our people and to use their own lan-
guage we never paid a nickel for therptheintherothedo or even a drink
of whiskey

it is rumored that in 1882 the vote was sold for 600
and that president smith received the money I1 have the
official statement of the county clerk before me that
the vote in precinct no 11 which was the district where
all the mormonscormons lived at the time was 62 in number for
that year that would be about 10 a vote isnt that
rather high for votes all your politicians with whom I1
have conversed say A man would be a fool to pay 10
for a vote when so many through the country can be bought
for 2.50250 mr dorse of alamosaalamona is represented as
saying that the mormon vote had been sold every year and
that he had paid part of the money we went to see mr
dorse but unfortunately he had gone to his ranch so we

letter from B H roberts to the denver tr ibuneabune march 3 1884
as extracted and quoted in the deseret evening news march 5 1884
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failed to have an interview with him it is claimed
that the mormon vote was sold in the interest of mr
campbell the republican candidate for governor for

600 but those who make this statement will perhaps
explain how it happens that the entire mormon vote was
given in favor of mr grant the democratic nominee
for governor

in all the inquiries we have made about votes being
sold I1 have found but one man who has paid any money
out in our precinct and that was in 182 1I withhold
his name at present he has taken an active part in
politics and has been a county official of course it
is claimed by him that the money was not used to buy
any one but to buy cigars for the boys bar expenses
etc the amount was small only 40

mr did prest smith receive this
money

no sir he did not wm L ball received 10 of
it the other 20 asfs ic was paid to another man who
afterwards wanted me to take it back

the introduction of the name of former bishop william L ball

into the controversy serves the purpose of clarification as to the

source of a number of the accusations being brought against the saints

angered at being excommunicated from the church he had endeavored to

stir up opposition from without and dissension from within in both

he was quite successful it was he who was at the bottom of the poli-

tical issue having claimed that he had been excommunicated for not

voting as he had been directed elder roberts took issue with his

claim

ex bishop ball whose statements to the tr ibuneabune reporter
and whose private letters to miss kate field have so
glaringly misrepresented our people in san luis valley
was not excommunicated for voting the ticket his judge
ment approved as stated by him I1 have access to the
minutes of the council that tried ball and there is
nothing in the charge brought against him about his vot-
ing it was for faultfindingfault finding misusing tithing of
which aaas bishop he was made custodian and his books

3letteraletter from B H roberts to the denver tribune march 3 1884
as extracted and quoted in the de s e re t even ing newsnewa march 5 1884
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filedfileflie at conejos county
colorado 1882

4letteraletter

show a deficiency of nearly 300 stirring up strife
among the brethren by saying those who came from utah
hated those who came from the south these charges
were sustained in the estimation of the council and
the church withdrew their fellowship from him 4

while the charges of votes being controlled andor sold were ef-

fectively countered it was true that the mormon voters tended to cast

their votes in blockeyblocksy without the usual and somewhat equal distribu-

tion of votes among the various candidates in the election of 1882

mentioned by elder roberts above the sixty two votes cast by mormon

voters all wentwant to the same congressional candidate who incidentally

lost the vote of conejos county 5 thus even when voting as a block

the saints did not have sufficient numbers to tip the balance in any

but the closest of elections

united inln their advocacy of the right to practice polygamy in

their efforts to establish themselves in permanent and thriving com-

munities and in their resistance to what appeared to be a determined

outside opposition to these goals y it was perhaps natural that this

unity would be reflected in the political views of the saints con-

cerned less with party policy than with their own immediate problems

they cast their vote for individuals they felt would best aid their

cause candidates taking a neutral course in regard to the mormonnormonmormon

question and no serious candidate adopted a pro mormon stance with

letter from B H roberts to the denver tribune march 3 1884
as extracted and quoted in the deserdeseret evening news march 5 1884
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hopes of winning inevitably received an overwhelming majority if

not all of the mormon vote however to assert that the purpose of the

saints was to attain a position of dominance in county or state poli-

tical affairs was too unrealistic to be seriously consideredcondicondlconsi

another

dered

charge made against the saints was that whenever violations

of law were committed by members of the church improper attempts were

made to prevent conviction and punishment through the courts

it appears that a young man lycurgus sprouse by
name and a mormon was accused before the grand jury
with stealing cattle the jury however failed to
bring in a bill of indictment and as president smith
of manassa was on the jury he is accused of using his
influence in defeating a true bill which part of the
jury were determined to find and it is intimated that
he used improper means to accomplish his purpose this
is the foundation on which is based the charge against
the mormonscormons of cattle stealing we visited mr stuart
foreman of the grand jury and asked if he had ever
charged that mr smith had used improper means in de-
feating an indictment against young sprouse

no sir I1 have never charged that president smith
used improper means in sprousessproulesSp caserouses

did smith take an active part in matters before the
jury

yes he did
as he more active in sprousessproulesSp caserouses than the others

no he did not appear to be so much interested in
that case as in others

president smith is a man of loo100tooboo much sense to shield
any one guilty of stealing cattle he knows that even
on the shadow of a pretext the charge of cattle stealing
would be alleged against the colony over which he pre-
sides heile therefore above all men would be most likely
to bring the offender to just ice p provided the testimony
would warrant the finding of an indictment

the following occurrence demonstrates that he reali-
zes the situation about a year ago two men from manassa
created some disturbance at conejos and the officers of
the county took no action in regards to it some time
after this smith was at conejos and meeting some of the
county officials he said dont you know that when you
fellows up here fail to punish men from our settlements
who make disturbance and break laws that you are doing
our people an injustice
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eromfrom B H roberts to the denver tribune11 marchibuneabune 3 1884
as extracted andarid quoted in the deseret evening news march 5 1884

individinvivid

meeting mr austin at conejos mr A is at present
county collector and was formerly judge I1 said judge
austin have you ever known president smith to manifest
any disposition to shield any of our people who have
broken the laws

he replied emphatically no sir I1 have not I1 re-
member mr smith saying to me that justice should be
meetedmeated out to all alike

turning to the county sheriff who was present I1
put the same question to him and his reply was like
that of judge austinaustinsakstins

in addition to this the church law reads if any
persons among you shall kill they shall be delivered up
and dealt with according to the laws of the land and
if a man or woman shall stealtealteai9 he or she shall be de-
livered up unto the law of the land and if he or she
shall lie he or she shall be delivered up unto the law
of the land covenants and commandments section 42

this is the law of the church and has been ever
incesince 1831 for president smith to take any other
course than isin indicated in the above would be contrary
to common sense and a violation of the church law

we expect no favors from the state government of colo-
rado neither do we ask for any but those vouchsafed to
all citizens in common if any member of the church has
violated the laws of the state as alleged or shall
hereafter violate them he is individually responsible
and not the whole colony

it was also charged that the saints conspired to deny those not

of their faith access to public facilities and admittance to public

meetings and functions these charges were also dealt with by elder

roberts

between christmas and new year several persons arranged
to have a private party and those who were wanted were
invited there being no other convenient place it was
held in the hall where church service for the present
is also held A number of men who had not been invited
came to the party and essayed to take part in it they
were told they had no business there and when they re-
fused to retire and said if they could not dance no one
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else should they were ejected by force as they would
have been anywhere else if the rightful participants
were men of courage Is it wrong for the cormonsmormons to
take such steps against those who come withreith the avowed
intent to disturb their peace

the mormonscormons were further accused of deliberately deceiving converts

from the south with glowing reports of conditions in the san luis val-

ley in order to induce them to emigrate it seems highly illogical

that emigrants could be attracted to colorado over a long period of

time on the basis of deceit and the charge was vigorously denied by

elder robertsroberta

ex bishop ball and others say the people from the south-
ern states had been deceived by the mormon missionaries
who preached to them that the people were induced to
leave their homes in the south by the promise of being
taken to an earthly paradise in southern colorado this
is not true the following quotation is from a letter
of instructions sent by the presidency of the southern
mission to the travellingvellingtra elders in the southern states

the saints who come from the south as a rule are poor
and it would be difficult for them to secure homes in
utah whereas in colorado it is an easy matter as they
can obtain land at government prices in this connec-
tion we would advise that you do not hold out material
advantages as inducements to the saints to gather out of
babylon if they gather to the place appointed let it
be for the gospelgospels sake because god has commanded it
and that they and their children may be more perfectly
taught iiainilalla the things of god and his kingdom u instruc-
tions of this kind have always been given to the elders
in the mission the writer has spent the last four years
in travellingvellingtra and preaching through the southern states
he has deceived no one he was personally acquainted
with many of the people who live at manassa when they
were residents of the southern states he can meet them
anywhere and not a man woman or child can say that he
has deceived them neither are any of the dldersdidersalders sent
out to deceive as the above extracts from their in-
s structionstructions prove

peace7

dece lvedivedalved

8

71etter7lqttqr from B 11 roberts to the denver tribune march 3 1884
as extracted and quoted in the deseret evening news march 5 1884
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of all the accusations directed against the saints the one

if poverty can be said to constitute an offense containing the great-

est element of truth was that the mormon residents of the san luis

valley were completely destitute and poverty strikenstricken though partly

true the economic condition of the saints was made to look much worse

than it actually was by the anti mormon antagonists much of the ex-

aggeration in this regard was due to stories being circulated by former

bishop william L ball in addition an appeal for assistance had been

made by some residents of the valley to the kentucky club of denver

thus further contributing to the generally unfavorable impression of

economic conditions among the saints in the final portion of his

letter to the tribune elder roberts dealt with the economic situation

A heartrending tale of suffering is told by your
correspondent and that together with the story of
william L ball has called out grandeloquentgrandiloquentgrand appealseloquent
from sister kate field to the people of utah to re-
lieve the sufferings 0 three hundred men women and
children who are represented as famishing for foods
clothing and fuel

that there are people in our midstmids that are poor
we admit they were poor when they landed in colorado
and had to be assisted from the start but that any-
one is actually perishing or even suffering from want
of food or clothing or are likely to in the future we

positively deny all people who know anything about
settling new countries are aware that the pioneers do
not enjoy many of the luxuries or even the comforts of
lifeilfe at first they must be content with the neces-
saries there is plenty of foodood in our settlement
flour meat turturniturnipsnipsnipapm potatoes and groceries thosenose
who are not able to provide for themselves are cared
for I1 visited the same family your former correspon-
dent did where the old man showed his emaciated limbs
that the old gentlemansgentlemensgent personlemans is emaciated is true
I1 knew him in the state of alabama it was so there
and how many men 71 years of age surrounded even with
the luxuries of life are there whose forms are not
emaciated yesterday I1 called on the family and in

of
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answer to my inquiries they tatedstatedbated that when your for-
mer correspondent called on them they had flourlour meat
vegetables and coffee in the house and that they had
never been denied anything by the bishop of the place
thisibis man mr bailey has lost his faith and is not
considered in good standing in the church yet the day
I1 called upon him he had received another supply of
food and the bishops books show that he has been fur-
nished right along

there has been plenty of work in san luis valley
this winter four canals are under construction and
all who wanted work could have obtained it at these
places I1 am credibly informed that quite a number of
teams have stood idle because drivers could not be se-
cured wages have been from 1.25125 to 2 per day it
is true this labor was thirty or forty miles distant
from our settlements but who would object to going
that far in order to obtain work to support his family
or what true man is there who would not go many times
that distancedisdim rathertance then ask assistance or receive a
gratuity so long as he was able to work when I1 read
that appeal of kentuckiansKentuck toians the kentucky club of den-
ver in your paper I1 said if there are any kentuck
ians who sanction that appeal under the circumstances
with plenty of work within easy reach and then would
consent to wear the castoffcast clothesoff of others they
are some worthless fellows who have been raised on wild-
cat whitikeywhiskeywhitiker and never knew or have entirely forgotten
the smell bt old bourbonbourbons they are degenerate sons of
noble sires who would have worked in snow neck deep
rather than to receive the castoff clothes even of a
prince

A split in the ranks of the foremost antagonists soon disclosed

that former bishop ball was behind a campaign to elicit funds and goods

from the charitably inclined ostensibly to relieve the suffering which

he portrayed as existing among the saints in the san luis valley ball

wrote many letters to sister kate field in utah who gave them wide

publicity believing them to be genuine representations of conditions

in the valley true11 toue character ball embezzled the funds thus gained

tter from B H roberts to the denver tribune11 marchibuneabune 3 1884
as extracted and quoted in the deseret evening news march 5 1884
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and appropriated to hishiahla own use many of the items of goodsgooda sent for

relief purposespurpo heseaaeases alsoalaoaiso made off with a substantial amount of money

entrusted to him by hishiahla associatesaaaociatea for the purpose of purchasingpurcha landsingaing

in kansas in the internal struggleruggleruggieat which ensued ball waswaa publicly

denounced by the othersothera and deposed aaan leader of the group he waswaa

succeeded by a man named moyers who directed the fraudulent activities

of the band until further dissension over the divisiondivi ofsionaionslon spoilsapoilaadoila and

a growing awareness of the true dituationsituation in the public mind brought

an end to the sensational san luisluialuls valley squabbleaqu

apoatacy

11abbleabbie

andados dissension

much of the opposition directed against the saintssainta during the

difficult year of 1884 waswaa attributable to the actions of apostate

members of the church william L ball had been quite successful in

creating strife and dissensiondiaaenaion among a number of the southernsouaou saintssaintathern

for which among other causes he waswaa excommunicated from the church

the combination of frontier hardshipshardsharda oppositionhipshipa from without and

dissension from within took itsita toll in the form of a large num-

ber of saintssainta who desired to disassociate themselvesthemaelveathema fromelveselvea the church

though a considerable number had become completely inactive there iais

no indication in the records that any formal excommunicationsexcommunicationaexcommunicationcommunicationsex took

place in the valley before 1884 in that year however stake records

show a total of 60 personspe theraona overwhelming majority of them southernsouaou

thelothe107be

thern

situation in the san luisluialuls valley

10

tacy

deseret evening newsnewa
april 2 1884

ore of the san luisluialuls matter u deseret evening newsnewa april 9 1884
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converts living in manassa being excommunicated from the church most

at their own request 1 although some later rejoined the church the

majority did not and of those who remained outside the church most

either moved to areas in the valley away from the mormon settlements

or returned to their former homes in the south

dissension made its appearance in forms other than excommunication

in september 1884 richard C camp who had been appointed as first
counselor in the stake presidency at the time of the organization of

the stake in june of the previous year was released from his position

he had in fact never filled his calling and had requested by letter

that he be released at a meeting of the stake conference held in

manassa on december 7 1884 soren C berthelsen was given temporary

appointment to fill the vacancy in the stake presidency during the

same conference bishop thor N peterson was at his own request released

from his position as bishop of the richfield ward cause of this action

was some dissatisfaction or misunderstanding between bishop peterson

and the stake presidency though the nature of the problem is not

recorded for a time the richfield ward was given over to the control

of the stake high council with william F 0 behrman taking charge

of meetings the difficulties betweenbetwean bishop peterson and the stake

presidency were eventually adjusted and at the stake conference on

august 30 1885 bishop peterson was again sustained as bishop of the

san luislaisluls stake manuscript history 1884

12

13

14

mee t ings

12san

13loc c it
14loc
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richfield ward with brothers milton W evans and jens jensen again

serving as his counselors

positive accomplishments

not all that took place during 1884 was negative emigrant groups

continued to arrive from the south and material growth and expansion

was generally observable throughout the mormon settlements of the val-

ley even in the more spiritual realm improvement was noted despite

or perhaps because of the serious difficulties encountered during the

year to a certain extent the dissension among the saints had resulted

in the elimination of a dissident element and leaders of the various

wards indicated that there was a notable increase of faith and harmony

among those who remained the deseret evening news in commenting

editorially about the apostate members who had stirred up so much trouble

in the valley gave little indication of sympathy stating that the

withdrawal of such a class of people from the church is a decided ben-

efit to the saints 1 and such seems to be the judgementjud ofgement history

at the general conference of the church held in salt lake city

in october 1884 elder john morgan was called and set apart as one of
18

the first seven presidents of seventy though his new calling

richfield ward manuscript history 1884

deseret evening news
march 15 1884

more of the san luis matter deseret evening news april 9 1884

18andrewanddew jens on john morgan

15

pos it ivelve accomptaccompl ishmentsashishments

16

17

15richfield

16report eveningnews

17more

18andrew jenson
jenson

toric iii771

latter day saints biographical ency-
clopedia 4 vols salt lake city publishedpukuipubui byhed the andrew jens on his-
torical company and printed by the deseret news 190119361901 1I1936 204
clopedia
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involved a broadening of his activities he continued in his assignment

as president of the southern S statesfatestates f mission for another four years

and as such hetietlehie continued to play an important role in the development of

the mormon colonies of the san luis valley
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CHAPTERCHAPIER VII

OUTWARDOUIWARD EXPANSION FROM MANASSA

NEW COLONIES established IN COLORADO AND NEW MEXICO

causes underlying the expansion of settlements

the period 1885 to 1890 witnessed a steady increase in the number

of saints inlin the san luis valley in addition to the regular emigrant

companies arriving from the south there were many who came from utah

these latter came not as before because of a call to assist in the

establishmentestablish ofnent settlements but as refugees from the prosecution of

polygamists which increased greatly during the years that followed the

passage of the edmunds act in 1882 during this critical period the

san luis valley became the home of numerous plural families of promi-

nent and leading men in the church the refuge afforded by the remote

location of the valley was in the case of many individuals short lived

though the tempo of governmental action against polygamists in colorado

never achieved the pace that it did in utah

expans 3on
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theibe combination of increasing population pressures governmental

prosecutionprosecudon and attraction of available land led the saints to estab-

lish numerous new settlements some at considerable distance from the

hub colony atal manassaHa attemptsactemptsauemptsAcnassa weretempts made to extend mormon settle-

ments beyond thette confines of the valley into new mexico as a meansneans of

providing a haven for polygamists even new mexico was for some not

far enough away from rheche searching eyesoyes of federal agents tn search of

a hour outside the jurisdictionjuristicjurisdic ofnonaon the united states they turned to khzthz

new mormon colonies being c ablishedabolishedablis inhed mexico in the valley itself
a number of new communitiescoincmnitiescomnunities were established with varying degrees of

success intn generalteneral it could be said that the probability of success

in the newnevn settlementsaw2w diminisheddimin asished distance from manassa increased

though many factors otheroilier than distance were involved

sanford

duringdaring a visilvisit to the valley by president john taylor in 1885 he

and others of his party pointedprain outted the area where sanford would venevoneven

th

q

townsite L

tor7nsite

d-

ually be built as a highly suitable location fortor a settlement the

site was locatedlocal approximatelyapproximaLed two and one half miles directly north

of ephraimephrain making it six miles northeastnornot ofcheasecheast manassa by this time it
was becoming evident that the location of ephraimephrainFph wasraimrelmrein completely unsuit-

able as a bownstowns IIQ and ihe new location acat sanford had the advantage

of being on higher land while still being accessible to irrigation from

the waters of the conejos river richfieldrichfiuld too even after having been

moved once proved decidedlydecidecl lessdedDy than ideal as a towns itelae after con-

sulting with local church leaders president taylor recommended that the

L

ely

the

ahe
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families located at ephraim and richfield remove themselves to the new

site at sanfordsancordsandordSan

the

1Cord

namenaineneine originally chosen for the new location was not sanford

but alma after the figure of that name in the book of mormon however

it was soon discovered that another town named alma presumably of

gentile origin already existed in colorado the name was then

changed to sanfordanfordsenfordlenfordenford3 thereby honoring silas sanford smith the first
president of the san luis stake

action on president taylortaylorstaylon recommendation was swift in coming

within a matter of weeks the townsite of sanford was surveyed and dur

int the fall and winter of 1885 three homes were constructed on the new

site an irrigation map filed at the court house in conejos in 1886

shows that the new town initially covered only a quarter section of land

however the dimensions grew rapidly as new families arrived from rich-

field and ephraim between 1886 and 1888 sanford eventually assumed

proportions even larger than those of manassa measuring one mile east

and west by one and a half miles north and south

with the influx of substantial numbers of people in 1886 apostle

john henry smith who was visiting the new location appointed albion

haggard to serve as presiding elder over the settlement during the

same year a log meeting house was erected which also served as a

school house in 1888 the saints evacuating ephraim brought their

anfordsanford ward manuscript history 1885 account by andrew jenson
unpublished material

bid 18851888

1

2

lsanford

21bid 1885 1888
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meeting house with them and it was attached to the west end of the

sanford meeting house thereby doubling its capacity by april 1883

the population of sanford had increased sufficiently to warrant the

establishment of a ward thisibis was accomplished on april 15th with

soren C berthelsen being set apart as bishop and george W irvin and

william 0 crowther as first and second counselors respectively

at the quarterly conference of the san luis stake held at manassa

in may threthree dependent branches were attached to the sanford ward

they includedinclinci saintsudemudEA located at richfield where a few families had

elected to remain jarosocaroso and morgan the latter two being small com-

munities established by the saints at approximately the same time as

that of sanford the earliest statistics submitted by the stake for

the sanford ward in august 1888 showed 140 families located at sanford

with a total population of 654 3

when the saints began to obtain title to their lands in the late

1880 and early 1890s it was decided to make two incorporationscorporationsin at

sanford those who had moved from ephraim incorporated the south half

of the town as the sanford land company while those from richfield in-

corporated the northern half under the name of the sanford town com-

pany 0 an analysis of the two certificates of incorporation shows no

sanford ward manuscript history 188618881886 1888 jenson op cit

bid 1888

loc cit

william 0 crowther comp crowthers of fountain green utah
independence mo zions printing & publishing co 1943 p 153

3

e

4

5

1880s

6

3sanfocd

41bid

6williara
publish 0

muni ties
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appreciable difference in purpose between the two groups however a

check of the names of those who signed each of the documents shows all

of the signeessigneus in both cases to be former residents of utah and further

that the overwhelming majority of those forming the land company were

of scandinavian extraction sanford was thus at the outset and con-

tinued to be a town composed almost entirely of settlers from utah

jarosocaroso

in 1884 the first mormon settlers to locate east of the conejos

river except those residing in the mexican town of los cerritos es-

tablished themselves approximately three miles directly east of the site
where sanford was to be located the following year the name given to

this area of settlement was jarosocaroso not to be confused with another

town of the same name ituatedsituatedsituated just north of the new mexico border in

costilla county the saints who moved into the area of jarosocaroso did so

independent of any formal organized program of settlement or expansion

and at no time was any official effort made to promote settlement of the

area in may 1887 the saints at jarosocaroso were organized onto a depend-

ent branch of the manassa ward later being transferred to the sanford
0

ward upon the organization of the latter in 1888 the first recorded

7certificate of incorporation of the sanford land company conejos
county colo no 5047 april 29 1889 and certificate of incorpora-
tion of the sanford town company conejos county colo no 11059
january 30 1892

jarosoJa branchroso manuscript history 188418881884 1888 no author given
unpublished material
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name of a presiding elder at jarosojaroaojaroad is that of J H jack who held that

position in 1889 9 by 1893 the great majority of settlers had moved

away from jarosocaroso and those saints who remained ceased to have a de-

pendent branch organization and were incorporated into the sanford

ward proper only one family of saints remained at jarosocaroso as late as

1894 10

the settlement of morgan occurred at about the same time as that

of sanford morgan was located in a flat open area two miles north of

alamosaalamona creek a tributary of the rio grande situated twelve miles

northwest of manassa the town was named in honor of elder john morgan

who had played such a prominent role in the mormon settlement of the

san luis valley

the first mormon settler in the vicinity of morgan was john W

hunt who located there in 1885 he was followed by others in 1886 and

work began immediately on an irrigation ditch water from the alamosaalamona

creek was easily accessible and the ditch was completed that same year

in time for crops to be planted and raised

the land at morgan was open to preemptionpre andemption homestead it could

also be settled under the provisions of the timber culture act of 1873

deseret evening news november 5 1889

jarosoJa branchrosocoso manuscript history 189318941893 1894

account by andrew
jens on unpublished material

11

9deseret

11morgan
jenson

11
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which granted 160 acres of treeless land to settlers who would partici-

pate in reforestation programsprogram capitalizing on the availability of

free land most of the saints at morgan obtained their lands through
1 9

the provisions of such laws altogether mormon settlers in the area

gained title to approximately three and a half sections of land

in may 1887 joseph E samples was set apart to preside over the

saints located at morgan in april 1888 the morgan branch which had

been established the previous month was attached to the newly organized
isanford ward meetings were held in private homes until the con-

struction of a small meeting house 18 x 261 was completed in 1890

despite the inexpensiveinexpensiveness ness of obtaining land the settlement of

morgan proved to be a difficult task at the quarterly stake conference

in august 1888 elder samples reported that the general condition of

the settlement was poor and that a number of the inhabitants were

heavily burdened with debt elder samples resigned from his position

as presiding elder at morgan in 1891 he was officially released in

april 1892 and following a temporary term by brother owen J optaincoptain
i

was officially replaced by elderldereiderdiderider john D westbrook

in 1893 the population at morgan totaled 80 souls no actual tow-

nsite had as yet been surveyed and the saints were desirous of having

this task accomplished however it was 1899 before the official plat

morgan branch manuscript history 1886 n jenson op22 cit

ibid 1888

loc cit

ibid 18911892
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for the townsite of morgan was filed ai the county seat in conejos

at the turn of the century morgan was and has remained to the present

day a sparcelyarcelysparselysp settled community scarcely meriting designation as

a townittownintown

renewed oppositionposition02 to polygamy the edmunds tucker bill
except for the activity involved in the establishment of settle-

ments at sanford and morgan the year 1885 was quiet and uneventful or

at least it seemed so in comparison with the upheavals of the previous

year emigrant companies arrived from the south in february and novem-

ber and the same months in 1886 witnessed the arrival of more saints

from the southern states the year closed quietly enough giving lit-
tle indication of what lay in store for the saints during the months

to followollow

the year of 1887 opened on a sour note congress not satisfied

with the results produced by the antipolygamyanti actpolygamy of 1882 passed a

further amendment to that law the so called edmunds tucker act of 1887

statutes at large XXIV 1887 635641635 641

a 15

qt

renewed

16

17

f

18

thisibis new law extended the definition of polygamy to include what was

titled unlawful cohabitation and in general dissolved the corporate

structure of the church and its agencies it passed the congress in feb-

ruary becoming law on march 3rdard without the signature of the president

plat of morgan filedtiled at conejos county colorado february 22
1899

ljohn16johnijohnajohn morgan journaljournal9journals opuoe cit

loc cit
18u S
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utah bore the immediate brunt of the governmental prosecution which

followed upon the passage of the edmunds tucker law in the san luis

valley the mostmoat noticeable effect waswaa an increase in the numbers of

polygamous families arriving from utah in search of a place of refuge

for some the valley was their intended destination and here they re-

mained until the polygamist question was ended others utilized the

settlements in the valley as a temporary hiding place until more remote

locations could be found some of these latter along with a number of

families who resided in the valley eventually fled to mexico in hopes

of finding a peaceful place of exile

prominent leaders of the church were among those who sought refuge

for their plural families in the san luis valley included among them

were apostles john henry smith francis M lyman and heber J grant

john morgan of the first council of seventy and brigham H roberts

soon to be appointed to the first council of seventy and later well

known church author there were undoubtedly others but because names

were frequently altered and written records studiously avoided in order

to escape detection a complete account is impossible even among the

saintssaint it waswitswilswals not uncommon to be unaware of the true identity of a

newly arrived neighbor p and there was a general understanding that

questions along this line were best left unasked

in addition to the refugee families from utahsutahp the usual increment

of settlers from the southern states arrived in march june and november

the namesnelmes of these individuals are recorded on land records on
file at conejos john morgan also mentions frequent meetings with them
in manassa and alludes to their part time residence there

19

utah

197be
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20of 1887 rnetherhe steadily increasing population made it desirable to

search out new areas where settlements might be established and an-

other surge of outward expansion took place in 188718881887

death

1888

of presidentpreerident john taylor

on july 25 1887 president john taylor died in seclusion at kays

ville utah having been in hiding for two and a halfhalthalh years because

of the scattered condition of the general authorities and the continuing

governmental search for polygamists which precluded the possibility of

meeting together to select a successor the quorum of twelve apostles

assumed the function of composite head of the church wilford woodruff

as president of the quorum took the leading role in the direction of

affairs and at the general conference in april 1889 he was officially
91sustained as president of the church

the death of president taylor had no immediate effect upon develop-

ments in the san luis valley other than to put a temporary damper on

spirits and cast a shadow of sorrowmorrowmodrow over the saints many in the valley

felt his death more keenly because of the isolationito andlation exile which was

associated with it circumstances with which they themselves were

familiar

land matters

from the time the saints had firelfirsl made application forfoc the pur-

chase of the lands upon which they were settling in 1879 p their goal

john morgan journal

op cit VI
187193187 193
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of acquiring title to the same had met with nothing but frustrationfrustfruaterust

it
rationcationcatlon

waswaanaanaswae generally assumed that the interestsinte ofrestareatarests land a peculatorsspeculatorsspeculatorspecula weretorstons

involved in the constant postponement by a statefatetate authorities in fixing

a value upon the land it also came to light that the lands upon which

the saints were settled had been withdrawn from the general land office

and returned as mineral lands to the public domain thisthia move had

taken place at the instigation of petitions to the land board of the

state by non mormone 22 stake president silas S smith had almost

from the first moment of his arrival in the valley plunged himself

into the task of acquiring title to the land occupied by the saints

in this task he was repeatedly thwarted until the spring and summer of

1887 when the first indications of success appeared A visitor from

utah described the situation

what was the consternation of our people may be
imagined when on getting ready to buy the land they
had enclosed they learned that the state from spec-
ulative motives refused to sell fortoreorfoc a few years
president silas S smith than whom no shrewder man
in land matters lives in the region of irrigation
went to denver and took up a labor with the governor
and land commissioners and succeeded after a two
days hard fight in convincing them that it was the
bona fide settlers like the mormonsnormonscormonscormonsMorNormonsnons that had given
value to the land that to refuse now to sell would
effectually check emigration and paralyzeparpac thealzeaize colonies
already started and that while it was well enough to
shut down on land speculations actual settlersettlersbettler should
not thus be discouraged from coming into the valley
the result was a promise on the part of the commission-
ers to tiellsellbelibeil a tract of 5000 acres to the latter day
saints the purchase had not been made when the writer
left but sanguine hopes were entertained that when it

andrew jenson silas sanford smith

f ide

22andrew
encyclo diadla

latter daydaxdaz saints bio-
graphical encyclopedia op cit

22
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wa the land would be had at two dollars and a half
per acre it waswaaweawes feared that the next purchase
would not costcoat lessleas than 4 and probably over 5 an
acre 23

more than a year and a half lapsed before the saintssainta acquired

title to the landslandaiandalenda upon which manassa and sanford were located in the

meantime however silas S smith directed hishiahla efforts toward the ac-

quisition of land which waswaa being put up for saleaalesaie at public auction

during 1888 the saintssainta purchasedpurcha oversedaed 10000 acnesacreaacres through thisthia source

at a price of 2.50250 per acre 24 the price paid by the saintssainta fortortonfon thesetheaethebe

landslandaianda waswaa considerably below that of adjacent landslandaianda which were appraised

and a oldsoldoid for aaas high aaas 5 per acre presidentPre smithaident waswaaweawes credited with

successfullyaucceaafully persuadingperauading non mormonsmormonacormons who were desirousdealdeaidesi ofdouarouacous purchasing the

land not to bid against the saintssainta thusthua allowing them to obtain the

land at very reasonable ratescates

on february 12 1889 the saintssainta finally obtained title to the

landslandaianda which had been selected and settled tenlen yearsyeara previously thisthiathib

land waswaawesweb deeded to presidentPre smithaident aaas land agent for the manassamanasse colony

who in turn parceled it out to individual families at a total price

of 2304 80 per acre the saintasaints obtained title to 2.88028802880 acresacrea of

land in two parateseparatepacateue townships located in the vicinities of manasaamatiassamanasahmattassa

and sanford 5

letter from N L nelsonneison to editorsediedl apriltorstora 26 1887 deseret
eveningEvenin newsnewafL i

may 11 1887

san luisluialuls stake manuscript historyHi 1888storyatorystocy op cit
2 25coloradocolorado state land patent record
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incorporation of manassa

in february 1889 immediately upon receiving title to the land

on which manassa was located the saints precededpro toceded petition for in-

corporation an official petition signed by forty three citizens of

the town was made to the county of conejos on march 18th to the peti-

tion was attached a census of the population of manassa showing a

26
total of 138 families and 711 persons county officials thereupon

granted permission to conduct a special election on the issue of in-

corporation the election was held on april 22 1889 at which time

by a vote of 69 to 8 the incorporation of manassa was passed on

may 8 1889y by action of the county manassa was officially bestabestab
27

lisheddished as an incorporated town in the state of colorado

blanca

the availability of land combining with improved prospects of

acquiring titletitietittietittle without excessive difficulty helped to promote the

expansion of mormon settlements in the san luis valley one of these

new settlements was located at the west base of mount blanca along the

urracca creek some thirty five miles northeast of manassa and just

a short distance south of the old zapatocapato ranch which had been in

f f
stake statistics for the same period show the population of the

manassa ward as being 202 families and 1134 persons the difference
is accounted for chiefly by the fact that there were dependent branches
attached to the manassa ward whose numbers are included in the stake
figures there may also have been a few who for reasons of polygamy
avoided having their names recorded on the census

27certificate of incorporation of manassa town conejos county
colorado may 8 1889

1889

26stake
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existence sincebince the days of the mexican land grants the primary

attraction of thisthia area waswaawab that the climate waswaa generally more mild

than other parts of the valley and the growing seasonbeason longer it
waswaa alsoalaoaiso freer from the constantnatantco and unpleasant windswinda that prevailed

28elsewhere in the valley

the firstficat mormon settlers in the area of blanca were not sent aaan

part of an organized program of settlement expansion wiley F king

settled there with hishiahlahib family in maymaypmalp 1887 and waswaa followed a few

monthsmontha later by the familiesmilieafa of abraham P caldwell and william T leg-

gitt other settlers both mormon and non mormon continued to arrive

during the winter of 1887 88p and soon enough saintssainta had assembled in

the area to warrant the establishment of a church organization few of

the members at blanca had been very active in church affairsfairafairsfalusaf and there

waswaa consequently a lack of readily available leaders to preside over

the group choosingchooaingCho fromoaing among those located in the area wiley F king

waswaa ordained to the office of priest and setactbet apart aaan the presidingPre

priest

aiding

over the blanca branch which waswaa organized on february 28p 1888

9929aaan a dependent branch of the manassa ward

included in the blanca branch were somebome ten familiesmilieafa of saintssainta

who lived in alamonaAlamo whereaa mostmoat of them were either railroad workers

or businessmenbuaineaameno church activity at blanca never went beyond a minimum

level and attendance at meetingsmee graduallytingstinga declined to the point that

28 blancabianca branch manuscript historyHi 1887storyatorystocy no author given un-
published material

blanca branch manuscript historyHi 188718880188718881887 1888storyatory jojgjsj18880
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the branch was organizeddisorganizeddladiadis towards the end of 1892 though a few fam-

ilies of saintssainta continued to residereaide in the vicinity for several yearsyeara

although

30

the mormon settlement at blanca hashaa been long since aban-

doned the old pioneer cemetery located on the slopealopeaalopealopez of mount blanca

is still being used by descendants of the early mormon settlers

fox creek

the settlement of fox creek waswaa located in conejos canyon approxi-

mately sixteen miles southwestsouaoubou ofthweat ManManamanassaassaaaaasnassaaasa it waswaa asituated on a bench

stripatrip of land rising between the conejos river and fox creekgreek one of

itsita tributariestributarleatributa numerousNumeriesrlesrieg factorsfactoranouarouanous recommended the area for settlement

the land waswaa unusually productive wood for fuel waswaa plentiful and

easily accessible and like the area at blanca it waswaawag sheltered from

the prevalent windswinda of the valley thesetheaetheme factorsfactora had attracted severalaeveralalveral

non mormon familiesmilieafa into the vicinity before the first mormonsmormonacormons arrived

in 1888 thuathus although it properly belongsbelonga among the mormon colonieslonieaco

of the san luisluialuls valley fox creek waswaa never a typically mormon

community nor waswaavaavas it established aaas part of a centrally directed pro-

gram from manassamariannamarlannaMana

the

31asaaaassa

firstficat mormon familiesmilieafa to settiesettle at fox creek came from the

southernsouaougou statesthern primarily north carolina and tennessee some of them

were personally acquainted with a mr aaron von cannon a non mormon

southerner who waswaawab along the first to settlesettie at fox creek and who bid

blanca branch manuscript history 1888 189261892f op02 citsit
fox31fox reekcreek branch manuscript historyHi 1888storyatory account by andrew

jensjena on unpublishedunpublished material

18881892

jenson

304 1892
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his southern friends welcome to the area several of the mormon fam-

ilies at fox creek had been neighbors and acquaintances in the south

and a number of them were related by marriage in considerable measure

therefore the saints at fox creek represented an already established

community transplanted from the south to a mountain canyon in southern
32

colorado

among the first mormon families at fox creek were those of david

vance steven A hicks and isaac F holstclaw all of whom arrived in

1888 other mormonscormons had been in the area previous to this time em-

ployed at sawmills but it appears that they did not spend the winter

months there and none settled permanently at fox creek in 1889 ad-

ditional families of saints arrived attracted by the availability of

government homestead land in 1890 work was begun on a ditch to bring

irrigation waterwitterwalterwaiter from the conejos river to the settlement fox creek

which rises in the mountains some ten miles northwest of the settle-
ment is useful for irrigation purposes during the early part of the

growing season but it ordinarily dries up in the middle of the summer

there was thus a need for a supplemental source of irrigation water dur-

ing the latter half of the summer work on the ditch continued at inter
33vals until 1893 when it was first utilized for irrigation purposes

the first three years following the arrival of saints at fox creek

passed without any apparent church organization or activity the record

indicates that the first meetings in the area were not held until 1891

32
fox creekreek branch manuscript history 1888 ft jenson op cit

ibiclibid 18881893

usef ul

33
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when brother vance began to take the lead in arranging for and directing

such meetings as were held A more formal organization was not long in

following and at a stake conference held in november 1891 brother

vance was setseltsett apart as presiding elder of the dependent branch of the

manassa ward which was established at fox creek though regular meet-

ings began to be held from that date it was august 1892 before an

34official sunday school was organized

the mormon population at fox creek reached its peak in 1893 when

it totaled 9491 persons scattered throughout the general vicinity on hom-

esteads A small building was constructed that same year which served

as both school and meeting house however from 1893 to 1900 the mor-

mon population gradually declined as the saints grew discouraged over

economic difficulties and the remoteness of their location some of

those leaving fox creek moved among the saints in the valley others

returned to their former homes in the south still others moved to

utah or oregon by the turn of the century david vance had the only

mormon family remaining at fox creek and the branch was soon after-

wards disorganized

eastdaleeasedaleEast

the

dale

mormon community of eastdaleeasedaleEast wasdale located just a little less

than two miles above the new mexico border in costilla county a dis-

tance of about twenty one miles southeast of manassa anders mortensen

34
fox creek branch manuscript history 189118921891 n1892 jenson opOR cit

ibid 18931900
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a resident of sanford made a trip into the area in 1887 or 1888 find-

ing the soiltoil to be a dark rich loam which gave promise of producing ex-

cellent cropcrops he along with hishit brother ephraim began to improve the

area with a view to nettling there others were alsoaicoaiso attracted to the

area and by 1890 active settlement had begun 36

A in nearly all new mormon settlementsettlemenf work on an irrigation ditch

was the firstfirteidt order of businessbulnesbui Anesnec reservoir waswaiwag aloalsoaisoalgo constructed acas it
waswai felt that water from the costillacoatillaatillaclatillaCo creek which ran along the north

edge of the settlementiett wouldlement not sufficeufficeeffice for irrigation purposespurpoiec through

the summersummeriummersgummers unless omesomegome meansmeant were found to torestoretode the water for useueuge dur-

ing the drier monthsmontha the reservoir was located a mile or sofloeso northeastnorthe

of

astait
the settlementsettlett andlement the cultivated landslandilendilends extended from the reservoirreserreier

in

voir

a southwetterlyouthweitterlysouthwesterly direction continuing along the sameame line beyond the

towmitetow thegiteMitelite saintssaingsainta at eastdaleeaatdaleeasedaleEast purchasedpurcdaledaie twohated thousandthou acressandtand of land

at 4.50450 per acre from the united statesstetes freehold land and emigration

company which had gained control over a part of the original sangre

de cristo land grant

the townsite of eastdaleeaatdaleeasedaleEast waswaadaledaie surveyed in 1890 however no homeshommes

were built onor the ite until the spring of 1891 a the first dwellingdwellings

in the vicinity had been built near the reservoir the townsite itself
contained 100 acresacredaeres surveyedsurveturvegurve intoyed twelve blocks four lotsloti to a block

with three tiers of four blocks each running eateast and westweitwent christenChri

jensen

steniten

built the first househouie located near the reservoir hishia family

36easidale36tteatdale ward manuscript history 188718901887 n1890 account by andrew
jegjem on unptibliihedunptiblished material

37eastdale37feaitdale ward manuscript historyhllHilhis 1890torytody
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along with those of ephraim mortensenMor andtelentemen rial owensoweng spent the winter

of 1890911890 at91 eastdaleeactdaleeasedaleEast thedaledaie other men who had worked on the canal and

reservoir during the summercummergummer of 1890 returned to sanford for the winter

several familialfamilielamilfamilamli arrivediesieliealeales atarrarc eaatdaleived with the fint breaking of

spring in 1891 and by the beginning of6faf summer there were 86 saints

located at the new settlement regular sunday school meetingmeetings began in

march and ataltatt a meeting held august 23rd simeon A dunn was set apart

as presiding elder of the group at eastdaleeaatdaleeasedaleEast whichdaledaie was attached as a

dependent branch to the sanford ward during this amesame year a 60

foot well waswawag dug on the property of christen jensen near the center of

the towns ite thisibisthig well served for several years as the chief source

of water for both culinary purposes and watering of stocklock the time

and effort involved in raisingcalsing buckets of water sixty feet to serveervebervegerve

the needsneeda of an entire community made the taktasktesk a tedious one it alsoalioelsoeiso

meant a continual parade of thirsty people and animals patpast the front

door of the jensenjegen home and we are assuredalured that they never lacked for
40company

in 1892 mostmot of the houseshousea which had previously been built near

the reservoir were moved to the townsite harvestsHarve whichiH for the first
three yearsyeanyeah of the settlements existenceexisexit hadtence increased with each year

sufferedsuffauff aered ekbacketbacksetback in 1893 when a severe drought caused a crop failure

eastdaleeastdelleEast warddaledELledaiedeliedeuie manuscript history 189018911890 1891 jens on op cit

ibid 1891

interview with oliver E jensen july 9 1965 brother jensen
inlbs a soniongon of christen jemjeg en he lived at eastdaleeaitdaleeasedaleEast duringdaledaiedele hishihiahla youth
helping to construct the well described above

38
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water from the reservoir which up to thisthiathig timetiar had not been required

could not overcome the effects of the drought 41

on january 29 1894 a ward organization waswaa effected at eastdaleeaatdaleeasedaleEast

marcusmarcua

daledaie

funk waswaa appointed aaas bisbitblabishophop with simeon A dunn and ephraim

42mortensenMorten aeansenaen counselors for the next several yearsyearayeang the population

at eastdaleeaatdaleeasedaleEast remaineddaledaie rather static in 1897 bishop funk moved to san-

ford necessitating a change in the ward bishopric christenChri jensenstenaten

waswaawag setact apart as the new bishop simeon A dunn remained in hishiahla posi-

tion aaas first counselor and andrew S nielsen waswaa appointed aaas second

43counselor

lack of water waswaa the mostmoat pecaperapecspersistentlatent problem for the saintssainta lo-

cated at eastdaleeaatdaleeasedaleEast anddaledaie one which waswaa further complicated by a conflict

over water rightsrighta with the company from which they had purchasedpurcha theirsedaed

land thisthia contest waswaa eventually settled by the courts in favor of

the land company forcing the saintssainta to abandon the settlement a few

yearsyearayeada after the turn of the century in 1900 there were 16 familiesmilieafa
44at eastdaleeaatdaleeasedaleEasteest totalingdaledaie 122 souls

the mexican colonization and agricultural company

aaAs the campaign against polygamistspolygamiatapolygam grewiata more intensein theretensetenae waswaa

a parallel increase in the feeling among a substantial number of saintssainta

aatdale41eastdale ward manuscript historyHi 189218931892storyatorystocy t1893 jenson op cit
ibjd 1894

ibid 1897

44 ibid 1900

co

431bid
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that no permanent place of refuge was likely to be found within the

boundaries of the united statestates mexico afforded the most likely pos

ibilityiibilityabilityibi oflity a uitablesuitablebitableui placetabletabie of exile and in fact the church had in

1885 purchased a considerable amount of land on the eastern slope of

the sierra madre mountainmountains in northern chihuahua A number of saints

from arizona had located there in the same year establishing the colony

of juareejuarez which had experienced substantial growth during the ensuing

years

the apparent success of the colony at juarez coupled with the

sufferings of the saints under the antipolygamyanti lawspolygamy prompted a num-

ber of polygamous families in the san luis valley to seriously consider

moving to the mexican colony knowing this to be the case several

prominent figures in the church who were freauentlyfrequently in the valley met

on numerous occasions between april and june 1888 to plan and arrange

for such a move their activities culminated on june 14 1888 in

the organization of the mexican colonization and agricultural company

which was incorporated at conejos under the laws of the state of colo-

rado 47

the declared purpose of the organization was to provide for the

solicitation and transportation of emigrants to the state of chihuahua

in mexico to purchase lands for them and in general p make provision

for satisfying all of the material needs of the mormonscormons who were leaving

roberts opOR cit VI 26061260

46

61

john morganmorganpmorgana journal

no 3866 june 16 1888

45

46

45roberts

46john

47certificate C0
I1

come 76

45

47
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to settle in mexico the company was established with a capital invest-

ment of 100000 divided into a thousand shares of 100 each A board

of directors was created and assigned to serve for the first year of the

companyscompanascomp existenceanys the members being apostles moses thatcher and john

henry smith william B preston alex F macdonald silas so smith
48john morgan and john C dalton

on june 15th a meeting was held to further organize the company

apostle moses thatcher was elected president and apostle john henry

smith was named vice president silas S smith was selected to serve

as secretary lawrence M peterson was appointed as treasurer and alex
49

F macdonald became manager

it is easily observable from the records that although a few

local inhabitants figured prominently in the organization of this com-

pany the bulk of its leaders were not residents of the valley there

was some objection to the fact that more local people were not included

but there were few such who had money to invest in business ventures

there was also some complaint that financial motives were behind the

organization of the company and although that was no doubt true to

some extent it was obvious that the company was established in response

to a demonstrated demand A considerable number of families from the

valley moved to mexico during the next few years many of them through

the auspices of the company most of those who went to mexico returned

to the valley when the revolution ousting president diaz erupted in

mexico in 1911121911

48

12

certificate of incorporation of the mexican colonization 0 opOR cit
iqjohn morgan journal

S
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beulah

although numerous polygamous families moved to mexico to elude the

federal authorities charged with the responsibility of finding and bring-

ing them to trial several yet remained in the valley lacking the desire

or the resources or both to make the long move those who for what-

ever reason elected to remain in the valley found themselves subjected

to an ever increasing tempo of governmental prosecution early in 1889

following a threat by non mormonscormons in the area to inform federal autho-

rities of the fact that several families of saints were still practicing

polygamy in the valleyvalleypvaileyvalleys it was decided that the wisest course of action

would be to seek some temporary refuge where plural families could be

located new mexico seemed the most likely choice and apostle john

henry smith and stake president silas S smith suggested that the

brethren in danger should move into that state far enough to be securely

isolated and further that they should locate themselves in good fruit
country accordingly bishop soren C berthelsen of sanford and andrew

J downey of manassa started on a journey to search for a location meet
50

ing the des ired requirements

on an elevated bench about one quarter of a mile from the rio chama

in rio arriba county new mexico the brethren found a site which they

felt was well suited to their needs located approximately 80 miles

south southwest of manassa the soil was productive the climate seemed

well adapted for the growing of fruitafruitp and there were fourteen acres of

50
beulah ward manuscript history 1889 no author given unpu-

blished materialmateriadomaterianomateriaDo

desired

fruit
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lands including three houses y which could be purchased from their mexi-

can owners who had vacated the area the previous year

after making the necessary arrangements for purchasing these homes

and the land upon which they were located brothers berthelsen and downey

returned to the valley along with their own families and that of chris-

ten jensen who remained only a short while before moving to eastdaleeasedaleEast

they

dale

left almost immediately for the site on the rio chama upon ar-

rival they purchased and divided the fourteen acres between them

brother downey moved his family into one of the mexican homes while

brothers jensen and berthelsen built new homes for their families

later during the same year 1889 the stake presidency from the san luis

valley visited the new site 9 which had been named marianna after the

name assigned to the post office of the vicinity the stake authorities

pronounced the location as satisfactory and returned to the valley

where they advised all polygamists to make preparations to move to

marianna most did and during the winter of 1889 gop a number of fam-

ilies including those of john R holt william T dotson samuel jackson
52

and peter rasmussen moved to the new site
A majority of these first families at marianna did not stay longer

than the spring of 1890 y being greatly discouraged by hardship the

mostmoat severe problem was the difficulty they experienced in trying to

control the water used for irrigation purposes the sandy naturemature of the

soil was such as to make it extremely succeptiblesusceptible to washing away and

beulah ward manuscript history 1889 op22 cit
52 ibid 18891890

land
51

188990

f
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the saints found it impossible to build dams which had any degree of

53
permanence

the particular difficulty of the situation caused the question of

maintaining the settlement to be taken before the first presidency of

the churchchurchy who were at that time in manassa for a stake conference

on august 19 1890 a number of the brethren from manassa along with

apostle john henry smith and elder john morgan met with the first presi-

dency on the propriety of attempting to maintain a permanent settlement

on the rio chama site soren C berthelsen and asahel L fuller were

assigned to conduct a thorough investigation of the current situation

and future possibilities of the location at marianna which they did

during september p 1890 their findings were reported to stake president

silas S smith who in turn carried the report to the first presidency

during the 02toberoctober general conference there the decision was made

that the settlement should be made permanent asahel L fuller was set

apart as bishop of the colony on march ap9p 1891 and additional families
54were called from the san luis valley to strengthen the settlement

with the reinforcement of additional families prospects for the

new colony seemed favorable on december 11 1892 a ward was estab-

lished alexander B kidd and david D crandall were sustained as

counselors totictit bishop fuller As the marianna post office had since

been discontinued the name of the settlement was changed hereafter

for as long as the area continued to be occupied by the saints both

beulah ward manuscript history 1890 op cit
54letter from asahel L fuller to andrew jens on january 26 1894

as quoted in the beulah ward manuscript history 189018911890 1891

d iff icultymculty s cues tion

9

53beulah

jenson
11 opOR cit

53
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the community and ward at the rio chama site were designated by the
55

name beulah

although generally favorable conditions continued through 1893

difficulties in control ing the water time and again destroyed the ef-

forts of the saints each time bringing greater financial hardship and

discouragement in 1895 the settlement at beulah was officially dis-

continued most of the families moved back to the san luis valley that

same year although two or three remained an additional year or so before
56

abandoning the area completely

sunflower

located just across the denver and rio grande railroad line about

three miles directly west of manassa was a scattered group of saints

comprising a community known variously as mountain view or sunflower

vethe branch of the church which met there was generally called by the

former and the settlement itself by the latter name the membe-

rship of the branch included saints living in and around the commun-

ities of antonito and conejosconejospCone asjoSp no formal church organization existed

in either of those towns brother elihu K ball presided over the

branch the meetingsineeiree oftings which were held in a small log structure about

five miles west of manassa the date for the founding of the settle-
ment is not recorded though assistant church historian andrew jenson

beulah ward manuscript history 1892t op cit
56ibid 18931895

san luis stake coloradocolorado1colorados deseret evening news december 21
1893

s ite

d is c ouragementouragement

57
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57
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writes of it during his visit to the valley in 1893 and the name ap-

pears on state maps as early as 1892 the settlement was later absorbed

by the towntawn of romeo which grew up around the railroad switch scarcely

a mile further south during the latlastiestlest year or two of the century

el rito
another settlement of which little is known was attempted in new

mexico at el rito a mexican town located approximately twelve miles

north northeast of beulah on a tributary of the rio chama the initia-

tive for this attempt most probably came from the group of saints lo-

cated at beulah A narrow canyon mouth near el rito afforded the

possibility of storing water for irrigation and work on a dam was be-

gun in 1893 official consideration was given to the possibility of

establishing a colony at el rito but for reasons not recorded the ef
58

fort was not successful and the attempt was given up

saints disperse throughout the valley

As the saints became more thoroughly acquainted with the general

vicinity in and around the san luis valley they began to disperse

quite widely especially in the southwestern quarter of the valley

this dispersion was initially discouraged by church authorities as being

disruptive of the attempt to establish a few strong and flourishing com-

munities and also because it tended to remove those involved from the

guiding influence of the church as well as from intimate association

with other saints nevertheless a substantial number acquired farms

CO

el rito manuscript history 1893 account by andrew jensjena on
unpublished material

sta te

58el jenson
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in various sections of the valley or were attracted to non mormon com-

munities such as Alamoalamosaalamoaallamosa la jara and antonito by employment opportuni-

ties though there were numerous and notable exceptions in general

it could be said that the majority of those who independently established

themselves away from the mormon communities were not too strong in their

attachment to the church quite a number of them acquired much better

agricultural land than was to be found in the immediate vicinity of the

mormon settlements As a result they became in many instances more

prosperous than those remaining in the towns causing some of the latter
to wonder and perhaps complain a bit about the seeming injustice of it
all

muni ties aa
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CHAPTER VIII

CHURCH organizational developments 188519001885

local

1900

church affairs 188518901885

following

1890

the disruptive dissension of 1884 the years 1885861885 were86

marked by an improvement in harmony among the saints and by notable

growth and development in the various wards and branches of the stake

political issues absorbed some attention particularly in local matters

as the saints were now attaining such numbers as to constitute a minor

threat to the traditional mexican control and domination of county of-

fices but the saints refrained so far as possible from entering the

strife of state and national politics deeming it to be the wisest course

of action to have done otherwise would only have brought upon them the

attention that many of their number were trying desperately to avoid

the establishment of several new settlements in 1885861885 brought86 at

the same time or shortly thereafter the organization of numerousnumiarous au-
xiliary groups within the newly created wards and branches during the

numiarous
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clacia tlonationa are both organizationsorganiza devotedtlonationa to the youth of the church the
former concerned with those aged 3 to 12 and the latter concentrating
upon the provisionprovi ofsionaionslon wholesome activity for those aged 12 to 21

from colorado 0 deseret evening newsnewa october 2 1885

ciaticlatlons

2frompfrom

120

earliest stages of the building up of a new settlement suchauch activities

and meetingsmee aaastingstinga were under the immediate direction of the ward bishopdishop

cicaricadica and branch presidenciespreaidencieaPresiden wereciescles frequently the only onesonea held aaan

additional settlers arrived and numbers increased auxiliary organiza-

tions were established of thesetheae the first to be organized were

usually the sunday school and relief society where numbers justified

primariesPri andmaciesmarieamaclea mutual improvement associations were alsoalaoaiso established
1

progressProgre waswaa noted in other wayways too mostmoat observers were able to

detect an obvious improvement in the degree of harmony and operationcooperationco

existingexisexia amongting the saintssainta aaas iais indicated in the following excerpt

from the pespeades ereece t evening newsnewa

the saintssainta are not only improving temporally in
gathering about them the necessaries and comfortscomfortacomfortecom offortsforta
life but spirituallyrituallyspiapi alsoalaoaiso A much better and more
united feeling now prevailspre amongvallsvailavalis them than formerly
quite a nutaber of those who became disaffecteddisdiadla aaffected cou-
ple of years since being honest in their intentions
but deceived by the stories told them by apostatesapotateaapoetatesapotapoe
have

tatesateaates
since seenbeen the error of their way and returned to

the foldoldfoidoid 2

A further indication of improved operationcooperationco could be found in

the approval in march 1886 of a measure to consolidate the various

school districts which up to that time had existed in each separateparateae

theithe sunday schoolsschoola of the church are meetingsmee heldtingstinga aaas the name
impliesimp eachilealieailes sunday for the purpose of providing religious instruction
and training for the membership of the church the relief society iais a
womens group having aaas itsita major object the providing of assistance
to needy members of the church primariesPri andmariesmarieamarles mutual improvement asso-
ciationsciationa

deseret

f

aa
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settlement however each community continued to exercise local con-

trol over itsita school for the decision reflected more the desire to

facilitate the handling of administrative and financial matters than to

arrive at uniform educational practices

missionary activity in the valley received considerable attention

in addition to the usual proselyting activities among non mormonscormons a

number of missionaries were specially selected on the basis of having

had previous missionary experience in the southern states those thus

selected being acquainted with the customs and manners of southern

folk were assigned to work with the southerners residing in the valley

particular emphasis was directed towards those who had withdrawn their

membership in the church or who were generally inactive in church
4

affairs

A milestone in priesthood organizational development in the valley

was reached when at the stake conference held in june 1886 the ninety

second quorum of seventy was organized christen jensen later to be-

come bishop at eastdaleeasedaleEast wasdale set apart as senior president of the quorum

which with the ordination of 34 men to be seventies totaled 89 members

john morgan journal op cit

4 san luis stake manuscript history 1885 op cit

andrew jens on comp church chronologychronologchronology A record of important
events pertaining to the history of the church of jesus christ of latter
daydey saints 2dad ed rev and eni salt lake city deseret news 1899
p 134

6
john morgan journal op cit
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aaAs would be expected the growth and expansion of the church organi-

zational structure paralleled the extension of mormon communities through-

out the valley branches were organized at sanford 1886 jarosocaroso and

morgan 1887 blanca 1888 and beulah 1889 the older communities

too experienced change and development resulting in increased religious

activity by may 1887 the mormon population of the valley had passed

the one thousand mark and it was decided at a stake conference held

that same month to build a stake house at manassa A building com-

mittee composed of the stake presidency and ward bishoprickbishopricsBish wasoprics sus-

tained to direct the work it was an ambitious project the struc-

ture was to be a large one capable of seating 1500 persons and the
8

total cost was estimated at 10000 an expensive undertaking yes

especially in view of the general financial condition of the saints in

the valley but they were confident that they could accomplish the task

and the work was begun

A new feeling of harmony and unity prevailed among the saints per-

haps they were in a sense driven to it by the passage of the edmunds

tucker act though it was not destined to last there can be little
doubt of its existence during the early months of 1887 one observer

was led to comment

there is in these towns a warm delightful cordiality
a nearness of brother to brother and a gospel spirit
of love and operationcooperationco pervading the whole community
that is not met with in older towns two facts we

john morgan journal tt op eicli

8hebergheber reber J grant manassa matters salt lake herald december 8
1889

7

zat ional
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think will explain this nearer approach to the gos-
pel ideal of society the naturally warmheartedwarm
generous

hearted
feeling of the southern people and all ab-

sence of caste caused by the mutual interdependence
of all the settlers in their united battles against
the difficulties of pioneer life
on april 15 1888 a ward organization was established at sanford

A week later on april 22nd the ward at richfield was officially dis-

continued t was replaced for those who remained by a branch organi-

zation with ephraim coombscoombe as presiding elder during the same

year elder john morgan was released from his assignment as president

of the southern states mission and from this date forward played a

less dominant role in affairs of the san luis valley though he contin-

ued to exercise considerable influence william spry succeeded elder

morgan in the southern states mission and in that capacity had a degree
12of supervisory responsibility in the valley

during 1889 and 1890 much of the efforts and energy of church o-
fficials in the valley were concentrated upon securing a place of refuge

for those among their number who practiced polygamy A curious fact

during this period is that although the prosecution of polygamiatspolygamia was

a continual problem there was apparently no interference in the steady

stream of leading church officials who were present in manassa at the

9
N L nelson san luis valley deseret evening news may 11 1887

richfield ward manuscript history 1888 op cit

andrew jenson john morgan
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andrew jenson william stysprystsiy y ibid
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regularly scheduled conferences of the san luisluialuls stake conference

visitors during thesetheaethebe two yearsyeara included apostlesapoatleaapoitlesApo johnatiesatleasties henry smith

mosesmosea thatcher heber J grant brigham young jr and francisfranciafrencis M lyman

eiderselderaelders john morgan brigham H robertsroberta and othersothera all of whom were

liable under the antipolygamyanti lawslawalewspolygamy on occasionocca aaassionaionslon many aaas four of
13

theaethemethese men were present for a a inglesingle conference

the stake conference which opened at manassa on august 17 1890

looked to judge by those present on the a landd aaas if the general con-

ference of the church in salt lake city had suddenlysudaud beendenly transferred

to the san luisluialuls valley present were church presidentPre wilfordaident woodruff

hishiahla first counselorcounaelor george 9 cannon apostle john henry smith elderselderaeiderseidens

john morgan and&nd brigham H robertsroberta and george goddard the latter a

member of the general sunday school super in tendency normally a dele-

gation of general authorities suchauch aaas thisthia indicated a significant change

or development in the area where it occurs but nothing of great import-

ance seemsseema to have come from thisthia conference mattersmattera concerning the

settlement at beulah in new mexico were discussed and to some extent re-

solved josephjoaeph F thomasthomaa waswaawab sustained aaas second counselor in the stake

presidency replacing william christensen who had been releasedreleaaedeleavedreleadeleaceleael thesedaedeasedeaved
14

preceding may however a significant development followed a few weeks

after the conference and itsita impact waswaa felt throughout the church

1 san luisluialulslula stake manuscript historyHi 1889storyatory u op02 cit

ibid 1890

stand

superintendency

13san
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the woodruff manifeiitomanifeatomanifestoMani

scarcely

festofeato

over a month after having presided over the stake con-

ference at manassaMana presidentPrepnesaaaaaaba wilfordaident woodruffwoodruffowoodruffeWoodnood onruffo september 25 y 1890

issued the woodruffIdoo5400 manifestoManidruff whichfestofeato declared the contracting of

plural marriagesmarriage a in the church to be at an end from that date forward

presidentPre woodruffaident advisedadviaedpadvisadvia theedgedp latter day saints were to refrain from

contracting any marriage forbidden by the law of the land

reaction to the manifesto among members of the church varied

some no doubt felt a sense of relief at having the matter ended and

with it the governmental prosecution which had harassed them for so

long a time others were keenly disappointed for they had suffered

much for the principal of plural marriage and to some extent they now

felt that their sacrifice had gone for naught

in the san luis valley the impact of the manifesto was difficult
to gauge noro immediate change was apparent and things continued pretty

much as they had in previous years one thing however was certain

no longer would it be possible to attribute difficulties and failures

to the harassment of the government alone opposition by non mormonscormons

did not end with the manifesto and the saints would still feel the

effects of social disapproval as it became translated into political and

economic practices at the state level but a new dimension of freedom

was given the saints by the ending of the polygamy controversy and with

it the responsibility for the success or failure of the mormon venture

in the san luislulsiuis valley was placed squarely on their shoulders

deseret newsnewa weekly october 4 1890p p 476

15

15
1890
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1891 reesre establishmenttabljsjhmgntes of the richfieldrichiejRichirichlrichied dej ward

the final decade of the nineteenth century opened ominously A

smallpox epidemic broke out throughout the valley and manassa became

a town under strict quarantine guards were posted around the town and

anyone going in or out was requiredreauiredreareauread todirediredairedicedalred have a permit for fear of con-

tributing to the a puepropuo ad of the disease schools were closed and all
church meetings canceled deaths from the dread disease were rela-

tively few by early spring the epidemic was at an end and things

gradually returned to normal

the town of richfield proved to be more durable than even the most

optimistic had anticipated the saints located there proved so tena-

cious in their efforts to make a success of the settlement that by

1891 their numbers had increased sufficiently to warrant the re estabbestab

lishmentlish ofment a ward organization thisnis desire was publicly expressed by

the residents of richfieldrichfieldp apparently prompted by an espirit de corps

as there is no indication of a conflict within th sanford ward ap-

proval for the organizational change was granted and apostle francis M

lymanlymaup at a special priesthood meeting held at richfield on august 13th

took appropriate me as aresareaures to discern the choice of those present for

bishop and counselors

august
22 1891

richeieldRichEi wardeld manuscriptmanuec historyfriptript 1891 op cit

18 91

spread

16

the

measures

17 Asassaisasi a result ephraim coombs was appointed as

bishopbishopp with william F 0 behrman as first counselor and peter N guy

18
mon as second counselor

john morgan journal16john

deseret evening news
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also taking place in 1891y the expansion of mormon settlers into

more distant areas of the valley resulted in the establishment of two

new branches at fox creek ini conecoben josjog canyon and at eastdaleeasedaleEast ondale the

costilla creek in costilla county

reorganization of the stake presidency

at the stake conference held in manassa on february 17 1892

silas S smith tendered his resignation as president of the san luis
19

stake thisibis action followed on the heels of a longstandinglong disputestanding

over the manner in which the operation of the grist mill at manassa was

being handled by president smith who was president of the mill company

economic difficulties and disagreement over the companyscompanycompanas financial pro

20
cedurescedores dated back as far as march 1887 although matters had been

temporarily straightened out at that time the basic problems were

never completely resolved finally a suit brought against the mill com-

pany disclosed the total disarray of the organizationorganizations financial affairs

cause of the financial status of the company was attributed to mismanage-

ment on the part of president smith in a community in which religious

affairs were inseparable from socio politico economic life the resulti-

ng opposition to president smith made his position as stake president

untenable also involved but superimposed over the particular problem

of the mill company was the ever present if sometimes submerged tension

between the saints from utah and those from the south As a former

19 san luis stake conference deseret weekly march 5 1892
ppap 35960359

20

60

john morgan journal ck2kjelejl cit
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resident of utahgutahs president smith quite naturally possessed a utah

attitude about things and his position as stake president made him

the focal point of much of the antagonism felt by the southern saints

entries in john morgans journal indicate that there was a clash of

feelings between himself and president smith over the manner in which

21affairs in the valley were being conducted elder morgans long ex-

perience as president of the southern statesstates9 mission made him more

sympathetic towards the position and problems of the southerners than

president smith was inclined to be

president wilford woodruff upon being made aware of the problem

centering around the mill company assigned lorenzo snoopsnowy president of

the quorum of twelve apostles p along with apostles marriner W merrill

and abraham 11 cannon to attend conference in the valley and to deter-

mine upon an appropriate course of action on february 16 1892 these

brethren held a special meeting with the stake high council and ward

bishoprickbishopricsBish thereoprics it was decided that the wisest course would be for

president smith to resign his position ilehelielle did so at a special session

of the conference held on the 17thp receiving a unanimous vote in honor
on

ably releasing him from his position

at the same session that witnessed the resignation of president

smithy his son albert R smith was set apart and sustained as the new

president of the san luis stakeostakestaked levi P helm was appointed to the posi-

tion of first counselor in the stake presidency and nelson G sowards

21john morgan journal op cit
22 san luis stake manuscript history 1892 op cit

utah

snow
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was called to be the new stake clerk no mention is made of an appoint-

ment to the position of second counselor though it is probable that
23

joseph F thomas continued in that capacity

the change in the stake presidency did not produce an immediate

solution to the problems that existed in the san luis stake however

it did result in the ushering in of another era of good feelings be-

tween the utah and southern contingencies antagonism and dissension

did not cease at this point but from this time forward open ruptures

between the two groups became less frequent and their significance less

pronounced

further church organizatjonalorganizational developments to 1900

in december 1892 the beulah branch in new mexico was organized

into a ward and all indications pointed to a prosperous future for the

settlement however hopes in that regard were soon disappointed and

both ward and settlement were discontinued in 1895 probably just as

significant in bringing about its decline as the irrigation problem pre-

viously mentioned was that the motivating factor behind its initial es-

tablishment no longer existedexiatedoexisexia withtedo the ending of the polygamy issue

in 1890 there was no longer a need for a remote place of refuge such

as that offered at beulah

at the end of 1892 total membership in the san luis stake stood
24at 2238 comprising 411 families

on january 29 1893 a change was effected in the manassa ward bis-

hopric silas S smith jr was released from his position as first

san luis stake manuscript history 1892 M op cit

loc cit

23san
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counselor to bishop john C dalton martin christensen who since

september 1884 had served as second counselor in the bishopric was

sustained as first counselor and joseph F thomas who had been re
25leased from the stake presidency was appointed as second counselor

on february 5 1893 the vacancy left in the stake presidency

with the releasing of brother thomas was filled at a special meeting

of the stake high council with apostle francis M lyman apostle

anthon H lund and elder brigham H roberts sitting in attendance

thomasthomes A crowther was set apartepact as second counselor to president al-

bert R smith at the same meeting marcus 0 funk was appointed to be

stake clerk replacing nelson G sowards who had moved from the stake

william christensen and james C berthelsen were appointed to fill
f

vacancies in the stake high council

the population of the stake continued to increase throughout 1893

A breakdown of the totals for the month of august showed 2 patriarchs

29 high priests 58 seventies 97 elders 18 priests 51 teachers 102

deacons 1168 members either female or males not holding any priest
27

hood and 749 children under eight years of age a total of 2294

at the end of the year stake figures record a total population of 2366
28soulsouis thisibis was the high water mark of the san luis valley mormon

population during the 19th century as the remaining years of the final
decade witnessed a slight decline in numbers

f c
no author given un-

published material

san luis stake manuscript history 1893 u op02 cit
27andrew jens on san luis stake colorado
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1894 saw the establishment of a ward organization at eastdaleeasedaleEast withdale

marcus 0 funk being set apart as bishop and simeon A dunn and ephraim
29

mortensen as counselors this increase of an additional ward in the

stake was nullified the following year as the ward at beulah was dis-

organized 1894 also witnessed the death of elder john morgan who

passed away while visiting at the home of his dear friend matthias F

30cowley in preston idaho elder morgansmorgan s health had never been good

yet he had persisted in faithfully carrying out the many responsibilities

delegated to him his death was justly mourned by the saints of the san

luis valley

on may 19 1895 eight years of building effort were culminated by

31the dedication of the stake house at manassa only recently completed

apostle john henry smith performed the dedication during a session of

stake conference it was a proud moment for the saints under any cir-

cumstances the erection of such a structure would have been notable

it seemed all the more so in view of the financial hardships experienced

by the saints in the san luis valley the building itself was the

largest of its kind in the valley A frame structure it measured 46461

by 80 with a vestry 16 by 229221 attached to the west end and was top
32ped by three splendid towers it was destined to serve as the chief

meeting place fortor the saints of the san luis valley for over fifty years

san luis stake manuscript history 1894 opOR cit
richardson and morgan life and ministry of john morgan op cit

ppap 56869568
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in february 1896 the entire bishopric of the manassa ward re-

signed their positions stating that they were unable to work harmonicarmoni
33ouslybously with the stake presidency apostle john henry smith was as-

signed by president woodruff to attend to the matter at a meeting of

the stake conference on february lth16thithalth a new bishopric was installed

in the manassa ward samuel jackson was set apart as bishop with

hugh L sellers and george J koch as first and second counselors re
34

spectivelyspect silasively S smith jr was appointed as ward clerk

during the inalfinalfinaiinai years of the 19th century two other changes took

place in ward bishopricsbishoprickBish inoprics july 1897p christen jensen was sustained

as the new bishop of the eastdalesastdaleeasedaleEastSast warddaledaie when marcus 0 funk moved to san-

ford on january 30 1899 soren C berthelsen was released from his

position as bishop of the sanford ward and was sustained to the stake

high council A new bishopric was pointedaopointed&dpointedappointedao at sanfordsantord consisting of

william 0 crowtherCrowl bishopther with marcus 0 funk and herman K christen
35

sen as counselors

apostle john W taylors visit to the valleyvailey

the mos fc notable and long remembered event of the last halfhalthait of the

finalinalfinaiinai decade of the century was the visit of apostle john W taylor to

letter from the manassa ward bishopric to president wilford woo-
druff january 29 1896 as quoted in the journal history of february 6
1896 p 2 the journal history of the church is located in the latter
day saints church library in salt lake city utah it consists of an ex-
tensive collection of varied materials relating to events throughout the
church arranged chronologically

manassaMan wardassaaasa manuscript history 1896 op cit
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the san luisluialuls valley in august 1897 apostle taylor was the son of

former church president john taylor he was a very colorful if con

troversialptroversial individual his characteristic friendliness and sense of

humor made him a great favorite among members of the church everywhere

ilehelielle also had a reputation for unusual ability to forsee events and pro-

phesy of things to come popularity and prophetic ability notwithnorwith

standinstandingstandingsgp his outspoken opposition to the ending of polygamy in the

church eventually resulted in his removal from the quorum of the twelve

in 1896 apostle taylor was appointed to be the president of the
36

newly organized colorado mission of the church in this capacity he

made a trip to the san luis valley in august 1897 to preside over a

conference of the stake on his way through the valley he stopped at

the homes of many of the saints to introduce himself and to get ac-

quainted with them in the process he organized a fishing trip up the

conejos canyon and invited everyone to come along for a few days of

fishing and relaxation before the conference A personal invitation to

spend a day or two with apostle taylor was something few saints could

resist and they followed him into the canyon in such numbers that it
10

appeared a mass migration was under way the fishingfishifishl washigfig reported

to have been excellent and the evenings were spent around the campfire

singing telling stories and the like A genuine spirit of comradeship

andrew jens on john W taylor latter day saint biographical
encyclopedia op cit

37
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was established through the good humor and amiability of apostle taylor

and in the good time that everyone was having many troubles were for-

gotten and many personal antagonisms ended it was observed also that

at the evening sessions around the campfire a considerable bit of gos-

pel doctrine was dispensed and

by what seemed coincidence prominent church brethren
just happened to be traveling through and stopped off
at the camp a day or so for the fishing if pressed p

the brethren offered a few faith promoting remarks at
the campfirecampfireocampfireo

at the end of the fishing expedition apostle taylor led the march

back into the valley where meetings of the conference began sessions

of the conference were held alternately among the major settlements and

everywhere attracted overflow crowds following the final session which

met at sanfordgsanfordsanforddSanfor adg large baptismal service was held fortyfotty two converts

entered the waters of baptism on august 16thp witnessed by over 800

people who had been in attendance at the conference in addition to

those entering the church as convertsconvertspconvertconvect uncountedsp others experienced a

restoration of faith happiness and harmony

apostle taylor left the valley trailing a legend of prophecy and

inspiration behind him the san luis valley he had told the saints

would one day become a very prosperous area vast numbers of saints

would come to live in the valley y and a temple would be erected in their
41midsmidst although many of his predictions concerning the future of the

taylor 9 op citcite p 107

40 san luisluialulaluls stake manuscript history 1897 t op cit

taylor opoop cit po 109
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valley yet remain to be fulfilled they constitute in large part the

basis upon which exists an atmosphere of perpetual anticipation that

prevails among the saints in the san luis valley to this day
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CHAPTER IX

ECONOMIC development IN TMTOEmoe MORMON COLONIES

scarcity of economic records

records which deal specifically with the economic development of

the mormon colonies in the san luis valley are virtually nonexistent

thisibis absence of records is largely explained by a corresponding lack

of corporate and business enterprise in the mormon communities of the

valleycvalleyvaileyvalleys although such enterprises did exist they were few in number

and small in size the almost universal economic pursuit of the

saints was agriculture and the majority of them were small farmers

engaged in what was essentially a hand to mouth scale of agricultural

production As such detailed financial records were neither required

nor kept even of those business enterprises that did exist few

records are availableavailableyavail andabley much of what is known of their development

has been gathered from inference and indirect sources
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general economic practicespractice a

in the maing economic practicespractic in the mormon colonieslonieaco of the san

luisluialuls valley were dictated by natural and geographic factorsfactora thene natural

environment ofoiloll the area waswaa suchauch aaas to insure that agriculture would be

the dominant economic endeavor of the saintssainta too a great majority of

those saintssainta who settledaettledfettled in the valley were themselvesthema farmerselvea who had

come in searchbearch of landalandp and thisthiathib factor alsoalaoaiso contributed to agricultural

predominance inm economicseco althoughnomica mining activity in the surroundingroundingsuraur

mountain areas waswaa considerableconaiderable the saintssainta made no effort to undertake

a mining enterpriseenterpriaeo preferring to avoid the adverse social conditionscondicondl

generally

tlonationa

found in mining anaaaraaareasanasaneasarpas they were content to concentrate on

agricultural production and to concern themselvesthema withelveselvea the mining com-

munities only to the degree that they served aaas a market for agricul-

tural produce however the minesminea did offer a good and sometimes neces-

sary source of employment in the off season or during periods of eco-

nomic stress in the mormon communitiescommunitieay and many of the saintssainta took

employment in the minesminea for varying lengths of time

in keeping with established colonizing practicespractic of the church

the saintssainta attempted to become aaas completely selfseif sustaining in economic

mattersmattera aaas waswaa possiblepospoa familiesmilieaFasibleaiblesibie were encouraged to produce aaas many

of the articlesartiartl ofclescleacies home consumption aaas waswaawes practicable communitiescommunitiea too

were urged to cooperateco inoperate the building of flour millsmilla tanneriestannerieacanneriestannertanntenn andiesiealeserieserles

other similar industries which would produce sufficiently for the needsneeda

of the entire community 0 thisibisihla need to provide production facilities
which could serve large numbersnumber a of familiesmilieafa contributed to the estab-

lishment

land

ea

ea

muni ties
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were designed only to meet the needsneeda of the saints and no attempt was

made to develop large scale industries small retail merchandise stores

blacksmith shops and wagon shops were typical of the enterprises es-

tablished in the early mormon communities of the valley

to a certain extent the usual practice of sending individuals

possessing a variety of occupational talents to new settlements in order

to better insure the success of the endeavor was not much in evidence

among the mormon settlements of the san luis valley of the first in-

stallment of southern settlers the great majority were farmers al-

though their numbers did include a few carpenters and three or four

other artisans and tradesmen between 1880 and 1884 of the heads of

34 families arriving from utah whose occupations are known 16 were

farmers 9 were either cattlemen or combination cattlemen farmers 5

were carpenters and 1 each was skilled as a blacksmith freighter
92

sawmill operator and mill worker while these figures indicate a

preponderance of agricultural backgrounds among those settling in the

valley they also indicate that the proportion of farmers and cattlemen

to those possessing other skills was about what one would expect to find

in an area that was so overwhelmingly agricultural this same pro-

portion in occupational backgrounds is representative of nearly all of

the saints who came to the valley up to 1900 thus it was established

at the outset that agriculture would be the dominant economic factor

in the mormon colonies of the san luis valleyvalleyovaileyvallebo

nicholasinicholasdinicholas G morgan mormon colonization in the san luis valley atyt

op cit p 276

0
albertalbent op cit
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inthe
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agricultural development

As indicated in chapter I1 cultivation was largely limited by

natural environmental characteristics to the western half of the valley

and in that portion irrigation at which the cormonsmormons were renowned

practitioners was the key to successful large scale cultivation how-

ever irrigation in the valley did not originate with the mormonscormonsMor onemons

of the early mormon settlers reported the existence of irrigation ditches

long unused

old watewater ditches which can be traced for miles are a
little east of manassa when and by whom they were
made or what success in raising grain etc the peo-
ple had who constructed them I1 have not been informed
that a considerable number of years have lapsed since
they were used for irrigatincrirrigacingirrigatingirrig purposesalingacing is apparent
from the rabbit brush growing in and about them forcor it
seems to be as large and plentiful there as elsewhere

r

in for
3

though the saints were not the first in the valley to practice

irrigation they did so to a greater extent than had been the case

with non mormon settlers prior to their arrival however large com-

panies generally with financial backing from denver or the east also

built and operated huge irrigation canals as business enterprises in

other parts of the valley during the mormon colonization period the

saints nonetheless restricted their efforts to projects which would

provide irrigation water sufficient to meet their own needs and made

no attempt to construct large canals for commercial purposes As the

mormon population in the valley increased and their areas of settlement

expanded there was a corresponding increase in the need for greater

tter from H11 P dots on to editors march 2 1881 deseret
evening news march 9 1881

dotson
eveningnews
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irrigation facilities thus several canal companies were organized

by the saints on the enterprise system however these companies were

relatively smallsmailsulail in size and concentrated on serving the needs of the

mormon c ommunokmun it ie s

the agricultural activities of the saints began immediately upon

the arrival of the first exploring party to enter the valley in the

spring of 1878 in preparation for the others who were shortly to

arrive from pueblo about seven acres of wheat were planted plus ad

h
ditionaldit acresional of potatoes and garden vegetables other crops were

planted later in the spring but the harvest realized from this first
seasonseasons planting hardly sufficed for the food requirements of the

small group then located in the valley hampered by lack of tools

teams wagons and other equipment necessary for farming several of

the saints took employment in the mines of the nearby mountains or on

the railroad line that was being extended through the valley such

employment proved to be a continuing necessity until about 1880 when

farming attained the point of near self sufficiency and was able to fill
most of the foodstuff needs of the saints even after 1880 and contin-

uing to the turn of the century outside employment opportunities

were of great assistance to the saints

the valley was well suited for agricultural development partic-

ularly in the growing of certain kinds of crops wheat was grown

h
deseret evening news may 14 1878

fromfron the alamosaalamona journal date unknown as quoted in frank hall
history afpf tliestate of colcoi orad 0 op cit IV 98
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most successfully and consistently ranked as the principal agricultural

product of the valley other small grains did well also as did pota-

toes peas and alfalfa native hay grew in considerable abundance and

was harvested for use as feed for livestock however the success

which attended the raising of certain crops gave rise to overly opti-

mistic hopes that almost anything in the way of agricultural produce

could be raised in the valley one resident reported that he had con-

clusively demonstrated that sorghum cane could be raised in any amount

desired and that all the syrup and sugar required by the saints could

be manufactured in their own midst elder john morgan stated that

there was every reason to anticipate complete success in the raising of

grains and vegetables small grain of all kinds will do well here

he reported potatoes cabbage carrots beets onions peas beans
8

etc will all produce finely while such reports as these were re-

liable to a considerable degree they often tended to exaggerate the

quantities of the produce that could be raised other reports seem to

have represented optimum results as being nearer the average weirwearwe saw

turnips that weighed nine pounds and cabbage that weighed sixteen

ruta bagas that weighed fourteen and onions between three and four inches
9

in diameter still further all kinds of hardy small grains

6geology and water resources of the san luis valley colorado
op cit p p 27

7letteraletter from H P dotson to editors november 13 1881 deseret
evening news november 22 1881

hetterletter from john morgan to editors april 2 1880 deseret
evening news april 9 1880

91glettergietteretter from john morgan to editors november 23 1881 deseret
evening news november 30 1881
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will do well here and it is a wonderfully good country for vegetables

one party here claiming that out of a large crop of cabbage which he

raised there was not a single head that would not weigh twenty pounds

there can be little doubt that the saints experienced their greatest

agricultural success in the raising of grains and vegetables it also

seems certain that the reports of agricultural achievements were to

some degree calculated to attract additional settlers to the area hence

the rather constant reference to maximum accomplishments

in their hopes of raising large amounts and varieties of fruits

the saints met with repeated failure some fruits especially apples

can be grown with varying regularity and levels of success but the

climate of the valley is such as to preclude the planting of large

orchards for commercial purposes failure in producing fruit in the

vicinity of the mormon settlements in the valley prompted attempts to

try the raising of fraitstraitsfruits in some of the outlying areas it was antici-

pated that the milder climate on the western slopes of mount blanca might

prove suitable for this purpose p and this anticipation had been a moti

vatingbating factor in the establishment of a settlement there 0 the growing

of fruit at the blanca settlement howeverhoweverphowe didvergverp not prove successful

the establishment of a settlement at beulah in new mexico was made at

least partly in hopes that fruit could be successfully grown chereytherey but

the area was abandoned before anything could be effectively demonstrated

10

11

there

1011eber 071anassa
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in dividing up the land to be used for agricultural purposes the

usual mormon colonizing practice was followed whethe land was divided

into ten acre plotsplotsp with each family being allotted one such plot if
the size of the family was sufficiently large to justify ltvity additional

acreage would be allotted although the parcelling out of land was

handled in a manner suggestive of a communal organization its purpose

was to assure that all received an amount of land comparable to their

needs and the actual purchase of the lands so allotted was an individual

responsibility thisibis allotment system applied only to those lands which

by general agreement were designated as farms lands to be used by those

saints who resided in the towns individuals were free to obtain as

much land as they were able outside of these designated areas however

in these outlying areas a pattern of land acquisition was generally

followed in which the saints purchased only alternating quarter sections

of land mtehienye resultant checkerboard pattern enabled the saints to gain

effective control over an area of land of which they actually had legal

claim to only half non mormonscormons did not wish to purchase land is such

chopped up segments as were lefto nor could their irrigation projects

be easily adapted to such a scattered system of land holdings 0 thus y

ample land was left available in mormon areas for those saints who

would later arrive to settle in the valley

by the time the saints began to acquire title to their lands in the

late 1880s and early 1890s the mormon population in the valley had be-

gun to stabilize and those who were financially able began to acquire

increasingly larger tracts of land ilieitiethetlle acquisition of land soon after-

wards ceased to be a community concern and became an individual matter

it
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labor emplojaent aporqpor tun i t ie a

fortunately for the saints in the san luis valley their arrival

coincided with a period of notable transition development and economic

growth in the valley which made it possible for them to obtain good

employment with relative easeeasco although the possibilities of employ-

ment were many and varied a few enterprises rank as particularly sig-

nificant inlrilyt providing an almost constant source of employment for those

saints who desired it preeminentpre amongeminent these were the mining and

railroad industries numerous mines were located in the san juan

mountains to the west all of which offered jobs at good wages be-

cause of the social conditions associated with the mining camps a

large number of those who took jobs at the mines viewed their employ-

ment as a temporary expedient in many cases however economic nece-

ssity transformed expediency into permanency

the denver and rio grande railroad whose construction of a main

line from denver to sante fe took place at the very time that mormon

colonists were settling in the valley y was a consistent and valuable

source of employment to the saintssaintasainte early in 1879 soren C berthelsen

who had arrived with the first group of saints from utah the previous
12fall took a contract to deliver ties for the railroad coming at a

propitious moment the resulting employment was of great benefit to the

saints whose agricultural endeavorsende wereavort at that time falling short of

producing enough for their own needs in addition to the track to santa

fepbep the denver and rio grande railroad built numerous branch lines into

hans jensenjensenpjensena journalJol appparnalurnal citcitecito p 100

com ing a t

fe
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the mining regions of the san juan mountains A line was also built

westward fromfrointromeromtroin antonito to durango colorado all of this railroad

construction activity continued for many years to provide employment

opportunity for the saints of the san luis valley

additional work was available in the building of irrigation canals

throughout the western portion of the valley while this work was

ordinarily closer to home than mining or railroad jobs the pay was

usually not as good quite a number of saints also found jobs at

sawmills several of which were located in the mountains surrounding

the valley

therenere was considerably less demand for skilled than for unskilled

labor those of the saints who were skilled artisans usually worked

only part time at their trades the remainder of the time being engaged

in either unskilled labor or agricultural pursuits carpenters and

others with builders skills were frequently employedemp inloyad the construc-

tion of homes and other buildings bridges both for railroad and wagon

trfuic were needed to span the numerous streams which wound their

way through the valley thus providing jobs for those with the requisite

skills surveyors were needed to lay out new communities divide farm-

ing lots and plot irrigation ditches and canals those with engineering

abilities oundfoundaund occasional work in the construction of mills bridgebridges

and such projects as the building of the water wheel at beulah which

was required to provide a 12 foot vertical lift from the river to the
13

townst iteowns

op cit

tr ceficiefic

il j tieslieslles f

13 beulahKe wardulah manuscript history 1893 0
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during the earliest years of the mormon colonization in the valley

outside employment played a significant role in providing a financial

basis for the purchase of landplanda cattlepcattler machinerymachineryy equipment home co-
nstruction materials and necessary household items with the gradual

attainment of agricultural sufficiency there followed a period

during which outside employment experienced a slight decline as the

saints concentrated their efforts on increasing agricultural production

however it adonsoon took another upward swing as improved machinery and

more efficient methods of farming lessened the need for farm workers

and as agricultural development reached the saturation point causing

many of the saints to look elsewhere for employment opportunity

private and cooperativeoperativeco enterprise

the goal of economic self sufficiency required the establishment of

business enterprises by the saints 9 few of whom had money available for

investment purposes 0 of those few who didpdida nearly all were former resi-

dents of utahsutahp as those coming to the valley from the south were almost

invariably poor and barely able to provide themselves with the common

necessities of lifelifeoilfedifeo during the early years of mormon11ormon settlement in

the valley there was only the smallest margin of profit from agricul-

tural production and cattle raising and thus only those who possessed

some capital upon arrival were able to participate in the establishment

of private or operativecooperativeco enterprises the fact that this tended to

limit businessbuslbusi opportunitiesneiss to the utah saints was no doubt another

factor in contributing to the disunity that characterized the relation-

ship between the two groups for such a long period of time

land cattlecattie

did

utah

struction

11ormon
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such enterprises as were established by the saints were almost

entirely limited to those kinds of businesses which would contribute

directly to the economic self sufficiency of the mormon communities

no attempt was made to create large enterprises which would serve the

non mormon population of the surrounding area it was expected that

the mormon population in the valley would soon reach such numbers as to

guarantee a market of sufficient size to return a fair margin of profit

to business owners in fact overly optimistic estimates of future

population figures led to an excessive expansion of small businesses at

manassa in 1889 apostle heber J grant commenting on the situation

reported I1 never saw such a place as manassa for its size for stores

there are six or seven of them and a two story adobe frame front
14building is now in course of erection for a general merchandise store

As would be expected in a frontier settlementsettlements the initial efforts

of the saints were directed to the erection of homes and the cultivation

of land rather than towards the building up of business enterprises

it was 1880 before the first retail merchandise store was established

in manassa A small operativecooperativeco venture it was organized by soren C

berthelsen with an initial capital investment of 325 later in the

same year the flour mill previously mentioned was purchased by silas
S smith and do H elledge who eventually transferred it from its

location at san luis in costilla county to manassa it was this mill

heber jo grant manassa matters salt lake herald december 8
1889

manassa ward manuscript history 1880 jens on opOR cit

15
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iesieales which sur-

rounded the ignationresignationceareaces of stake presprea ident silas S smith in 1892

operativecooperativeco irrigation canal companiescompan wereiesieales organized by the saintssainta

in each of the major mormon settlements in the valley and while thesetheae

were operativecooperativeco enterprise organizations the motive behind their

establishment was not so much profit as the need to facilitate agricul-

tural development in the communities in addition to the stores in

manassamanessa smallsmail operativecooperativeco stores were also opened at sanford and

morgan other private enterprise ventures among the saints included
18operativecooperativeco cattle and sheep herds and sawmills located in conejos

19canyon

economic sufficiency was never more than partially achieved

by the saints in the san luis valley in agricultural production they

became mostmoat nearly so and no doubt could have subsisted on the foodstuffs

raised in the valley As long as the mormon communities remained in a

frontier stage of development they could more nearly supply their

wants however as the standard of living gradually improved the saints

became less able to provide themselves with luxury items though the

production of articles of luxury was never intended to fall within the

certificate of incorporation of the sanford operativecooperativeco me-
rcantile company conejos county colorado no 9454 october 18 1890890

sanford ward manuscript history 1888

op02 citE it 9

opOR cit

17sanfordsenford

selfseif suff iciency

sanfsanc ord
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later expanded into the manassa operativecooperativeco milling and manufacture

company which became involved in the economic difficultiesdifficult

op cit
i p

albert E smith comp silas sanford smith p 27

fox creek branch manuscript history 1891

president

16

17

16certificate
0 any 10 ml

18

19fox

16
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scope of what was meant by economic self sufficiency in mormon com-

munities stabilization of the mormon population in the valley was

perhaps the most significant factor in limiting the development of

business enterprise by the saints since smallness of numbers and the

limited market available made it impractical to undertake the provision

of any but the most fundamental and essential needs of the mormon com-

munities

munities

munities
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CHAPTERCHAPIER X

EDUCATION recreation AND fraternization

education in the mormon colonies of the san luis valleyvailey

mormon colonies y wherever and whenever established always made

the proper education of the children of the community a matter of

prime concern the colonies of the san luis valley were no exception

in this regard as schools were established almost immediately upon

arrivaloarrivals even before the first town was established at manassa bis-

hop hans jensen arranged for the rental of a house at los cerritos in
1

order that school could be held during the winter of 1878791878 in79

1879 shortly after the first homes had been erected on the townsite
2

a school was built at manassa As was the case in mostnost of the mormon

settlements during the early years in the valley the school building

hans jensen journalsjournal0journal opoOP cit p 99

2 manasa ward manuscript history 1879 jens on opor cit
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also served as a meeting house for the saints elder john morgan re-

ported on the educational undertaking in the colony

about the first thing they did in the first town they
started was to build a comfortable schoolhouse and dur-
ing the past winter they have had a school in session the
entire winter expecting that as soon as circumstances
would permit a summer school would be commenced

A formal school district was established by the saints early in
4

1879 becoming an affiliate of the conejos county school system which

was at that time in its early stage of development the county super-

intendent 0 schools exercised only limited supervision over the schools

established by the saints being primarily that of upholding the mini-

mum standards that were required to qualify for public funds teachers

were chosen by the saints with the approval of the county superintend-

ent p and william christensenchrisChriachrls andtensen 11 P dots on were among the early

teachers at the manassa school mormon emphasis on education gave

added impetus to the development of the county school system which

first began to attain real stature and significance in 1888 under the

capable leadership of superintendent C H brickenstein who added many

new districts progress however continued to be slow A measure of

the limited success experienced by the superintendentssuperintendent office can be

observed by the fact chatythaty according to the 1890 censusp average daily

attendance amounted to only slightly over one third of the countyscountescoun

potential

tys
school enrollment

discourse by elder john morgan in the salt lake tabernacle may
23 1880 printed in the deseret evening news august 21 1880

etterletter from joseph F thomas to A lamoslamps a Journalp
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control of the various school districts was vested in local school

boards each of the mormon communities maintained its own district and

board of education until march 29 1886 when it was voted to consoli-

date the districts of all the mormon communities which at that time

included manassa ephraim richfield and sanford in the mormon

settlements educational matters including the selection of school

boards were handled as though they were ecclesiastical prerogatives

at a meeting of the stake conference held november 19th and 20th 1893

a stake board of education was presented and sustained by a vote of

those present at the conference members of the board which controlled

all of the schools of the mormon communities in the county included the

stake presidency plus william christensen joseph B forbes marcus 0

funk and ephraim coombs

that the saints in the san luis valley would give careful atten-

tion to educational matters was further assured by the personal in-

terest of elder john morgan in educational affairs elder morgan had

in 1867 founded the morgan commercial college in salt lake city a

business school which enjoyed a very favorable reputation as an instiansti
0

tutionaution of learning ilehellelie also took a great interest in public educa-

tional matters in the salt lake valleyvalleypvaileyvalleys and in august 1883 was elected
9superintendent of the salt lake county district schools it was

john morgan journal op cit
san luis stake manuscript history 1893 op cit

8richardsonrichardsonerichardson and morgan life and ministry of john morgan op cit
p 34

bid p 361
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natural that this concern with things educational should be reflected

in his direction of early affairs among the mormon colonies in colorado

thene school house erected at manassa soon proved to be inadequate

because of the rapid increase in population A larger school house of

frame construction was built in 1882 also in 1882 the saints lo-

cated at ephraim most of whom had only arrived the previous year com-

pleted a small 20 x 26 school building 11 in 1886 when the town of

sanford began to attract settlers from the unsatisfactory locations at

richfield andatalid ephraimid a small meeting house was erected which served

both school and church purposes As at manassa the increasing pop-

ulation at sanford soon created a need for a larger building however

the move to build a new school house suffered a temporary setback when

a proposal to that effect made at a priesthood meeting at sanford in
12june 1887 was voted down A temporary solution was arrived at

when the saints coming from ephraim in 1888 brought their meeting house

with them this structure was attached to the school at sanford thereby

increasing its capacity sufficiently to accomodateaccommodate the students for an-

other year or two A better facility was still needed however and

whatever objections had been voiced in 1887 were apparently overcome

for in december 1889 apostle heber J grant who was then in the valley

was able to report that a two story brick school house 28 x 38 was

almost completed at sanford

manassa ward manuscript history 1882 jenson op02 cit
ephraim ward manuscript history 1882 jens on op cit

john morgan journal op cit
eber J grant manassa matters salt lake herald december 8
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manassasmanassasMana populationsaasaaasasas continued to risedise and it waswaa not long before

the new frame school house waswaa filled to overflowing A much larger

brick building waswaa built in 1890 and waswaaweawes attached to the frame struc
14ture thisthia new edifice combining the frame and brick build ingsinga

proved suffieauffiesuffle lent for the needsneeda of the saintssainta at manassamanessa until after

the turn of the century

the outlying mormon settlements that were later established alsoalaoaiso

attempted to meet the educational needs of their children schools are

known to have existed at eastdaleeasedaleEast foxdale creek and morgan there are

no records of formal schoolsschoola existingexisexia inting the other settlements jarosojaroaojanosojaroadJarJa

blanca

rosooaooso

sunflower beulah and el rito however it iais mostmoat probable

that in thesetheae settlements some instruction in rudimentary subjects waswaa

given by individuaindividuals who either were delegated or assumed the teaching

reamonareapona ibilityability on an informal and private basbaa is

recreation

though mormonsmormonacormons pride themselvesthema inelveselvea hard work and extol the virtues

of honest labor all work and no play hashaa never been their concept of

the good life time waswaa always taken for a bit of relaxation and fun

even when conditionscondicondl andtlonationa circumstancescircumatancea were most trying generally suchauch

activities were informal where the saintssainta gathered together for a pot-

luck dinner and afterwardsafter frequentlywardswarda enjoyed themselvesthemaelveathema inelveselvea singing and

dancing there were always some among their number who could play the

manaaaaMana wardasaaaassa manuscript historyHi 1890storyatory

buildings

sufficient

15

responsibility basis

generallysuch

jenson op cit

reports of schools being constructed and classes held are in the
manuscript historieshiatoriea1 of each of thesetheae settlements
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fiddle piano or horn and others who could call out the dancesdancea am-

ateur performers then aaas ever were eager to display their talents

and will morris and a brothers sister combination of will bood james

and tish hannah thomas are remembered among those who loved to per
16

form whenever an audience or an occasion presented itself
by way of somewhat more formal social gatherings plays were fre-

quently presented using local talent most of these were the product

of the young mens and young womenswomen mutual improvement associations

auxiliariesauxiliarie of the various wards and branches that have been mentioned

briefly in chapter VIII in the san luis valley most of the plays

and other activities were held in the meeting houses or schools which

were usually the only places large enough to accomodateaccommodate them even so

smallness of space and crowded conditions sometimes made audience and

performers almost indistinguishable no one seemed to mind and what

may have been lacking in professional quality was more than compensated

for by the enjoyment all had in being able to find a brief respite from

their daily cares

holidays also afforded an opportunity for social activities es-

pecially was this true of independence day and july 24th which latter
date commemorates the arrival of the mormon pioneers in the salt lake

interview with john B reed july 7 1965 at manassa colorado
brother reed is one of the few surviving settlers from the period of
this study

ihe mutual improvement associations form the activity arm of
the church and the majority of church sponsored activities are under
their direction much of their effort is directed towards providing
good and wholesome activity and recreation for the members of the church
especially the young particular emphasis isin given training in music
speech and the drama
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valley in 1847 both were marked by appropriate celebrations in the

larger mormon settlements of the valley and if the saints showed a

greater enthusiasm for the 24th than for the 4thath they meant no dis-

respect to the national honor therethede was perhaps the more spirited

celebration of these events at sanford where utah saints predominated

whose longer association with mormon celebrations made them more tradi-

tional andarldatud somewhat more standardized than those with which the south-

ern saints were acquainted

literary programs honoring these events were held in
a large shed or bowery covered with green boughs of
cottonwood cut from native trees not far away A

rostrum was erected in the shade where on july 4 the
declaration of independence was read orations and
other suitable parts were rendered by local talent

similar celebrations were also held at manassa which in later
years became the site where the mormon communities throughout the valley

concentrated their july 24th pioneer day activities in 1886 elder

john morgan records from manassa that he attended a celebration of the
19nationnations anniversary at the bowery listening to songs speeches etc

may day celebrations were also held at sanford complete with maypole

20
and brass band so constant was the demand for social activities at

sanford that a thriving business the sanford social hall company was

founded on the need to provide a suitable facility where dances the
21atricaladrical performances and other public gatherings could be held

fred T christensen early history of sanford colorado
colorado magazine XXXVI july 1959 ppap 221

john morgan journal op cit
christensen op cit p 220

certificate of incorporation of the sanford social hall company
cone jos county colorado isoino 13699 may 2 1894
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neprep reported that theibe people of the state of colorado

have as a rule treated them kindly have welcomed them to their bor-

ders have endeavored to benefit them and assisted them in forming
9922their settlements all they could
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relations with non mormonscormons in colorado

in view of the general opinion which was held about mormonism at

the time the saints were establishing themselves in the san luis valley

they got along surprisingly well with their non mormon neighbors re-

ports of the early colonists were consistent in their appraisal of the

officials of the state as being favorably disposed towards the mormon

inhabitants of the valley elder john morgan who had the closest con-

tact with colorado state officials during the earliest phase of the

colonizing venturepventuredventureventu

mexican residents predominated in the immediate vicinity of the

mormon settlements though a few were generous in the assistance

which they offerredoff toerred the saints most having had unfortunate ex-

periences in business dealings with other white settlers in the area

were at first reluctant to have much association with the mormonscormonsMor

but

mons

after some short acquainanceacquaintance with us after coming
in contact with us a limited length of time they learned
to think better of us and by their votes elected one of
our brethren magistrate over a considerable portion of
the county of conejos there is a kindly feeling be-
tween them and the latter day saints I1 noticed when
our people were living in their plazas as some of them
did for a season that whenever any of them took sick
the mexicans were on hand to nurse them and to do what
they could for their comfort

22discourse by elder john morgan opOR cit
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some hostility was engendered for a brief period in 1879 when

the mexicans dammed up the north branch of the conejos river which ran

a short distance from the site which had been selected for the town of

manassa thus depriving the new community of vital irrigation water

after negotiations failed to conclude a peaceful settlement bishop
24

hans jensen directed the saints to tear out the dam which they did

no further serious incidents of conflict over irrigation water rights

are recorded during the period of this study however many temporary

adjustments seem to have been made which in effect only postponed a

very serious rivalry over water rights to the early part of the 20th

century

difficulty was also encountered when cattlemen refused to keep

their herds away from the fields which had been planted by the saints

despite some legal obstacles to the erection of fences the saints went

ahead with plans to fence in their lands

an agreement has been entered into to fence in our farm-
ing land for the protection of our grain from the rav-
ages of stock it has been thought that the lawmakinglaw
power

making
of this state will repeal the stock or no fence

law and whether they will or not it will be well to
put in a good and substantial fence around our contem-
plated crop and not suffer ourselves to be annoyed as
we were last year we aim to fence in here at
manassa 960 acres in one field at ephraim they
propose I1 think to enclose a section or 640 acres

it was paradoxical that in an era of antiantl mormon ism the saints

were able to establish themselves in the san luis valley with a

andrew jens on thene founding of mormon settlements in the san
luis valley colorado colorado magazine XVII september 1940
ppap 17778177

letter

78

from H P dotson to editors march 2 1881 deseret
evening news march 9 1881
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24andrew jenson
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minimum of conflict with non mormonscormons in the same general vicinity

while at the same time experiencing most of their opposition from in-

ternal sources or from distant anti mormon elements almost from the

beginning moments of the mormon settlement in the valley the denver

tribune taking its cue from the daily tribune in salt lake city

launched a campaign against the saints so flagrantly extreme was its

position however that other non mormon pub lioatlibat ionstonslons came to the de-

fense of the mormon settlers0settlers
As long as the mormonscormons who come to conejos county to
settle are as industrious honest and as good a class
of citizens as those now living here the independent
will extend them a welcome and take sides with them
against the tribune theyilleytlley are making their part of
the san luis valley a garden spot and we wish for
more just such law abiding hardworkinghard peopleworking to
settle inih our county

seventeen mormon elders have been sent to the south-
ern states to make converts to bring into colorado
the mormonscormons are as welcome in colorado as are those
who belong to or who do not belong to other churches
providing they are good workers industrious citizens
and mind their ownoum business one mormon who lives
by labor is worth more to uhethe state than 216 prowlersgrowlersgrow
and

lers
gabblersdabblersgabb lers

the alamosaalamona independent became a consistent defender of the saintssaintsp

although its support of the mormonscormons was based upon the practical advan-

tages which accrued to the county as a res aitaltuit of agricultural develop-

ment rather than from support of doctrinal views or practices

the mormon colony at manassa is expecting an addition of
some thirty five families if they are of the same hon-
est industrious class as our friends who have lived

f f alamosaalamona independent as quoted in the deseret evening newsynewsp
september 3 1880

27great west as quoted in richardson and morgan op cit p 261

publications

inde endenteident

26

27

26aiamosa independent news
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there for the past year or two they are welcome to the
county thisibis colony has taken an apparently barren sec-
tion of the countycountyycountry and by irrigation and hard work have
raised god cropspcropscr addardavdops are making a garden of their
place there i room arrfrr a large number of them in m-
anassa and ephraimEph andraun they willwili make the southern part
of the county as f sourish ing as their predecessors did
the unpromisingpromisingur looking salt lake valley

during the height of the controversy of 1884 p which has been dealt

with at considerable length in chapter VI the denver tribune relying

heavily on informationinformal lorllorn supplied by the dailydallydaliyy tr11 ibuneabune in salt lake city

whose anti mormon stance in those days was notorious printed in its

columns the charges that elder brigham lilIII111igi roberts was led to refute in

his lengthy letter pp 758675 theilietiietile86 position of the salt lake dailydallydaliy

tribune thus became the source of most of the non mormon opposition

that was directed against the saints in the san luis valley the ar-

ticles which appeared in this paper during february and march of 1884

are too numerousnum anderiousenious too lengthy for complete inclusion in this study

howeverhoweveryHow twoevery of them are here reproduced in full as an indication of

the general tenor of alloallailoaliail the firstirstarst is a letter written by the apo-

state william L ball and his assasa opiatesociates to the governor of utah territ-

ory

to his excellency governor eli H murray of utah

dear sir the undersignedundersignerunder mormonscormonssigned of this place having
learned of the noble effortefforts of your excellency to root
out from the mormon faith the shameful evils that have
made our religion obnoxious to the best and most liberal
government in the world and hateful to all right doing
people of our own as well as other religious sects such
evils as the disgusting crime of polygamy which reduced
woman to the condition of a slave to the lusts of the

58alamoaaalamona independent as quoted in the deseret evening news
december 3 1880
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libertine and enablesen badablegabbeg men to cloak the indulgence
of bestial passions under the sanctimonious garb of su-
perior righteousnessighteo suchsasnesusnes crimes as the blood atonement
by whichwhichpwhicha as formerly taught openly in utah the most
awful murders were not only excused but from the taber-
nacles sacred desk openly justified in the name of mor-
monism such crimes against the government as holding
the church superior to human law and bringing the uni-
ted states courts into contempt by false swearing the
sin of which the church openly justifies and promises
through its false and usurping officers to absolutely
remit in the next world the crime of teaching treason
against a government to which we as mormonscormonsMor owemons not
only the common allegiance of all citizens but an es-
pecial debt of gratitude for having aided us when the
people were against us by sending five hundred of our
persecuted brethren and their families to utah and
giving us a place to practise our religion when we had
no other refuge in the whole world

to your excellency the representative of that govern-
ment we the true mormonscormons of colorado beg to express
our gratitude both in your official capacity and pri-
vately as to a wise and honorable man dealing honorably
but firmly with a misled but conscientious people and a
misleading and villainous priesthood who rob us all of
the sympathy of christian people by their treason their
polygamypoly theirgainygatny blood atoning murders such as the mou-
ntain meadows mass acreaacrep and the general evil course of
their ilveslivestives we are southernerspsouthernersSoutherner sirair and we are proud
to recognize in your excellency a southern gentleman and
we beg you to make it known in the most public manner
that asat virtuous and honorable men we hold polygamy an
abominationabominations and regard the sanctity of marriage the most
pleasing thing in the sight of god and the only arrange-
ment compatible with domestic happiness or public duty
we pray sirgsiry that you will say for usg your brethren from
the southern states in the most public manner that it
may reach our friends at home that we were induced to
come here under assurances altogether deceptive and we
find ourselves greatly disappointed both in the practical
workings of our religion under authority from utah and
also in the nature of the country which is a high mou-
ntain valley having an arctic climate we have suffered
great hardshipshardshipsyhardship and shall leave as soon as we can ar-
range to do so we beg your excellency to advise our
brethren of the southern states not to be induced to
leave their homes

in ordercorder that our position may be clear to all we re-
iterate that we stand by the old bible that our mothers
taught us and by the old flag that our fathers raised
and defended
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such of us as believe in the modern revelations ut-
terly repudiate all the abominations introduced into
mormon ism by brigham young

we extend to your excellency the heartfelt gratitude
and sympathy of a loyalloyalyloraly god fearing colony of reli-
gious emigrants and we pray you to assure the world
that the crimes of the utah church form no part of our
religion

after commenting editor lallytally about the representatives of about

three hundred mormonscormons in colorado who have come out from the priestly

tyranny that is so odious a feature of utah mormon ism the dailydallydaliydaliz

trtribuneibuneabune printed an appeal by kate field for aid to be sent to the suf-

fering group of apostates in the san luis valley

A cry of distress is ringing in my ears from which
I1 can not turn away yet which I1 am personally unable
to silence unless you come to the rescue three hun-
dred men women and children of our own flesh andarid blood

simpleheartedsimp southernerslehear lured from their homes
with the promise of finding an earthly paradise in
southern colorado will continue to want for food cloth-
ing and fuel I1 know that the demands upon your purses
are many I1 realize this fact from my own experience
stranger though I1 am I1 have already put my hands so
often into my own pockets as to have nothing left but
the pockets but I1 hope and pray that some at least
of the residents of utah territory are more financially
blessed than myself and will hearken to my appeal in
behalf of suffering humanity

you read in last sundays tr ibuneabune the colorado apo-
states address to gov murray wherein these brave men
repudiated polygamy and proclaimed their loyalty to the
flag they did not tell of their misery of the in-
clement country in which they are shivering unable to
get work eighteen miles from a stick of wood ostra
cisedcased by the 1300 or 1400 mormonscormons who surround them
how do I1 know these things from private letters from
the testimony of trustworthy witnesses the truth re-
garding the san luis stake was brought to me weeks ago

william L ball et al colorado mormonscormonsMormons salt lake city
dailydallydaliy tribune february 10 1884

an appeal for aid editorial salt lake city dailydaliydallydaliz
tribune february 13 1884
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iethe southerners here are generally honest
industrious ambitious and hard working they would
rather die than be considered paupershauperspau theypers are pen-
niless because they have been deceived they have risk-
ed their all to gather to the mountains of the lords
house and escape the judgementjud ofgement a sin avenging god

if the world but knew of their pitiable condition I1
feel that those who have been more fortunate in lifes
journey would come to their assistance if you can
tell our story and arouse public sympathy you will have
our deepest gratitude

3lkatekete
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by a journalist engaged for this purpose his state-
ments have since been corroborated by rev W W blair
who has seen these people and knows of their distress
finally there lies before me a letter direct from m-
anassa written by wmwin L ball the mormon bishop who
last autumn dared to tell the president of san luis
stake that no one should control his politics for which
heresy he was cut off the church the revolt begun by
ball has extended until the rebels now number three
hundred it is only a matter of time writes ball
when almost the entire body of southerners will leave

the brighamiteBrig churchhamite my friends say my life is in
danger as some of the utah mormonscormons have declared that
the ground shall drink my blood I1 have no hesitancy
in saying that but for the surrounding world and the
many apostates I1 believe the leaders would blood atone
me

will not the generous hearted
respond to this earnest supplication think of the hun-
gry frozen women and children far away from their sunny
south let us put ourselves in their places and give of
our superabundance no matter how small the gift it is
the drop that makes the ocean

I1 will gladly take charge of contributions so too
will hisbishib excellency the governor and the treasurer of
the salt lake tribune 31

such was the nature of the newspaper commentary directed against

the saints of the san luis valley while there were no doubt some

who subscribed to these views especially in more distant places such

as denver to the great majority of non mormonscormons in the valley who were

acquainted with the saints located in their midst charges and accounts

such as the above were simply too far from reality to merit their

kate field an appeal to the apostates and gentiles of utah
territory in behalf of the apostates of southern colorado salt lake
city daily tribune february 13 1884
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theibe mormonscormons who come to colorado are nearly all
farmers they understand farming under irrigation
and they have been acquiring land in localities where
ditches have been constructed and where industrious
immigrants are desirable they are not fools and con-
sequently they appreciate that in coming to colorado
they must accept the conditions as they find them here
and give up polygamy these people have no more idea
that they can reverse the public sentiment of this
state upon the subject of polygamy than that they can
elect a president of the united states in sympathy with
their peculiar views

164

serious consideration A more moderate campaign would have been far

more likely to gain advocates than the extreme course of villification
pursued by the antagonists

after the disclosure of the true character of the apostates whose

claims and charges formed much of the basis of the anti mormon cam-

paign the denver tribune ceased much of its clamor though it con-

tinued to oppose the practice of polygamy and what it conceived to be

a potential political threat posed by the mormonscormons in colorado dealing

with the mormon political threat another denver newspaper the repub-

lican took up the cause of the saints

there is a handful of mormonscormons in western colorado
and another handful in the san luis valley but the
mormon church as such has no more influence on the
politics of colorado than it has on the politics of
massachusetts

minor conflicts between the mormonscormons and non mormon residents of

the san luis valley did of course occur but they were almost always

of the type that were everywhere to be found in areas where religious

views differed where diverse ethnic groups were present where those

who tilled the soil confronted owners of large cattle herds and where

32denver republican as quoted in the deseret evening news de-
cember 26 1890
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earlier settlers felt themselves imposed upon by more recent arrivals

with the potential sources of conflict and irritation that existed in

the valley between mormonscormons and non mormonscormons it is remarkable that as

few disturbances occurred as did toleration of the mormonscormons by the

non mormonscormons of the valley was not meant to be interpreted as sympathy

for the doctrinal beliefs or marriage practices of the saints but as

long as the cormonsmormonsMor throughmons their industriousnessindustrious ness and agricultural

abilities made a positive contribution to the development and growth

of the san luis valley and refrained from trying to impose their be-

liefs and practices upon others they were welcomed as residents by

their non mormon neighbors
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CHAPTERCHAPIER XI

SUMMARYSUNMRY AND evaluation

status of the mormon settlements in the san luis valley 1900

at the close of the final year of the 19th century the colonial

period of mormon colonization in the san luisluialuls valley could be fairly

judged as being at an end since that date no new settlements have

been established no major emigrationsemig haverations occurred nor has any pro-

gram of expansion been attempted life in the valleyvalleysvailey mormon com-

munities had begun by 1900 to settle back into the somewhat normal

and more comfortable pattern of development that characterizes areas

that have emerged from frontier status into mature and well established

societies it is possible therefore to attempt a comparison between

the rather static level of development which had been reached by 1900

and the conditions which existed in the valley at the time the first
mormon settlers arrived in the spring of 1878

expai islonisionusion
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in december 1900 the mormon population in the san luisluialuls valley

stood at 2121 though a greater number of the saintssainta were then living

in scattered areas of the valley than had formerly been the case mostmoat

a tillstill lived in or near the surviving communities that had been estab-

lished by the saintssainta of thesetheae communities manassaManamena thesaaaaa firstcinat to be

established had the largest number of inhabitantsabitantainh 959 the othersothera

ranked in descending order of population were the following sanford
2

746 richfield 294 and eastdaleeasedaleEast 122dale the town of morgan should alsoalaoaiso

be included among those mormon settlementsaettlements still in existence in the

valley at the turn of the century no populationpopu figureslatim are recorded

for morgan in 1900 though it was certainly fewer than 100 which would

have placed it behind the others with the single exception of eastdaleeasedaleEast

which

dale

in 1900 had a population as high or higher than at any time since

its establishment each of these communities had experienced a decline

from earlier peak population figures the totals for the entire mormon

population of the valley also declined registering a loss of 245 per
3

sons from the high of 2366 which had been reached in 1893 again ex-

cepting eastdaleeasedaleEast whichdale was abandoned shortly after 1900 because of the

loss of water rights in the area the remaining communities had by 1900

attained a population status quo which continued well into the 20th

century with but little change

isan1sanasan luis stake manuscript history 1900

18931900

aga in
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in church organizational structure the san luis valley was in 1900

comprised 0 four wards manassa sanford richfield and eastdaleeasedaleEast anddale

one branch morgan As with the fluctuations and shiftingsshif intings pop-

ulation the number of wards and branches had alternately risen and

4fallen the leading stake and ward officials in 1900 were as follows

stake presidency albert R smith president
levi po helm first counselor
thomas aoA crowther second counselor
marcus 0 funk clerk

stake high council

patriarchs

manassa ward

sanford ward

rich fiefle id ward

eastdaleeasedaleEast warddale

morgan branch

hans C heiselt
john A smith
lars mortensen
james F crowthergrowther
emanuel D smith
ira B whitney
elihu K ball
harmon sowards
silas S smith jr
erastus S chrischrls tens en
soren C berthelsen
joseph fo thomasthonas

silas S smith manassa
elihu K ball manassa
james C berthelsen sanford

samuel jackson bishop
hugh lo10 sellers first counselor
george J koch second counselor

william 0 crowther bishop
marcus 0 funk first counselor
herman K chrischrls tens en second counselor
ephraim coombs bishop
william F 0 behrman first counselor
peter N guymon second counselor
christen jensen bishop
simeon A dunn first counselor
andrew S nielsen second counselor
martin G price presiding elder

san luis stake manuscript history 1900

of
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A stabilizing of the church organizational structure in the valley

paralleled that of population trends which characterized the various

communities in 1900 no new ward or branch organizations were created

from that date until well into the 20th century and changes in basic

structure occurring since 1900 have been relatively few

the visit of apostle john W taylor to the valley in 1897 had the

effect of reversing an upswing in the number of excommunicationscommunicationsex during
5

the years immediately preceding his visit such had undoubtedly been

one of the motivating factors behind his fishing expedition the

reformation associated with his visit had a lingering effect and

in 1900 the degree of unity and brotherhood among the saints was gene-

rally at a higher level than had been true of earlier years A new

generation was being raised up in the valley which had little under-

standing of or concern with the problems that had caused so much ani-

mosity among their parents intermarriage between the young adults of

both groups also helped to lessen the differences between the southern

saints and those from utah

while a high level of prosperity has never been the lot of the saints

in the san luis valley 1900 found them more prosperous than at any pre-

vious period following their arrival and the economic trend was consis-

tently upwards increased efficiency in agricultural production methods

and the gradual acquisition of improved machinery reduced the manpower

requirements of the valleyvalleysvailey farms so that by 1900 there was an in-

creasing number of saints who sought employment opportunity in more

san luis stake manuscript history 189518971895 1897 11 opOF cit
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distant places the stabilizing of the population demonstrated that

the normal population increase was being channeled away from the mormon

communities of the valley most often for occupational opportunities

offered elsewhere a trend that has continued to the present day

in summary a comparison of the mormon area of the san luis val-

ley in 1900 with the same area in 1878 shows the accomplishments of the

mormon colonizing endeavor in a very favorable light land had been

cleared farms laid out crops raised homes built shops and small

businesses created and communities established religious growth and

development had brought about the organization of a stake with its

wards branches priesthood quorumsqu andorums various auxiliary organizations

despite setbacks suffered because of outside opposition and dissension

within their own ranks spiritual progress was notable and large numbers

of recent converts had become solid members of the church peoples of

varying backgrounds and environments had been successfully though not

easily grafted together to form a completely new society and all of

this in the face of outside social and governmental opposition constant

hardships common to frontier settlements economic difficulties and the

all too human failings of members of their own group

evaluation

by almost any objective measure the mormon colonization of the san

luis valley must rank as a notable accomplishment beginning with no-

thing but barren wilderness they had to use standard mormon phrasing

made it blossom as the rose and in so doing had overcome many ob-

stacles and discouraging hardships mormonscormonsMor howevermons as with any

special interest group cannot judge the success or failure of their
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own endeavors with detached objectivity instead they must match

their accomplishments against the aspirations and expectations that

prevailed at the time the project was undertaken judged by this lat-

ter criterion the mormon colonization of the san luis valley is de-

scribed most accurately as a qualified success

the use of the term qualified success necessarily implies a

degree of failure that the colonizing endeavor in the san luis valley

witnessed many failings cannot be denied though they can perhaps be

explained broadly defined the most prominent failures experienced

by the saints in the valley were the following 1 failure to develop

industry and a broadly based economy which would provide for the eco-

nomic sufficiency of the mormon settlements 2 the abandonment

before 1900 of a majority of the settlements attempted and 3 the

existence of widespread dissension among the saints which thwarted both

material and spiritual progress

the first of these failure in economic development is discussed

at considerable length in chapter IX and requires only brief comment

here it is something of a paradox that agricultural development in

which the saints experienced their greatest success has at the same

time been a limiting factor in the further development of the valley

agricultural predominance placed an upper limit on the number of inhab-

itants that could be adequately supported by the valleys economy while

the exact maximum figure cannot be determined it seems certain that any

great increase in population must first await the development of a more

broad and diverse economic basis there is some indication today that

renewed mining activity might accomplish this goal
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the second failure abandonment of the majority of settlements

attempted requires a more detailed analysis of the numerous com-

munities established by the saints in the san luis valley only a

minority of them survived to 1900 to ascribe major responsibility for

this failure to poor leadership and faulty methods of colonization

would be inaccurate the majority of those assigned to leadership

positions in the valley had previously demonstrated their colonizing

abilities in similar ventures elsewhere and mormon colonizing methods

are universally renowned the reasons for the failure of a large pro-

portion of the settlements must therefore be sought in the peculiar

circumstances which surrounded each individual settlement in all
twelve communities were either established by the saints or were settle-
ments in which they constituted the largest element only five sur-

vived the 19th century and one of these eastdaleeasedaleEast wasdale abandoned in

1909 the majority of the settlements which were abandoned were located

in remote areas of the valley and in new mexico giving indication that

the chances for success decreased in almost direct proportion as the

distance from the hub colony at manassa increased A primary factor

in the establishment of many of these remote settlements had been the

search for a place of refuge for polygamists those who fledledfied to these

areas were little inclined to regard them as permanent or ideal places

of settlement and the abandonment of these communities given an end

the twelve communities were manassa ephraim richfield sanfordsantord
jarosocaroso morgan blanca fox creek eastdaleeasedaleEast beulahbaulahdale sunflower and el
rito

manassamenassa richfield sanford morgan and eastdaleeasedaleEastdale

6

7

f

7manassa

munities
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to the polygamy question was perhaps inevitable in the case of a

few of the settlements later abandoned notably jarosocaroso blanca fox

creek and sunflower they had been established by independently

acting groups of saints without the direction or leadership of church

officials
poor decisions were made in the locating of a few of the settle-

ments the land at ephraim proved too wet and marshy for permanent

settlement and the site was chosen in too much haste in the attempt

to prepare a new settlement for the expected increase in emigrant

arrivals richfield also had to be moved from its original location

because of unsatisfactory land conditions blanca and fox creek were

simply too remote to make permanent settlement feasible as was the

case later with beulah and el rito in new mexico jarosocaroso was never

occupied by more than a handful of families while sunflower repre-

sented little more than a nebulous collection of widely scattered fam-

ilies of saints that were later assimilated into the new town of romeo

the official church directed settlements undertaken by the saints of

the san luisluialuls valley were those at manassa ephraim richfield sanford

morgan beulah and eastdaleeasedaleEast beulahdale was essentially a temporary ex-

pedient during the years of the problem over polygamy eastdalesEast

abandonment

dales
in 1909 came as the result of a legal dispute over water

rights that was not foreseen at the time of its establishment this

leaves ephraim as the single settlement the abandonment of which can

be directly attributed to poor judgementjud ongement the part of those who pro-

posed it the remainder were successful and thriving if not overly

populous communities which had been built by the mormonscormons from the ground

up and which survived to 1900 and beyond

off ic lais
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the third major failing widespread dissension was the most

disturbing of all and the least succeptiblesusceptible of objective analysis

instead of the love and unity in which mormonscormons are wont to take pride

the saints experienced a long lasting factional strife between those

who came from the south and those who came from utah

many ofcof the southerners who came to settle in the san luis valley

entertained unrealistic hopes for the success of the venture motivated

by the enthusiasm that characterizes the newly converted to which was

added the attraction of cheap land they arrived in the valley without

having given enough serious consideration to the difficulties that would

be involved in establishing new homes in the western frontier upon en-

countering obstacles far greater than any they had imagined might exist

disappointment frequently gave way to despair and despair became the

breeding ground for dissension and apostacyapostasyapo

the

stacy

saints who came to the valley from utah on the other hand

came more from a sense of obligation and obedience than from hopes of

greater opportunities tried and tested in frontier life the very

fact that they had been singled out and called to assist in the settle-
ment of the valley was proof that they were well equipped for the task

as well as testimony of their devotion to church principle and doctrine

it seemed only common sense that in the classroom which was to be the

san luis valley they would be the teachers and the southern converts

would be the pupils

whether or not the clash that developed between the two groups

could have been avoided is a matter of conjecture however it appears

plausible that had there been a firm program of integration of both
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groups in each of the various settlements that the chances of widespread

dissension developing would have been reduced however the saints

were permitted to settle in locations of their own choosing which re-

sulted in a polarization of the utah saints towards sanford and rich-

field while the southern saints were drawn towards manassa thisibis

voluntary segregation of the two groups only served to make an amiable

adjustment of the situation more difficult
how much responsibility should be assigned the dissension between

utahnsutahna and southerners in limiting the growth and development of the

settlements in the valley is difficult to ascertain the publicity

given to the situation was undoubtedly a factor in reducing the number

of emigrants who might otherwise have been attracted to the valley

lack of operationcooperationco between the two groups could not but have added

to the obstacles which nature had so generously provided however the

temptation to ascribe all or even a majority of the failures which

the saints experienced to internal dissension must be resisted had

the disagreement been as universal and complete as was sometimes in-

dicated by the newspaper space and commentary which was devoted to it
there would have been no basis for any form of association between them

forces of unity were also present working silently and unrecognized as

a countercheck against dissension outside opposition by non mormonscormons

especially during the years of the polygamy controversy united the

saints in common resistance against their antagonists ordinary fron-

tier hardships shared jointly and frequently requiring the united

effort of all of the saints before they could be overcome also contrib-

uted towards unity most significantly although it received a severe
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testing at the hands of the saints the religious bond which united

them proved stronger than the forces of dissension

it is too simplesimpieimpie a matter to make judgementsjudge basedments on the obser-

vance of the failures of others much more difficult is the attempt to

discern the reasons for such failures and the formulation of a better

program of action to us who observe from the safe distance of three

quarters of a century it is easy to point out that we would have

avoided the mistakes made by the saints through the simple process of

backing up a few years prior to their occurrence and heading in a dif-

ferent direction also we are not hampered by the necessity of demo-

nstrating that our course of action would have been free from error

the actual participants in the colonial undertaking faced a much more

difficult task they were required to work with matters as they were

they could not go back and undo things which had already occurred

grant that our current task that of merely recording and judging

is the easier of the two nonetheless it appears that a more rigid

enforcement of the colonial practices which had become almost standard

in church colonial endeavors might have helped to overcome the diffi-
culties experienced in the san luis valley in particular insistence

that the saints reside in the towns for at least some minimum period

of time before dispersing throughout wider areas might have been ben-

eficial instead they were merely advised against scattering them-

selves on isolated farm lands away from the general community of saints

many rejected this advice and in taking up residence in outlying areas

denied themselves a goodly number of whom were only recent converts to

the church the religious instruction spiritual guidance and close

s
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association with other saints that community life would have afforded

true no longer did an indian menace prevent them from dispersing and

the prosecution of polygamists even made scattering a practical nece-

ssity for some but these factors would seem to be outweighed by the

benefits of community life in the mormon settlements as briefly out-

lined in chapter II11

it seems also that there was a lack of direct and effective super-

vision over the colonizing venture on the part of the general authorities

of the church the fact that the undertaking in the san luis valley

took place atsitfit the very time that the polygamy controversy was raging at

its greatest height and that church leaders were required to devote

their major energies to defensive measures for the protection both of

the church and their own persons no doubt accounts in large part for

the lack of attention given events in the san luis valley not that

matters in the valley were ignored for in fact they probably occupied

a disproportionate share of the time and energies of church officials

but such attention as was given was generally in the role of firemen

who responded to discouragingly frequent calls of distress to resolve

emergency situations which arose in the valley what was needed was

a firm and constant directing influence which because of preoccupation

with other matters was not forthcoming

it is inconceivable that brigham young had he been alive would

have permitted the situation to go as far awry as it did before inter-

vening with stern and drastic action but this was a new and more

modern era neither president john taylor nor wilford woodruff were as

autocratic as brigham young had been in the supervision of colonial
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endeavors local leaders were given a wider scope of action and auth-

ority and morenioce time to attempt the solution of local problems perhaps

too much time was given it would appear that a change in local leader-

ship in the san luis valley was justified sooner than 1892 it is un-

fortunate that stake president silas S smith is most often remembered

for his economic difficulties and intrigues rather than for the very

real contributions which he made to the growth and expansion of the

mormon colonies in the valley nevertheless it was true that he was

often uncompromising and unsympathetic in his attitude towards the south-

ern saints it was also evident that a smith dynasty of sorts existed

in which most of his sons who lived in the valley held prominent church

positions thisibis dynasty continued even after the reorganization of

the stake presidency and was a source of resentment and discontent

the error should not be made of passing judgementjud ongement the san luis

valley settlements on the basis of mistakes made and failures recorded

any frontier colonial endeavor isin in large part an experiment no one

can be certain ahead of time whether it will succeed or fail there are

too many variables and uncertain quantities peculiar to each settlement

which cannot be foreseen those who actually undertake the venture must

experiment onconcin a trial and error basis casting aside that which does

not work and adopting that which proves successful men too must be

experimented with to determine the kinds of tasks to which they are

best suited thus the true measure of the mormon colonization endeavor

in the san luis valley as with any other is not the number of failures

that occurred but the successes that were achieved and the successes

of the saints in the san luis valley were considerable

1 t
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people of widely varying backgrounds had been gathered to a wild-

erness that was the san luis valley in 1878 therenere they had claimed

and cleared their lands dug ditches and canals and brought life

giving water to the crops they planted homes were built from logslogo

which they cut and hauled from the mountains which surrounded the val-

ley lands were fenced and thousands of acres brought under cultiva-

tion large herds of cattle and sheep were built up entire commun-

ities were planned and settled and a new society evolved from among

the saints that had gathered to the valley infant industries were

started and numerous small businesses established in addition to the

daily tasks of frontier life religious and spiritual development re-

ceived much attention churches were built wards and branches were

organized and eventually a stake was established in their midst A

badly needed place of refuge was provided for families fleeing the

governmental prosecution of polygamists in utah education of the

children waswaftwatt given emphasis and formal schools were established in

the larger settlements all this despite the many problems that beset

them and in the short space of little more than two decades

yet irregardlessrdgardleasii of the impressive array of accomplishments there

was a lingering feeling among the saints that they had not achieved the

potential which was intended for them in the valley basing much of

their hopes for the future upon the predictions which had been made

at the time the colonization of the valley was undertaken and more re-

cently upon the utterances of apostle john W taylor in 1897 the saints

were inclined to expect a rapid development of the full potential of the

valley theyney looked forward with eager anticipation to the day when the

number of saints in the valley would fill it to overflowing when

add it ionlon
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prosperity would be poured out upon them in rich abundance and when

crowning their success a temple would be built in their midst their

children and grandchildren today share the same hopes and dreams the

future of the san luis valley as envisioned by its mormon inhabitants

in 1900 yet lies in the future

at the time of this writing the san luis stake has a total me-

mbership of approximately 3200 the geographic center of the stake has

shifted northward from the area of original settlement as alamosaalamona

monte vista and del norte have experienced recent growth in numbers

contrasted against a gradual decline in the vicinity around manassa

the stake iais currently comprised of seven wards and one branch the

wards are located at manassa sanford romeo la jara monte vista

and alamosaalamona the latter of which has two wards the single branch is

located at taos new mexico which was only recently incorporated into

the stake after having been initially established under the direction

of the spanish american and western states missions reflecting the

geographic shift in membership la jara formerly the richfield ward

is the site of the new stake house which was completed in 1951

beautiful modern chapels house all of the wards of the stake and m-

aterial progress is everywhere discernible yet for all the accomplish-

ments to which the saints in the valley might justifiably point they

continue to look forward with the same pioneer faith and trust which

motivated their forefathers toanloan ever brighter future

the ir
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ABSTRACT

in the late 18708 missionary successes in the southern

states prompted the search for a location to which the new

converts could migrate and establish their homes among the

saints in zion the area eventually decided upon for the

location of the southern converts was the san luis valley in

southern colorado elder john morgan the most prominent fig-

ure in the early missionary work in the south was given the

leading role in bringing southern converts to the settlements

which were to be established in the san luis valley the ini-

tial settlement of saints in the valley took place in the spring

of 1878 and regular spring and fall migrations from the south

added to their numbers for a full decade families of saints

from utah experienced in irrigation methods and the ways of

the frontier and firmly rooted in their knowledge of and de-

votion to gospel principles were called to assist in the colo-

nization of the valley manassa was the first town to be es-

tablished by the saints in 1879 As the population of church

members increased additional communities were founded in the

vicinity around manassa among them ephraim richfield and

sanford further development and expansion continued until cir-
cumstances warranted the establishment of a stake organization

of the church in june 1883 the san luis stake of zion was

organized with silas S smith a cousin of the prophet joseph

as stake president feelings of animosity developed between

the southern converts and those saints who had come from utah
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which was to be a source of much irritation and disunity in

the years to follow the year 1884 in particular was a dif-

ficult year for the saints as false stories circulated by

apostate members of the church brought much opposition from

non mormonscormons and dissension among the membership of the stake

the controversy over polygamy also contributed to the diffi-
culties of the saints in the years that followed the pas-

sage of the edmunds act in 1882 the san luis valley exper-

ienced a notable influx of polygamous families fleeing utah in

search of a place of refuge the desire for more remote places

of refuge coupled with population pressures and the attraction

of available land prompted the establishment of several ad-

ditional settlements in more distant parts of the valley and

in new mexico most of these newer communities experienced

only a temporary success and were abandoned before the turn

of the century church organizational development and change

paralleled the ups and downs of the colonial endeavor in the

valley economic and material progress characterized the mor-

mon settlements especially in agricultural development pri-

vate and operativecooperativeco enterprise experienced only limited suc-

cess among the saints in the valley spiritual progress while

notable was marred by the occasional reoccurrence of the fac-

tional strife between the southern saints and those from utah

thisibis strife superimposed over a dispute regarding the finan-

cial management of the manassa operativecooperativeco milling and man-

ufacture company resulted in 1892 in the resignation of stake

president silas S smith and the reorganization of the stake

2
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presidency A general improvement in social economic and

religious matters was the trend of the final years of the 19th

century marked most notably by the visit of apostle john W

taylor to the valley in 1897 by 1900 the frontier phase of

the mormon colonization 0 the valley was completed the

population had reached the levellevei ingoffing pointoff dissension waswaa

in steady decline and the saints looked to the future of the

valley with confidence and optimism
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